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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of this study was to demonstrate that there are multiple roles 

involved in bullyïng episodes. It was hypothesized t h  a bully/victirn episode 

comprises of five distinct groups of children: bullies, vicrims, guardians, lienchmen 

or accomplices, and active bystanders. The second objective of the present research 

was to examine children's social alliances within the classroom by investigating the 

classroom social networks and to explain how these social networks are related to 

bullyïng. It was hypothesized that bullies will belong to social groups and vicrims 

will not. In addition, bullies are hypothesized to have nuclear centrality (very 

prominent) within their respective social groups, whereas, active b ystanders and 

henchmen will have secondary or penpheral social centrality within the same social 

group. A final objective of this study was to analyze children's episodic account of 

an actual buUy/victim incident. One hundred and fifty-three children (82 females, 7 1 

males; M= 1 1.1 years and M= 1 1.2 years, respectively) participated in a stnictured 

child-researcher interview. D u ~ g  this interview children were asked to norninate 

classrnates who were buZZies, victims, pardians, henchmen, and acrive bystanders. 

Furthemore, children were asked to describe the classroom social network. Finally, 

children were asked to narrate their persona1 expenences with bullying by describing 

a specific bully-victirn episode. Descriptive analyses of the peer nominations 

revealed that 92% of the children identified bullies, 97% identified victirns, 92% 

nominated henchmen, and 97% nominated active bystanders. Moreover, the quality 



of the bully/vict im episode was modified by peer participation, children reported 

more negativity surrounding the bullying incident when henchmen were Uivolved. 

Social network analyses revealed that nueleur-nuclear children (children who belong 

to prominent classroom social groups and were prominent members of their 

respective groups) received significantly more Buliy and Guardia nominations 

compared to secondary children (e-g., cMdren who did belong to prominent 

classroorn social groups and were prominent members of  their respect ive social 

gro ups). Furthemore, nuclear-secondary children (c hildren who be long to 

prominent classroom groups and possessed a less promuient membership to their 

respective groups) received significant ly more Active B ystander peer nominations 

compared to other children. In contrat, isoZates (children who did not belong to a 

classroom social group) received more Victirn peer nominations compared to other 

children. These research findings provide evidence that ciassroom social groups and 

children's respective social network centrality play a role in abetting the power 

imbalance inherent in bullying episodes. Finally, the examination of c hildren' s 

bullying narratives contributed to the validity and the necessity of examining 

particular roles ckildren assume when confkonted with bullying in their 

environments. The results reporîed herein highlight the social nature of bullying and 

the examinat ion of c hildren's narratives provided an alternate method of studying 

bully/victim incidents. 
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AN EXAMINATION OF BULLYING FROM A GROUP-DYNAMIC 

PERSPECTIVE: THE THIRD PARTY ROLE 

OF PEERS IN BULLYING INCIDENTS 

". . .Human beings by changing the inner attitudes of 
their minds, can change the outer aspects of their lives." 

William James 

Aggressive habits learned early in life create the fomdations of later 

rnaladaptive behaviour (Coie & Dodge, 1998). Children' s experiences within their 

families, peer groups, schools, and the broader cornmunity influence in the 

development and maintenance of aggressive behaviour patterns. One form of 

childhood aggression that has becorne an increasing concern is the phenornenon of 

buZZ'ng. Studies in the US, Australia, England, Canada, and Scandinavia found that 

1 0% - 23% of children are involved as bullies or victirns or both in bullying episodes 

(Olweus, 1993a; Pepler, Craig, Ziegler, & Charach, 1993; Perry, Kusel, & Perry, 

1988; Rigby & Slee, 1991; Sharp & Smith, 1993; Slee, 1993; Whitney & Smith, 

1 993). Researchers have reported that v i c t b  d e r  phy sical and psycho logical 

abuse (Craig, 1995; Crick & Bigbee, 1995; Crick & Grotpeter, 1995; Hodges, 

Mdone, & Perry, 1995; OIweus, 1993 b; Slee & Rigby, 1993). Bullying can erode 

the victim' s confidence and destroy all enjo yment in We. In fàct, many adolescent 

suicides and violent deaths are presumed to have occurred as a direct result of severe 



victimization (Olweus, 1 993 b)- Moreover, bullies are 'at risk' for later 

maladjustment: longitudid studies have consistently documented that childhood 

aggression is associated with adult antisocial behaviour (Huesmann, Eron, Lefkowitz, 

& Wdder, 1984; Pepler & Rubin, 199 1). Finally, bullying may have a negative 

impact on the peer group. Researchers have reported that observing contlict or 

witnessing bullyhg can ùicrease children's anxiety and distress (El-Sheik, Cummings, 

& Goethch, 1989; Pepler, et al., 1993). 

Given the important and detnmental effects peer victïmization c m  have on 

chüdren's socioemotional development, the present research study was designed to 

examine children's buiiying behaviours within the peer context. This study will 

examine c hildren's bdying behavio urs using a gro up-O rïented perspective, which 

takes into consideration the underlying peer processes ihat are involved in bdy/victim 

episodes. That is, this study wiil examine the multiple roIes involved in builying and 

peer victimizatioa It is hypothesized that a buIly/victirn episode is comprised of five 

distinct groups of children: bullies, henchmen or accomplices, grrardians, active 

bysîmders, and victims. Consequently, the primary objective of this study is to 

examine the peer dynamics (e-g., the alliances and interactions between chgdren) of 

buUy/victim episodes. In addition, an examination of how children f'unction as 

elicitors and reinforcers of bullying behaviour wiU contribute to, and extend, current 

knowledge and understanding of chiIdrenY s buIlying and socioemotional develo pment. 



Recently, a Bdying Survey conducted in the Toronto schools, indicated that 

bullying is a pe~asive problem: 15% of the students acknowledged bullying others 

more than once or twice during the school term (Pepler, et ai., 1993). Furthemore, 

naturaiistic observations of children on the schoo 1 playground have indicated that 

bulI.ying occurs fi-equently. DespÏte the fact that bullying was fomd to be a pro blem, 

teachers and other children intervene very infkequently to help victims (in 4% and 

1 1% of the episodes, respectively, Craig & Pepler, 1995). Therefore, it appears that 

the behaviours of bullies, victims, and their peers exist within the wider system of the 

school context in which teachers are unaware of the extent of the buiiying pro blems 

and children are unsure about whether or how to intervene. Therefore, given the 

negative consequences associated with childhood bdyîng, it is important to examine 

children's ideas, attitudes, and experiences of bullying and victimization. 

It is evident that children7s peer relationships continue to play an integral role 

in healthy social and emotiond devebpment (Parker, Rubin, Price, & DeRosier, 

1995). Experiences with peers directly prornote, extend, discourage, and distort 

children's interpersonai and htrapersonal growth and adjustment . Thus, in recent 

years, there has k e n  increased research interest in understanding bullying and peer 

victimization (Crick & Grotpeter, 1995; Olweus, 1991, 1993; Pepler, et al, 1993; 

Perry, et al., 1988; Rigby & Slee, 1991; Sharp & Smith, 1993). This reflects the 

belief that children who experience peer difnculties, such as bullying and peer 

victimization, are "at risk" for maladaptive outcornes. Acco rdingly, the study of 



bullying and peer victimi;ration during the middle childhood years can contniute to, 

and extend, current knowledge and understanding of children's socioemotional 

development . 

Researchers have considered the period of middle to late chiIdhood (6 years to 

13 or 14 years) as a t h e  rnarked by many changes in the development of children7s 

interpersonai skills and in the context and quality of children's peer relationships 

(Hartup, 1983; Parker, et al-? 1995). There is an increase in children's exposure to 

p e r s  (e-g., entry into the formal school system). Children are likely to have 

kteractions with rnany new children who have diverse characteristics, personaiities, 

and social backgrounds (e.g., race, ethnicity, and religion). Furthemore, during 

middle childhood, children's peer interactions become more sex-segregated and 

established around formal organized activities (e.g., sports, Cubs/Scouts) compared 

to the preschool years (Hartup, 1996; Higgins & Parsons, 1983). These peer 

activities entail greater divisions of social ro les, coo perat ion, and leadership. Hence, 

these developmental changes that occur within the peer context during the middle 

childhood years provide children with many social opportunities to bully and victimize 

O thers. 

Mo reo ver, childxen' s aggressive behavio ur changes during the middIe 

childhood years. Relative to early childhood, direct physical f o m  of aggression 

decrease and are replaced by verbal forms of aggression (Bjorkqvist, Lagerspetz, & 

Kaukiainen, 1992; Rivets & Smith, 1994; Olweus, 1993a; Parke & Slaby, 1983). At 



the same time, children's aggression becomes less instrumental in nature (directed 

toward possessing desired objects) and more hostile toward others. Given that 

b d y h g  is considered to be a form of person-oriented aggression (Price & Dodge, 

l989), one would expect that bullying would be a cornmon social problem for 

children during the middle childhood years. 

Friendship and Peer Relations 

Changes in children's social-cognitive abilities occur during the middle 

childhood years (e.g., perspective-taking skills) and these increased abat ies enable 

children to buiId intimate relationships with their peers (Seirnan, 1980; Selman & 

Schultz, 1990). W~th the development of advanced perspective-taking skills, children 

develop reciprocated fiiendships with peers and begin to appreciate thought s and 

feeiings of other children Perndt, 1986; Epstein, 1989)- Sullivan (1 953) proposed 

that fkiendships are the source fkom which children develo p a sense of equality, 

interpersonal sensitivity, intimacy, and mutual understanding. Chiidren' s fiendships 

offer them the opportunity to participate in mutual, intimate, personal relationships. 

For example, chiIdren's fkiendships have k e n  found to: (1) foster guidance and 

instrumentai aid; (2) offer important sources of reliable alliance; (3) provide 

companionship and excitement; (4) influence the development of social perspective- 

taking skills and the acquisition of skills for cooperative exchange; and (5) offer a 

forum for the transmission of social noms and knowledge (Berndt, 1983; Berndt & 



Ferry, 1986; Bukowski & Hoza, 1989; Duck, 1983; Furman & Buhrrnester, 1985; 

Hartup, 1996; Selman, 1981; Selman & Schultz, 1990). Thus, children's fnendships 

are viewed as an extra-familial system that strengthens an individuai's emot iod  

security, companionship, and affection that can enhance children' s socioemo tional 

development h m  early childhood to late adolescence. However, experiences with 

bullying and peer victimization would dismpt the development of heaithy children's 

peer relationships and may have an adverse effect on children's interpersonal success 

in fùture social relations- 

Likewise, changes in social-cognitive skills may contribute to children's 

increased insecurity about their social position and acceptance among peers (Coie, 

Dodge, & Kupersrnidt, 1990; Fine, 1987; Parker & Gottman, 1989)- Parker and 

Gottman (1 989) proposed that peer group acceptance is a salient social concem 

during middle childhood. Hence, some children rnay become involved in builying and 

peer victunization in order to solidiS. their social status arnong their &ends and 

remain members of the "in " peer gro up. Moreover, children may not intervene or 

prevent bdy/victim episodes because of their increased concem of social rejection. 

F M y ,  some children become the targets of peer bullying because they are disliked by 

their peers, they do not possess extensive social networks, and/or they do not have 

stable firiendships. 

Despite the fact that peers have sigmficant impact on children's cognitive and 

emotional development, and the growth of interpersonal skik, little research lias 



investigated the influence o f  peer group on children's bullying behaviour. This is 

surprishg considering that peers clearly influence chilcirerCs aggressive behaviour 

(Bandura, 1973; Hail, 1973)- Accordingly, one of the primary objectives of the 

present research study is to examine bullying f?om a group-oriented perspective. 

Thus, this study will investigate the peer processes (e-g., ftiendship status, group 

membership) involved in bullying and peer victimization episodes in order to examine 

if the presence of peers influences buiiying behaviour. 

Transactional theorists argue that children's socioemotional adjustment is 

influenced, in part, by children's interactions with their peers, problems in peer 

relationships, and chiIdren7s negative self- and other-cognitions (Coie, 1 990; Crick & 

Dodge, 1994; Rubin, LeMare, & Lollis, 1990; Rubin, Hymel Mills, & Rose-Krasnor, 

1 99 1). Therefore, the child and the peer group are viewed as a dynamic, interactive 

system that changes over t h e .  Important elements of the peer system have a 

reciprocal a u e n c e  on children's thoughts of the self and O thers, the child's behaviour 

to ward peers, and the peer group's collective appraisd of and behaviour toward the 

child. Hence, the present study wili contnbute to the iiterature by examining the 

dynamic peer processes invo lved in children's buiIying behaviours. 

Theoretical Models of C'lildhood Aggression 

Given the fact that bdying behaviours are considered a subclass of aggressive 

behaviours, it is important to discuss the various theoreticai explanations for the 



etiology and maintenance of aggression in chiIdren. Specifically, this study will focus 

on socid-cognitive models of agression 

Social-Codive Persxctives. Social-cognitive theorists have investigated 

the various ways in which cognitive factors relate to childhood social interaction and 

hence, aggression (Dodge, 1986; Parker & Gottmao, 1989; Price & Dodge, 1989; 

Rubin & Krasnor, 1986; Rubin & Rose-Krasnor, 1 992). Children and tbeir fiends 

develop ideas about and perceptions of one another that innuence their behavioural 

responses toward each other. Furthemore, these ideas about and perceptions of one 

ano ther determine the direction of their relationships. Cognitive factors relating to 

aggression are hypot hesized to : (a) a u e n c e  c hildren's cognitions about thernselves 

and their social situations (Harter, 1982; Hymel & Franke, 1985; Ladd & Price, 1986; 

Rubin & Krasnor, 1 986), (b) influence the children's characteristic behaviours toward 

peers @odge, 1986; Rubin & Danieis-Bierness, 1983), (c) mediate chizdren's 

aggressive responses to particular social expenences @odge, 1980, 1986; Rubin, 

Bream, & Rose-Krasnor, 199 1 ), (d) influence peer group attitudes and behaviours 

toward aggressive children (Dodge, 1986) and (e) account for individual continùties 

and consistencies in patterns of aggression, victunizatios and bystander support for 

aggression Though s h a ~ g  a common set of principles, overlapping social-cognitive 

modeis have not yet been integrated into a single theory. 

Social-cognitive models have been informative in understanding children' s 

aggressive behavio ur. The fo ilowing paragaphs contain brief descriptions of the 



various social-cognitive modek that have been used to investigate children's 

aggression, Hence, these models provide a theoretical b a i s  for examining and 

understanding the social-cognitive factors that contriiute to children's bullying and 

peer vic timizat ion behaviours - 

Social information-~rocessing model. The sociai information-processing 

model of aggression proposed by Dodge (1980, 1986, 1991) states that cognitive 

deficiencies andor hostile bises are shown by aggressive children in social problem- 

solving situations. There is a five-stage sequence of info rmation-processing invo lved 

in social problem-solving situations: (a) the encoding of social cues, (b) the mental 

representation of encoded cues, (c) the assessing the present dilemma and 

generation of potential responses, (d) the evahation and selection of responses, and 

(e) the enactment of the chosen response. For exarnple, at the encoding stage 

aggressive children have been found to: (a) attend to fewer and/or inappropriate cues 

than do nonaggressive chikiren, (b) attend primarily to hostiie social cues within their 

environment, and (c) misinterpret the intentions and thoughts of others in their social 

environment (Dodge, 1980, 1986; 1991). 

At the stage of mental representation, aggressive children may have diflicdty 

with affective and social perspective-taking . For exarnple, researchers have 

demonstrated that when children are conikonted with negative circumstances and the 

perpetrators' intentions are ambiguous, aggressive children are more likely to believe 

that ambiguously motivated provocations as acts of dehirate hostility (Dodge, 1986; 



Dodge, I 99 1 ). One consequence of aggresive children's biased perceptions is the 

fact they are more likely to react to ambiguous social situations with anger and 

hostility. Similariy, nonaggressive chifdren attriiute hostile intentions to aggressive 

children, even ifthe intent of the perpetrator is ambiguous (Dodge & Frame, 1982; 

Dodge, 1 99 1). Similar dfierences between aggressive and nonaggressive cMdren 

have k e n  hypothesized and empirically supported at each of the remaining steps 

(Dodge, 1986; Crick & Dodge, 1994). 

In addition, Dodge (1 99 1 ) pro posed that there are two types of aggression: 

reuctive and proactive. Thus, researchers can différentiate between aggressive 

children who react to others in an angry, volatiIe marner (reactive) fiom aggressive 

children who use aggression proactively against other children to achieve their social 

goals (proactive). Research has shown that misinterpretations of the others' intent 

are more Likely to occur among boys who display reactive aggression in their 

interaction with their peers. In contrat, proactively aggressive boys (e-g., bullies) are 

less Lely to misread a partner's sociaI intentions (Dodge & Coie, 1987). Hence, 

social-skiils programs based on this model have been aimed at reducing or preventing 

aggression by enhancing aggressive children's social information-processing skills and 

challenging aggressive children's hostile biases (Pepler, King, & Byrd, 199 1). 

Social pro blem-so lvinc model. The social pro blem-so Iving paradigm (Spivack 

& Shure, 1974; Rubin & IKrasnor, 1983, 1986; Rubh & Rose-Krasnor, 1992) 

provides a hmework for assessing the various cognitive processes children use when 



they are in a problem-solvhg situation. Children7s increased social understanding 

during middle childhood enhances their social problem-so1ving skills that, in turn, 

&es their peer relationships become more intimate and sophisticated. Rubin and 

Krasnor (1986) postulate that most peer social interchanges are automatic. Given tfiis 

fact, these researchers have incorporated mfomiation-processing notions of 

autornaticiîy and scripts into their processing mode1 of social competence (Iiubin & 

Coplan, 1992). Accordingly, when cbildren are faced with a social dilemma (e-g., 

making new fiends or acquiring a desired object), their patterns of thought follow a 

particular Uiformation-processing sequence. First, chiidren select a particular sociol 

goul. These goals rnay include gaining attention £tom another child acquiring 

information fiom ano ther chiid, defense fiom others, acquiring possession of an 

object, and/or initiating social play. The social goal should reflect the children's 

mental representation of the desired social outcome of the pro blem-so lvhg situation 

Second, children examine the task environment (i.e., the social contes). 

Children7s social goals and the strategies to achieve these goals are constrained 

somewhat by information the child integrates about the imrnediate environment. 

Children retrieve difEerent strategies to meet given go& in dBerent social contexts 

(Rubin & Krasnor, 1 983). For example, boys and girls produce dinerent strategic 

responses to a social dilemma when in the Company of same-sex as opposed to 

opposite-sex peers. 



Third, children access and select s ~ r a t e ~ e s  that help them to attain their social 

goals. Rubin and Krasnor (1986) indicated that there are several ways that strategies 

to social problems are chosen. If a social script is available in the child7s cognitive 

repertoire, strategy retrieval and seiection are relatively automatic processes. 

However, if a social script ifnot available, children begin a conscious process of 

generating and evaluating each available social problem-solving strategy stored in 

their long- term memory- 

Fourth, given that an appropriate strategy has k e n  selected, children must 

implement the strate0 in the social problem-solving process. Hence, in a given 

pro blem-so lving situation, c hildren implement the selected social strategy to attain 

their desired social goals- 

Finally, chiIdren evaluate the outcorne of the chosen strategy. Children assess 

the task environment in order to assess the relative success of the problem-solvïng 

situation. Children examine whether or not the original social goal was achieved. If 

the socid strategy and outcorne are judged by children to be successfiil, children stop 

the problem-solving process. 

However, ifchildren judge the social interchange to have failed, there are 

three general options that may be available to them First, children rnay stop the 

social problem-solving sequence and the social goal remains unattained. A new or 

modified social goal may be chosen and the sequence of ùiformation processing will 

start again. Second, children rnay choose to repeat the original strategy. Third, 



chïidren may choose to mod@ the original strategy while mainttaining the sarne socid 

goal* 

Empirical evidence suggests that aggressive children exhibit cognitive deficits 

in their ab- to solve hypothetical social-problem dilemmas (Rubi. & Coplan, 

1992). Aggressive children are capable of generating the same number of çtrategies 

as social peers; ho wever, aggressive chiIdren7 s strategies were more agonistic in 

nature (Rubin & Daniels-Bierness, 1983). For examvle, aggressive children are less 

likely than nonaggressive peers to suggest prosocial strategies to solve their social 

probIerns and more likely to suggest briiry as resolutions to object acquisition 

dilemmas. Furthemore, aggressive children are more iikely than nonaggressive 

children: (a) to choose inappropriate social goals, (b) to misinterpet the intentions of 

other children, (c) to suggest aggressive or unskilled social strategies to deal with 

their interpersonal dilemmas, and (d) demonstrate hflexibility when CO fionted with 

initial failure (Rubin & Krasnor, 1 98 6). 

Cognitive mediators model. The cognitive mediators paradigrn (Slaby & 

Guerra, 1988), also known as the "habits of thought " mode4 has presented a 

fiamework for assessing and changing : (a) cMdren9s content of thought (in the form 

of generaiized beliefs that support the use of aggression), (b) children's processes of 

thought (social pro blern-solving skills), and (c) children' s style of thought (impulsive 

or reflective processing of content). For example, research has indicated that 

changing incarcerated adoIescent offenders' habits of îhought conceming violence 



was conducive in reducing friture aggressive behaviours (Guerra & Slaby, IWO). In 

addition, this type of intervention has been practiced to alter positive aggressive 

patterns of thought that place individuals at risk for involvement with violence and 

criminal activity (Slaby, 1989). 

Cognitive social 1-g: mediators model. The cognitive social 1e&g 

mediators paradigm (Perry, Perry, & Ramussen, 1986) is an extension of earlier social 

leamkg theory (see Bandura, 1973, 1986) to include assessrnent of children's 

expectations and reliance that their own aggressive behavio w will Iead to favorable 

outcornes. Perry and his colleagues (1 986) have found that aggressive children were 

more likely than nonaggressive children to report that aggression Ieads to substantial 

rewards and is successful in terminating others' abusive behaviour. Therefore, 

aggressive children believe that the use of aggression is very effective and successfiil 

way to solve social problems. Compared to nonaggressive children, aggressive 

children place more importance on achieving control over their victim and place less 

value on suffering by the victims of aggression, retaliation by the victim, peer 

rejection, and negative self-evaluation (Bo ldizar, Peny, & Perry, 1989; Perry, 

Wiard, & Perry, 1990; Slaby & Guerra, 1 988). Slaby and Guerra (1 988) found that 

aggressive adolescents were more Likely than nonaggressive peers to believe that 

aggression bolsters one's self-esteem. This research suggests that aggressive children 

minimize the harmfur and punitive consequences ofaggression compared to 

nonaggressive peers. 



Cognitive mediators help aggressive chilcken to perceive their social world as 

hostile and uncaring; thus, enabling them to react with angry, aggressive thoughts. 

Such antagonistic perceptions innuence children's antisocial behaviour and over tirne, 

become entrenched within their thoughts (Slaby & Roedell, 1982). Children who 

possess aggressive social-cognitive thoughts may actively evoke coercive and 

aggressive interactions fiom the individuals within t heir social environment (Dishion, 

Patterson, & Griesler, 1994; Patterson, Capaldi, & Bank, 199 1). 

Interpersonal understanding. Current knowledge of interpersonal 

understanding (Selman, 1980; Seiman & Schultz, 1990) provides a developrnental 

fiamework by which we can explain the ways children' s perspective-taking abilities 

infiuence their understanding of fiiendship and codlîct. Interpersonal negotiation 

strategies are characterized corresponding to the perspective-taking level they reflect, 

beginning with an egocentric and undserentiated perspective and maturing to a 

highly dBerent iated and integrated organization of social perspectives. For example, 

the individual messages that children apply to aggressive behaviour have been 

characterized as maturing through several develo pmental levels of interpersonal 

understanding: impulsive, impersonal de-based, personal de-based, impersonal 

need-based (isolated), personal need-based (integrated), and insighrful. Research 

has indicated that aggressive children's strategies were more represented at lower 

developmental levels (impulsive, impersonal nile-based) compared to nonaggressive 

c hildren. 



Sumrnary. At birth, children have a particular set of traits and abilities that 

develop and change within the famiy and peer surroundings. Through their personal 

experiences within these envkonments, children develop fùndamental cognitive 

mediators for social interactions. As descnid above, these cognitive mediators 

include: (a) strategies for solving social pro blem, (b) beliefs that support aggression, 

(c) hostile attniutional biases, and (d) social scripts (e-g-, Dodge, 1986; Huesmann, 

1988; Huesmann & Eron, 1984; Perry, Willard, et al-, 1990; Rubin & Krasnor, 1986; 

Slaby & Guerra, 1988). If agressive chiIdren view their world as hostile, they are 

more likeIy to react with anger and aggression. Peers fkom their social worlds may 

respond in kind, thereby establishing coercive peer interaction patterns that persist 

across contexts and over t h e -  

What is Bullying? 

It bas k e n  suggested t h ,  " a  person is king bullied when he or she is 

exposeci, repeatedly, and over t h e  to negative actions on the part of one or more 

other perçons" (Olweus, 1 99 1, p.4 1 1). Negative actions may be physical or verbal 

behaviours with the intent to inDict injury or discodort. It is not buiiying when two 

children of about the same physical and psychological strength have the odd fight or 

quarrel. There has to be an irnbalance of power and the victim h d s  it very d ~ c u l t  to 

defend himself or herself. 



In addition, builying has k e n  described by researchers as a discrete subclass 

of sfggressive behaviour, therefore not all aggressive acts can be classifïed as bullyïng 

behaviours (Craig & P epler, 1995; Dodge & Coie, 1989; Schwartz, Dodge, & Coie, 

1993). Dodge and Coie (1989) deked  builying as a person-directed subtype of 

aggression that is an unprovoked aversive means of influencing or coercing another 

person. According to these theorists, buuying can be distinguished from other forms 

of aggression (e-g., hostile or reactive aggression) by its coercive nature and by the 

absence of anger or fi-ustration. 

However, the present author would argue that the critical component of 

bullying is the imbalance ofpower (Olweus, 1993; Sharp & Smith, 1993). The child 

doing the buliying is generaily thought of as k ing stronger; at least, the victim is not 

in a position to retaliate effectively. Furthemore, as mentioned previously, peers are 

involved in 85% of the buliy/victim episodes (Pepler & Craig, 1 995). Therefore, it is 

important to examine and explain the peer process involved in bullying episodes in 

order to enhance our understanding of why bullying occurs. Power imbalances can 

stem from alliance processes-Le., buIlies could have henchmen; or power imbalances 

can be disnipted ifvictirns have ,ouardians. That is, power i m b h c e  c m  be created 

and power balance c m  be restored through the group and that is what makes it 

especially important to examine peer processes because there is more than one way to 

establish dserential power, and having a peer on your side could be central to 

buliying . 



Overt and Relational Bdvin% There are two kinds of bdlying: direct (overt) 

and indirect (relational). Direct bdying is easiiy observed and is characterized by 

overt physical or verbal attacks against the victim (Bjorkqvist, Lagerspetz, & 

Kaukiainen, 1992). For example. direct bdying can involve physicdy hurting 

another child, teasing a child, or calling a child bad names. The second kind of 

builying is indirect or relational and is no t as easy to observe. ReIational bdying 

involves using behaviours that harmfully rnanipdate a child's relationships witb others 

and the result is social isolation and exclusion (Craig, 1995; Crick & Bigbee, 2995; 

Crick, Bigbee, & Howes, 1996; Crick & Grotpeter, 1995). 

Social Cognitive Perspectives on Buiiying; 

Despite the important influence of cognitive mediators on children's 

aggression, there has been very little study of the reIation between children's sociaI 

cognitive skills and bullying, Slee ( 1993) investigated the social-pro blem skills of 

bullies and victims (identified using self-report measures). Results fiom this study 

indicated bullies are more likely than other children to attriiute aggressive behaviour 

in others to situationai factors (something outside the child such as peer pressure). In 

contrast, victirns attrïbute aggressive behaviour in O thers more equally to dispositional 

and situationai factors. Bullies and victims produced fewer solutions to a hypothetical 

buliyïng story compared to other children. Finally, bullies were more concerned 



about getting in trouble if they responded to aggression with aggression whereas 

victirns feared retaliation fiom the aggressor. 

One reason for this limitation is that the majority of research investigations on 

bullying have utilized children7s self-reports (modified versions of the Bully/victim 

Questionnaire developed by Olweus, 199 f ) as the primary method of data collection 

(Boulton & Underwood, 1992; OLweus, 1991, 1993; Pepler, et al., 1993; Rigby & 

Slee, 199 1 ; Sharp & Smith, 1991 ; Whitney & Smith, 1993). Also, researchers have 

focused on peer victimization and ignored the possïbility that peer processes may have 

intluenced children's bullying behaviours (Crick & Bigbee, 1995, Crick & Grotpeter, 

1995; Perry, et al., 1988; Perry, et al., 1990). Although these research studies have 

contnbuted si@cantly to our understanding of chddhood builying, research studies 

that provide more detaiied anaiisis of bullying and its relation to broader peer 

relat ionships are warranted. 

In several studies, researchers have conducted individual interviews to 

investigate the reasons why children engage in bullying and the psychological effects 

of king buliied (Boulton & Underwood, 1992; Madsen & Smith, 1994; Slee, 1993). 

Individuai interviews can provide the researcher with valuable, qualirarive idormat ion 

about bullying and peer victimization. The resdts fiom these investigations indicated 

that buiiies (identifïed by peer ratings) were more likely than victims to report that 

children b d y  others because the bullies were provoked by other children (Boulton & 

Underwood, 1992). In contrast, most victims indicated that bullies pick on other 



children because the victims are d e r  than the bully and therefore, are unable to 

defend themselves. 

Additionally, chifdren, in g e n e d  indicated thai the primary reasons for 

engaging in bullying and peer victimization were: (a) to seek pleasure, (b) to seek 

power? (c) to enhance self-esteem, (d) to gain respect f?om their peers, and (e) to 

express dislike for the victim (Madsen & Srni&, 1994; Olweus, 1993a). Furthermore, 

older chilken reported that people bully other people in order to demonstrate andlor 

gain power over the victim, to raise their own self-esteem, and to increase their own 

social status (Madsen & Smirth, 1994). These researchers did not distinguish between 

bullies, victims, and active bystanders. Finally, Gotthei1(1995), investigated if buliies 

and victirns (identified by peer ratings) differed in their patterns of use and receipt of 

physical aggression . Specifically, it was found that bullies were si@cantly more 

kely than victims to use aggression to solve their social conflicts. WhiIe on the 

contrary, victirns were significantly more iikely than control children to be the 

recipients of aggression diil-ing their conflict situations. 

Given the limited research evidence on the reasons why children bully others, 

the present research study will extend this body of research by examining children's 

narratives about their personal expenences with bullying and peer victiwzation. 

SpecificaUy, children's perceptions concerning why children buZly other children and 

their personal buiIy/victim experiences will be investigated. Furthermore, children's 

self-reports of bullying (modzed version of the BuUyNictim Questionnaire, Olweus, 



1 989), peer-nominated reports of bullying, and children's narratives will be utilized in 

the present research investigation. The present study will investigate chikiren's 

(bullies, henchmen or accompZices, vicîims, guardians, and active bystanders) 

perceptions and attitudes concerning buiiying and victimization. 

Peer Muences and Aggression 

Given that children's interactions with their peers play an important role in the 

devebpment, maintenance? and modification of behaviour, it is important to examine 

the relation between peers and aggression. Peers are influentid in the development of 

aggression by reinforcing aggressiveness, eliciting aggression, serving as targets of 

hostility, and serving as social modeIs of aggression. 

Numerous studies have demonstrated the impact ofpeer rnodeZs on aggressive 

behaviours (see Parke & Slaby, 1983, for a review). For exarnple, Bandura (1973) 

showed that children will imitate film-mediated aggressive peer and adult models. 

Furthemore, Hail (1 973) demonstrated that boys wili increase their aggressive 

behaviour when paired with an aggressive boy. 

Peers can also serve as reinforcing agents for aggressive behaviow in others. 

Patterson, Littrnan, and Bricker (1 967) investigated preschoolers' reactions to 

aggressive acts. These researchers indicated that one set of reactions made by 

children was thought to positively reinforce aggressiveness (e.g., passivity, crying, 

making defensive postures) and a second set of reactions made by children was 



thought to be puniçhing (e-g., tatthg, r e c o v e ~ g  property, and retaliation). Results 

demonstrated that when victims of aggression comterattacked, the aggressors 

changed their actions, their victinis, or both. However, when victims reacted with 

defensiveness and crying, aggressors maintained or increased their aggression toward 

their victims in ensuing observations. In a recent study, Schwartz and his coileagues 

(1 993) repo rted that boys who demonstrated submissive behaviours during initial 

interactions with peers were more likely to become fiequent targets of peer 

aggression. The research studies illustrate that the victim's behavio ural responses 

(e-g., retaliation, submissiveness) to peer aggressive acts wilI increase the occurrence 

of peer aggressive acts. 

Peers not only reuiforce aggressive behaviour but there is evidence indicating 

that ~onaggressive children may Ieam to behave aggressively within the peer context, 

particularly if they are fiequently aîtacked. In the Patterson et al. (1 967) study, 

children who were victimized by peers were provided with rnany opportunities to 

counterattack their aggressors. Aiter experiencing fiequent attacks, nomggressors 

often counterattacked. As a result, the number of füture attacks against them 

decreased. However, if nomggressors did not counterattack, the attac ks made by 

others increased. These studies suggest that peer or victim reactions are important 

mediators of children's aggressive attacks and children may use aggressive behaviour 

as a protective means Eom king fkrther victimized. 



Peers can function to eîther maintain, increase, or inhibit aggressive behaviour, 

not only through direct interaction but also by setting standards that relate to the 

acceptability of aggressive behaviour. Numerous studies have demonstrated that 

aggressive behaviour is positively associated with social rejection by peers (Coie & 

Kupersmidt, 1983; Dodge, 1983; Dodge, Coie, & Brakke, 1982; Rubin, Chen, & 

Hymel 1993; Rubin, Hymel LeMare, & Rowden, 1989; Rubin & CopIan, 1992). 

Furthermore, aggressive children who are rejected fiom the broader peer group, begin 

to associate with other aggressive or rejected children (Cairns, Cairns, Neckenman, 

Gest, & Gariepy, 1989). Therefore, these children may develop bullying behaviours 

and attitudes and hence, become allied with bullies- Interactions with deviant peer 

groups maintain and reinforce children's aggressive behaviours. Furthemore, 

children's involvement in deviant peer groups k t s  their opportunities to acquire 

nondeviant, prosocid behaviours. 

Peer Influences and Bullying. As described earlier, bullying can be 

conceptualized as dyadic- or groupaient ed peer agression (Coie & Christopo dos, 

1990; Dodge, Price, Coie, & Christopoulos, 1990; Olweus, 1993a; Schwartz, et al., 

1993). Early researchers who examined mobbing (i.e., grouporiented peer 

aggression directed at specific children) considered bdiying to be an activity that 

involved multiple antagonists mjorkqvist, Ekmiq & Lagerspecz, 1982; Lagerspetz, 

Bjorkqvist, Berts, & King, 1982). 



Contrary to the perspective of the present study, eariier researchers have 

viewed bullying fiom a strictly dyadic perspective. For example, Dodge and Coie 

(1 989) suggested that builying and victirnization occur primarily within a particular 

dyadic relationship (i.e., buuying takes place between a dominant child and a 

subservient child). In addition, Schwartz and his coileagues (1 993) concluded that 

peer victimization is genedy  dyadic although the individual buNy/victim relationships 

may be influenced by the attitudes of the peer group as a whole. However, these 

researchers failed to investigate how the attitudes of the peer group influenced the 

bdying behaviour. 

Researchers who conceptuake bullying only fiom a dyadic perspective and 

their research investigations represent important contributions to the literature on peer 

victimization. However, if we view bdying ftom a dyadic perspective, how can we 

distinguish these research studies from the multitude of research that have k e n  

conducted on children's aggression? The present author would argue that we c m  

not. For example, researchers who use the dyadic perspective typicdy have peers 

idente bullies as children who 'ïïght a lot or say mean t h g s  to other children or 

kick them" (Kupersmidt & Coie, 1990; Perry, et al., 1988; Perry, et al., 1990; 

Schwartz, et al., 1993). Albeit, these children may be nominated by their peers as 

bullies, however, using the dyadic-perspective neglects the fact that children's 

bullying behaviours typicaily occur within the larger peer context (Pepler & Craig, 

1995). Thus, these researchers have fded to account for the underlying peer 



processes that involved in bully/victim episodes. A detailed analysis of the various 

roles children play beyond the dominant b d y  and the subse~ent  victim in bdying 

episodes is warranted, 

Given the important peer influences on the development and maintenance of 

aggression it becomes equaliy important to understand the peer dyoamics of bullying 

and victimization episodes. The group-onented perspective led to the identification 

of five distinct active gro ups of children invo lved in bdying : (a) bullies - children 

who pick on, tease, and ridicule other children, (b) henchmen or accomplices - 

children who become allied with the bullies and victimize other children, (c) 

guardians - children who help the victim, (d) aclive bystanders - children who 

observe the buliy/victim episode, and (e) victims - children who are bullied by other 

children. These labels refer to roles that children may kequently or habitually occupy. 

This does not imply that these roles are permanent and static. Children may in fact 

occupy dBerent rofes at dEerent times depending upon local circumstances. Other 

hvestigators have identifïed sirniIar, though not dways identical bullying roles. 

Recently, Salrnivalli, Lagerspetz, Bjorkqvist, Osterman, and Kaukiainen 

(1 996) kvestigated the participant roles in the builying process among children aged 

12-1 3 years oId. These researchers developed a 49-item peer assessrnent 

quest ionde that depicts six participant roles inherent within a bullying episode: 

victim, bulZy, assistant, reinforcer, outsider, and defender. Children were asked to 

nominate classrnates who behave in accordance to the behavio ural descriptions 



hypothesized for each buiiying role. Their results indicated that children nominated 

twenty-three percent of the their classmates as outsiders, viewed nineteen percent of 

their classmates as reinforcers, and categorized seven percent of their classmates as 

assistants in grade six. In the eighth grade, children norninated thiay-two percent of 

their classrnates as outsiders, viewed fïfteen percent of their pers as the buily7s 

reinforcers, and categorized eleven percent of the classmates as assistanfs. Only 

thirteen percent of children in the sixth grade and eight percent of children fiom the 

eighth grade did not possess a defined participant role in the bdying process. These 

researchers suggested that the majority of the children within the cIassroom behaved 

in ways that inflate the bullies' power and hence, contnbute to the maintenance of the 

bullying problems within their school environment, 

Similar distinctions among bullying roles were hypothesized in the present 

study. There were, however, important methodoIogica1 ciifferences between the 

curent study and that of Saimivalli, et ai. (1996). First, the present procedure was 

carried out as an individual interview rather than as a ciass-administered 

questionnaire. This allowed the researcher to assist the children if they were confused 

by the behavioural descriptions depicting each bullying role. Second, the children 

were presented with a class List and to nomhate at Ieast one classrnate to each 

potentid active role inherent with the bullying process. Third, single statement 

behavioutal descriptions were used to ident@ the roles of children who participate in 

bully/victim episodes. 



At a conceptuai level it is argued that the role ofthe outsider (e-g., children 

who stay away and not take sides with anyone) is not an active participant role 

contained within the bullying process. Salmivalli et al. (1996) argued that these 

chiIdren silently condone the bullying behaviour by not instigating actions to counter 

or discourage the birllying- However, these chilciren are not actively involved in the 

victunization of another child. It is important to distinguish between children who are 

simply unuivoived and children who are in the role of the active bystander (e.g., 

children who & to stand around and watch when someone is picking on another 

child; that is, when bullying is happening). These children silently give approval to the 

bdying bebaviour of another chiId by watching and serving as an audience. Thus, the 

present study investigated this more active participation rather than the uninvolved 

outsider. Furthemore, in the present study children were asked to recail and describe 

an actual bully/victim episode between the norniriated bully and the nominated v i c t h  

This was imp lemented to investigate the feelings, motivations, and experiences 

associated with each individual bullying rsle. 

To date, there is no available research study that has examhed the alliances 

and/or differences among these five groups of children, Consequently, the present 

study also placed the bullying process and participant roles in the larger context of 

peer groups. Given that peers contniute signiiïcantly to socialization of children7s 

aggression (e-g., builying), the second objective of this study is to investigate the role 

of more general peer processes and group structures in the bullying process. To this 



end, the present research study investigated the alliances and interactions beyond the 

builying context among the bd ies ,  henchmen, active bystunders, victims, and 

gumdians and examined their perceptions concerning biilIy/victim problems within 

their school environment. Furthemore, the examination of how peers function as 

eiicitors and maiotainers of bdying behaviour and the associations between bullying 

roles in the larger social network of peers will contriiute to, and extend, current 

understanding of cMdren' s bullying and socioemo tional develo pment. 

Social Networks 

There are three dimensions of peer relations: group social status or popularity, 

iiiendships, and social networks or peer clique membership (Cairns & Cairns, 1994). 

Bukowski and Hoza (1 989) pointed out that group membership is not the same as 

extended mutual Eendship because some social groups include pairs of children that 

do not like each other. Moreover, one c m  be generdy disliked by peers (rejected) 

and still have a mutual Kendship (Parker & Asher, 1993). Likewise, Cairns, Cairns, 

Neckerrnan, Gest, and Gariepy (1988) have suggested, one can be rejected by sorne 

peers and still be a mernber of a peer clique or group. Such social groups may 

provide peer support for either prosocial or antisocial behaviours. Cairns and his 

coileagues (1988) found that aggressive cMdren and adolescents were as likely to 

belong to a peer clique as nonaggressive peers were. Moreover, these researchers 

suggested the same might be said for rejected children. 



Social groups can be defined as aggregates of individuals who form a 

relatively stable relationships in the context of a larger social network (Cairns, & 

Cairns, 1994). Wheîher these social groups are called cliques, crowds, gangs, or 

social dusters, children's informa1 peer groups are of theoretical interest. 

Investîgators are converging on the idea that behavioural similanties among group 

members play a major role in children's socialization. Cairns and Cairns, et al. (1 988) 

suggested that social groups in adolescence provide mutual support for both prosocial 

and antisocial behaviours and values. A simila argument was made by Patterson, 

Capaidi and Bank (1991) when they hypothesized tbat deviant peer groups provide 

training in antisocial behaviour for children already disposed toward deviance by early 

experiences in coercive farnily systems. In addition, highly aggressive eiernentary 

boys with behavioural disorders tend to be members of peer groups characterized by 

high levels of antisocial behaviour and low ievels of prosociai behaviour (Fanner & 

Holloweil, 1994). Therefore, it is hypothesized that henchmen or accomplices are 

likely to be aggressive and are provided with the opportunity to act on their 

aggressive tendencies when confionted with an ongoing bullying episode. 

The term social network centrality refers to a students' prominence within the 

cIassroom or school social structure (Cairns, et al., 1988). Children who are highly 

prominent members of highly prominent groups are considered to be nuclear in the 

social structure. Children who have average prominence in the peer group and social 

structure are considered to be secondary, children who have low prominence are 



considered to be periphed, and finally7 children who are not members of groups are 

considered to be socially isolated- Social network centrality has been operationalized 

in two distinct ways. Ethnographie studies of social structure have used informal 

interviews and participant observation techniques to identm hierarchies of 

prominence or centrality in the classroom (Alder & Aider, 1996). Quantitative 

investigations of cfassroom social structures have used social cognitive rnapping 

procedures to determùie children's social network cen- (Caùns, Cairns et al., 

1988; Cairns & Cairns, 1994). 

Robert Cairns and his colleagues proposed a strategy based on peer 

nominations for i d e n t w g  the social groups existing withh classrooms. Tt was based 

on the assumption that children observe and understand more in their social world 

than they directly experience. When given the opportunity7 every child in the class 

was capable of describing the basic socd  structures within their classrooms. Using 

this technique, children are asked to name ali of the groups of boys and girls: "Are 

there kids who h g  around togefher a lot? " "Who are they? (If only same-sex 

groups were nameci, ciiildren c m  be asked) "Are there any groups of boys and 

girls? " ( I f  the subject does not mention b or herself: they can be asked) " What 

abouf yourselj? Do you have a group you hung around wiih in school? What about 

outside of school? Do you have a group to hung around wïth outside of school? Are 

there chiIdren who do not belong ro a social group? Reports are combined across 

infomts to arrive at a "social cognitive map (SCA.4) " of the social groups in each 



classroom, Aumng older school-aged children, self-reported groups show greater 

than chance correspondence with groups identsed by peer reports, but self-reported 

groups are s d e r  than peer-identified groups. Ordinarily, only 5 to 10% of all 

children are not named to any social group. 

Several findings attest to the validity and stability of these social network 

procedures: a) children interact more with members of their SCM-identified groups 

than with other classrnates; b) aggressive boys tend to be in groups with other 

aggressive boys; c) network centrality (that is, total number of nominations to a social 

group) is relatively stable over a period of three weeks for both 10- and 13-year-olds; 

and d) despite signiscant membership changes, 50% of all groups can be identifïed 

after three weeks, with an additional 45%, appearing to have merged or split 

memberships. Cairns' technique also has k e n  successful with 8-and 9-year-olds 

(Gest? Graham-Berrnann, & Hartup, 1989). Most children belonged to social groups 

composed of 2 to 5 children, with 3-4% of all chddren king effectively excluded 

fiom the social network. About o n e - a  of ali children were joint members of two or 

more groups. Boys who have joint membership tend to be more sociable and to have 

greater network centrality than their p e r s  with only single group membership. Boys 

and girls with sirnilar sociability and sensitivity scores tended to be in the same 

consensus social groups. This trend was not found for agression scores. However, 

contrasting previous hdùigs for 10- and 13-year-old boys, the researchers postulated 



that younger children may not use aggression as a basis for selective affilintions; this 

trend rnay develop Iater. 

Recent work by Sahiva& Huminen. and Lagerspetz (1997) indicated that 

some social structures exist in the classroom that include memtiers who behaved 

similarly in bullying situations. These researchers used peer evaluation questÏonnaires 

to examine the peer networks of bullies in sixth grade ciassrooms. These researchers 

asked children to draw a social map of their classroorn in which they indicated who 

belonged to the same fiendship groups or pairs. Each cfùld in the cIassroom could 

only be mentioned once and therefore the participants in their study were asked to 

think carefidly about ho w they assigned each classmate. The chi-square results fiom 

their study suggested that youth who af£iiiated together in the claçsroom were 

perceived by their peers as behaving in similar or cornplementary ways during bullying 

situations. Children who were nominated as bubes associated wÏth peers who 

assisted or reinforced their anti-social behaviour. In addition, bufies were members 

of sigdicantly larger social networks within the classroom compared to victims, 

defenders, or outsiders. 

Given the research findings reported by Salmivalli and her coUeagues (1997), 

another purpose of the present research study is to examine children's social aetworks 

and how social networks are related to builying and peer victimization. There were, 

however, two important methodological clifferences between the current study and 

that of Saimivalli , et al. (1997). First, and irnportantly, the present study was cmied 



out using the methodology used by Cainis and Cairns (1994). This permitted the 

examination and determination of each chiid's social network centrality within each 

social group within the classroom, Given that social network centdity levels are 

based on the number of times that children and their associates are narned as memkrs 

of social groups, these measures indicate the prominence of the chikiren within the 

classroom hierarchy. Previous research has demonstrated that highly aggressive 

children were nuclear in the social network centrality (Cairns, et al., 1988; Farmer & 

Rodkin, 1996). Salmivalli and Huttunen, et al. (1997) did not investigate the sochi 

network centrality associated with each participant role in the builying situation. 

Second, children in the present study were dowed to nomuiate children to an 

tinlimited number of social groups within the classroom ailowing children the fkeedom 

to descrii the more complex and more valid social structures of their classroom In 

contrast, in Saimivalli, et al.'s study participants were aiiowed to nominate a 

classrnate ody once to a social group; thus, possïbly providing an incomplete or 

K t e d  description of the social structure within their classroom. 

AccordingIy, it is hypothesized that bullies in the present study wili belong to 

socid groups and victirns will not. Children who become potentid targets of buliying 

behaviour tend to be isolated Çom the peer group and thus, they do not have the 

social support of a peer group to protect them Çom aggressive overtures given by 

bullies and their followers. Also, buIlies are hypothesized to have high centrality (very 

d e n t )  within the socid group. Furthermore, examining children's social cognitive 



maps will provîde information on the alliances and simil;irities/dEerences that exkt 

between bullies, g u a r d i i ,  henchmen, active bystanders, and victims. 

Gender DEerences in Aggression 

Although no specifïc hypotheses conceming gender and children's active role 

in builying incidents were made in the present study, it is important to investigate the 

role of gender in deteminhg children's dernonstrations of and responses to 

aggression. Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) concluded that the rnost consistently 

documented psychological gender dierence in chiidren was aggression. However, 

the magnitude of this gender difference and the biological basis have been called into 

question (Hyde, 1984). Previous research studies on aggression have k e n  iimited by 

the presumption that aggression is predominately a male domain. As a consequence, 

rnost research studies on children's aggression have k e n  conducted exclusively with 

d e s ;  therefore, there is limited research evidence available on the development and 

nature of fernales' aggression. Research studies on children's bullying are pIagued by 

the sarne limitation. Previous empirical evidence has indicated that =y psychosocial 

factors @eer activities, social context, social attitudes) influence the nature of 

aggression expressed by males and females. 

Twes of Agmession. Research studies have demonstrated that gender 

Merences are more pronounced in physical, overt aggression than in other types of 

aggression (Bjorkqvist, Lagerspetz, & Kaukiainen, 1992; Hyde, 1984). The gender 



merence in physical aggression is apparent in early childhood through to adulthood, 

when more violent crimes are committed by males (Maccoby, 1990). Maccoby and 

Jacklin (1980) reported that gender diBerences in the fkequency of aggression emerge 

when children are three-years-old and increase until the children's eighth year of age. 

Moreover, gender dinerences in the styles of aggression develop over the same 

period. Females between the ages of three and five are more verbally than physicdy 

aggressive whereas males are more phy sically than verbaily aggressive. Ho wever, 

males displayed more aggression than fendes, both physical and verbal. 

Furthemore, observations of physical aggression on the schoo 1 playground indicate 

that males aggress at twice the rate of females (Serbin, Marchessault, McAfEer, 

Peters, & Schwartzman, 1993). These researchers reported that the majority of the 

males' physical aggression on the playground was amiable and carried out witbin the 

context of rough-and-turnble play. 

Empirical evidence suggests that when O ther forms of aggression (indirect or 

ver bal aggression) are examined, gender dserences in children' s aggression beco me 

less pronounced (Bjorkqvist, et al., 1992). Indirect aggression, which is covert (e-g., 

not delivered face to face) is reported to be more typical of females than males 

(Caims, Cairns, Neckerman, Ferguson, Gariepy, 1989; Crick & Grotpeter, 1995; 

Lagerspeiz, Bjorkqvist, & Peltonen, 1 988). This type of aggression is characterized 

by intentional exclusion fiom peer activities and character defamation (Caims, et al., 

1989). 



Researchers have suggested that the type of aggression expressed by males 

and fernales rnay ais0 be related to structural differences in their social contexts 

(Smith & Boulton, 1990). For example, d e s '  peer interactions are characterized by 

higher levels of sport and more rough-and-turnb1e play than those of femdes. Often 

aggressive interactions occur between d e s  because some males when engaghg in 

the rough-and-tumble play tend to escalate their levels of play fighting to the level of 

aggression against O thers (Boulton, 1 996; Smith & Boulton, 1 990). Furthemore, 

males play in large, hierarchically structured groups whereas fendes belong to small, 

reciprocd peer groups. Thus, indirect aggression may be instrumentai and more 

damaging within the females' peer groups because of the intimate nature of their play 

groups compared to males' extended peer groups (Crick et ai, 1996; Boulton, 1996). 

As males and females move fi-om predomhately physical f o m  of aggression 

to more elaborate strategies of injurious behaviours, gender drfferences in aggression 

rnay be less pronounced. Researchers have suggested that there is a developmental 

shift in children's aggressive strategies f?o m physical to ver bai to indirect (Bjorkqvist, 

et ai., 1992). These researchers indicated that yomg children exhibit physical 

aggression, followed by verbal aggression, and fhally, preadolescents are more likely 

to use indirect aggression. The develo pmentai changes in aggressive strategies occur 

as a resdt of cognitive, verbal, and social maturation. Hence, the apparent decreases 

in gender dserences in aggression with age (Hyde, 1984) may reflect that males and 



females are becoming more simiIar m types of aggression they engage in (e-g., covert, 

indirect aggression) . 

ChiIdren's social attitudes may also affect gender merences in aggression. 

Peers view fernales who are physicdy aggressive more negatively in cMdhood 

compared to males who are physicaily aggressive (Serbk, Marchessault, et al., 1993). 

Moreove- recent research demonstrated that boys attach more importance to the 

rewarding outcornes of aggression (e.g., achieving control over the victirn) and attach 

less value to the negative consequences of aggression (e.g., s u f E e ~ g  by the victim, 

retaliation by the victim, peer rejection, negative self-evaluation) than do &Is 

(Boldizar, et al., 1 989). In addition, research studies have shown that adult maie's 

aggression may be viewed as a means of assuming power and control, whereas 

women's aggression may be viewed less positively, as a fdwe of self-control 

(Campbell, 1993). 

Peer Acceptance and Expressions of Ag~ession. Peer group n o m  

associated with the appropriateness of aggressive behaviour may play a important role 

in the development and expression of aggression by males and females. For example, 

Serbin and her colieagues (1993) reported that aggressive males (i-e., rated by their 

peers as aggressive) exhibited more aggressive behaviour on the playground and these 

aggressive males were highly involved with peers. In contrast, females identiiïed as 

aggressive were disliked by their peers and did not carry out their aggression within 

the peer group. These researchers suggested that males are iikely to perceive 



aggressive behaviour as normative and merely an extension of rough-and-tumble play. 

Fernales, on the other hand, are iïkely to perceive females' expressions of aggression 

as deviant; hence, a symptom underlying greater internalizuig and externalizing 

pro blems. 

More importantly, females perceived as aggressive spent more time in mked- 

sex groups than in same-sex groups (Serbin, et al., 1993). It is plausible that the 

aggressive fernides may want to affiliate with male peers because other fendes may 

have excluded and alienated them (Serbin, et al., 1993)- Or it may be the case that 

females who belong to mixed-sex peer groups may exhibit more instrumental 

aggression than females in same-sex peer groups as a fùnction of the social context. 

Recent research has indicated that males and femaies are more lïkely to have physical 

conûicts with males than with fernales (Cairn, et al., 1989; Serbin, et al., 1993). 

These research studies emphasize the pitfalls of ident@ïng the existent gender 

dif5erences in aggression and the expression of aggressive £tom the social context in 

which they are measured. 

Gender and Bullying. Previous research on bunying behaviour has rnainly 

focused on maltreatment through overt f o m  of aggression (i.e., instrumental and 

verbal) (Olweus, 1993a; Perry et al., 1988). Studies of this form of peer bdying or 

victimization are important; however, as previously mentioned à does not capture the 

full range of hamiful behaviours ( Crick & Grotpeter, 1 995). As a consequence, the 

rnajority of research studies on bdying are conducted with male subjects and the 



research that has examined f e d e  bullying and peer victimization is virtually 

nonexistent (Dodge, Coie, Petit, & Price, 1990; Olweus, 1993a; Schwartz, et al., 

1 993). The examination of indirect or relational-onented forms of victimization has 

k e n  shown to provide unique ioformation about children's adjutment beyond what 

is provided by the study of overt bullying only (Crick & Grotpeter, 1995). At a 

recent symposium titled Recent Trends in the Study of Peer Victimization: Who is al 

Risk and mat are the Cunsequences? researchers claimed that children who were 

victims of overt and relational builying were more isolated, submissive, depressed, 

and experience more loneliness, iosecurity, and anxiety compared to other children 

(Crick & Bigbee, 1995; Craig, 1995). 

Crick and Grotpeter (1 995) examined gender digerences between overt 

aggression (e-g., direct physical and verbal aggression) and relational aggression. The 

researchers indicated that fendes were signiticantly more likely to use relational 

aggression compared to males. Furthemore, relationdy aggressive children 

compared to nonrelationally aggressive chiIdren were more rejected by their peers, 

reported greater loneliness, depression, and isolation. However, these researchers did 

not investigate the difference between relational aggression and overt verbal 

aggression. 

07Comell, Pepler and Kent (1 995) investigated the relations between gender, 

age, and children's aggressive behaviours. The results fiom their investigation 

indicated that peers nomiDated males more fiequently for all types of aggression 



(p hysical, direct verbal, relational) compared to fernales. Furthemore, males were 

rated highest on physical aggression, ne- highest on direct verbal aggression, and 

lowest on relational aggression. The inverse pattern of aggression emerged for 

females. Fernales were nominated by peers as highest on reht iod aggression, next 

highest on direct verbal aggression, and lowest on physical aggression. 

Objectives and Hwotheses of the Present Study 

In surnmary, it was argued that examining bullying episodes from a group- 

onented perspective might enhance the current understanding of bullying and peer 

victimizatioa That is, an investigation of the specifk peer processes (e-g., fkiendship, 

social network centralÏty) involved in bdying and peer victiWzation episodes may 

contribute to, and extend o u  curent knowledge of chiIdren9s socioemotional 

developrnent. Accordingly, the present study was designed to accomplish the 

following go*: 

1 ) To examine and explain bully-ing episodes fkom a group-oriented perspective; 

that is, to examine children's involvement in builying (e-g.. the third Party involved in 

bdying incidents). It is hypothesized that a bully/victim episode can include five 

distinct active groups of children: bullies, guardiun, active bystanders, 

henchmen/accomplices, and victims. A further goal is to describe the specific roles 

and their sigdicance for the nature of buiiying incidents. 



2) To examine children'ç social alliances withui the classroom by investigating 

the classroorn sociai networks and to explain how these social networks are related to 

buliying and peer victimjzation. It is hypothesized that bullies, henchmen, 

guardians, and active bystanders will belong to at least one classroom social group 

and vicîÏrns will note Also, bufies are hypothesized to bave nuclear social centrality 

(be very prominent) within the social group, whereas, henchmen and active 

bystanders will have secondary or  peripheral social centrality within the same social 

group. Likewise, it is hypothesized that guardiuns wili have nuclear social centrality 

with their classroom social groups. Examining children7s social cognitive maps wiii 

provide information on the alliances andlor noninvolvement that exist between bullies, 

guardians, henchmen, active bystanders, and victims. 

3) To examine and d e s c n i  chiIdren7s feelings about builying, their motivations 

irivolved in bullying, their personal responsibility for initiating, rnaintaining, and 

ending bullying episodes, and the strategies children use to prevent or end bullying 

episodes. 

4) To examine and explain the similarities andor dzerences among bufies, 

victixns, guardians, active bystanders, and henchmen/accomplices in their perceptions 

and episodic descriptions of bdying incidents. Specificaily, the present study will 

examine children's feelings about bullying, their motivations involved in bullying, their 

personal responsibility for initiating, maiRtaining, and ending buliying episodes, and 

the strategies children use to prevent or end bdyïng episodes. 



METHOD 

Summary of Interview Procedures 

Children participated in a stnictured one-hour child-researcher interview. At 

the beginnùig of the u i t e ~ e w  the researcher discussed the importance of 

confidentiality with the participants. The participants were asked not to talk about 

the task duruig or following the administration of the interview. Coie and 

Kupersmidt (1 983) have reported that these instructions are effective in ensuring that 

children do not discuss their responses to the questions posed during the interview. 

Prïor to the administration of the questionnaires, the researcher read these 

instructions to each child (see Appendix B). 

First children were asked to describe the social groups that existed within 

their classroom. FoUowing the social network questions, the children were asked the 

fo 110 wing question " CVhot is bullying? " Nea  the researcher read the followhg 

definit ion of bullying- 

" We say that a student is being bullied or picked on when mother student, or a 

group of students, say nasty or unpleasant things to him or her. It is also bullying 

when a student is hit, kicked, threatened, locked inside a room, sent nasty notes, 

when no one ever ta lh  to them. and things l i k  that. It is aZso buZZying when a 

student is teased repeatedly in a n a w  way or is pu~osely  lefi out of goup activities. 

But it is not bullying when îwo children of the same strength have the oddfight or 

quarrel. " 



Next chikiren were provided with a class LÏst and asked to nominate 

classrnates whom they felt fit the behavioural characteristics of each buliying ro le- 

bullies, victims, grrardians, henchrnen, and active bystanders. Ln addition, children 

were asked to provide positive peer nominations and norninate three classrnates with 

whom they Zikd to play with. Following the peer nomination procedure, children 

were asked to provide a narrative that descriid their personal experiences with 

bullying . 

At the end of the interview, children were reminded of the importance of 

confïdentiality and thanked for their participation. In addition, children were given a 

demographic survey to give to their parents to complete. Parents were asked to 

answer questions concerning parental occupational statu, parental educational level, 

f d y  composition, and ethnic background. 

Particivants 

The clusvoorn sample consisted of 269 children (140 fernales, 129 males) in 

grades four, five, or six selected fiom ten classrooms located in three Elementary 

schools within the Waterloo County (see Table 1). The names of these children were 

used for the social network assesment and peer nomination procedure. 

A subset ofthe classroclm sample consisted of the focd sample comprked of 

children who received parental permission to participate in the study. The focal 

sumple children were i n t e ~ e w e d  by the researcher. The focal sampIe included 153 



children (82 fendes, 71 males; &ll. 1 and 1 1.2 years, respectively, see Table 2). 

The overall participfition consent rate was approximately sixty-five percent ( N 4 7 3 ) .  

The remaining twenty children were not interviewed because they had transferred 

schools, their knowledge of the English language was minimal, or they were absent 

fiom school at the tirne of the in te~ews .  Eighty-nine percent of focal children were 

Caucasian, three percent were BIack, four percent were Asian, and four percent were 

East Indian. Approxhately, eight percent of the Caucasian focal children were fkst 

generation Canadians (e-g., they had emigrated to Canada fiom Kosovo, Bosnia, and 

Iran). The focal children were primarily fiom middle and lower-middle class 

backgrounds (see specifics below). These focal children participated in the semi- 

structured i n t e ~ e w  and provided the following information: the classroom social 

network data, bullying role peer nominations, and personal buily/victirn narratives. 

Seventy-nine percent @=12 1) of the parents compteted a short demographic 

survey (see Appendix A). Wth reference to educational attainment, six percent of 

parents completed elementary school approximately f3y-three percent completed at 

least three years of high school twenty-two percent had a college education, and 

M y ,  eighteen percent completed a university degree. 

Mi reference to occupational status, most of the parents (59.5%) were 

employed as blue-collar workers (e-g., factory workers, labourers, truck drivers), 

twenty-four percent as semi-professionals (e.g., program d y s t s ,  sales people, police 

officers), ten percent as professionais (e.g., engineers, doctors, accountants) and four 



percent of the parents were unemployed. Finally, regarding marital status, seventy-six 

percent of the parents were marrie4 twelve percent were divorced and had remmïed, 

and twelve percent were single-parents. 

Table 1 

Nurnber of Females and Males in the Classroorn Sample (N=269). 

Six 

Table 2 

Number of Females and Males in the Focal Sarn~le (N=153). 

Total 

68 

140 

Four 

Five 

Sùc 

Total 

74 142 

129 

1 

37 

44 

82 

269 

3 

23 

45 

71 

4 

60 

89 

153 



Measures 

Social Network Assessrnent- A semistructured protocol was followed by the 

i n t e~ewer  (see Appendix G). The social networks in which each member of the 

clussroom sample was uivolved were plotted on the bais of mformation O btained 

fiom the focal subjects and their peers. 

During the inteniew? focal chüdren were provided with a cïass List and were 

asked, "Now tell me about your class. Are there some kids here in your cluss who 

play wirh or hung mound together a lot? " and were prompted to name groups of 

boys and girls in their own classes. Furthemore, focal cMdren were asked to 

descnibe their own social group within their class and to provide information on 

chiidren who did not belong a social gro up. Utilizing the methodology and a 

statistical program (see Cairns, Leung, Buchanan, & Cairns, 1995), children's reports 

were combined to create two matrices. First, a vaw recall rnutrtk was constructed 

based on the uiformation gained fiom the focal children's fiee recall of social goups 

in the classroom: each focal subject indicated which persons in the class belonged to 

which groups. A column represents a different respondent and the children to be 

clustered are listed down the rows. 

Second, each raw r ecd  matrix was transformed to a cluster CO-occurrence 

rnatrix (Le., a symxnetrical matrix that summarizes the fiequency with which each 

person was named to the same group as each other person in the class and where the 

cells indicate the number of times two individuals c'co-occurred" in the same social 



group). The rows of the CO-occurrence matrix consisi of the entire classroorn 

children-to-be-clustered (including the focal subjects themselves), and the columns of 

the matrix are the same as the rows. Each celi on the diagonal contains the total 

number of times a child was named to a social group. A social group consisted of 

three or more children otherwise the children were classifïed as isolates. The matrix 

as a whole is a social cognitive map (SCM) of the classroom, with each column 

representing the pattern of group nominations for a given child (see Appendix G). 

The cut-O ff criterion for the presence of a social group was established that at least 

forty percent of the focal children who were interviewed within each classroom 

concurred on the identifications ofthe classroom social groups. Data that was 

utilized for the identification of builies' social groups (e-g., members of a groups that 

contain at least one b d y )  and guardians' social groups (e.g., rnembers of a group that 

contain at least one guardim) was based on the CO-occurrence mat* for each 

classroom. 

M e r  the social groups were identifïed in each classroom, the relative 

centrality of each group and of each member of the separate group was determuied. 

The index of group cent- was computed by counting the number of times a 

person was named to a social group. Using the average of two children in the group 

who receive the highest number of peer nominations, the rank of the group was 

detemiined (i.e., high-, medium, and low-salient clusters). Similady, peer nomination 

fiequency was utilized to determine the statu of the individuals within their group: 



nuclear, secondary, or peripheral. Cairns et al. (2000) created a statistical program 

(SCM 4.1) which categorizes social groups (or children) into three levels of saliency 

within the classroom: nuclear, secondary? and peripheral. Social groups (or children) 

in the upper 30% rank of nominations were considered to be high d e n t  (or nuclear 

rank), those in the lowest 30% were considered to be low salient (or peripheral rank), 

and those in the mid-range 40% were considered to be medium salient (or secondary 

rank). In sum, the method is a quantitative technique that yielded information about 

(a) the social groups within the classroo- (b) the idente of children who are 

members of each group, (c) the relative centrality of each group, and (d) the relative 

centrality of each person within the social group. 

Given the children7s relative social group centrality and relative group 

membership, aU children in the classroom sample were classineci into four groups 

according to their respective social standing within the classroom indicated by the 

social network andysis of the children's social cognitive rnaps: (1) Nuclear-nuclear- 

these children were members of a nuclear social group within the classroom and 

mahtained a prominent social rank within that group (N= 1 18); (2) Nuclear- 

secondwthese  children were members of a prominent social group w i t h  the 

classroom and maintained a secondary or less salient position within that group 

(NZ66); (3) Secondaythese children were members of a less visible social group 

within the clasçroom and rnaintahed a high social rank within that gro up m g ) ;  (4) 

Isolates-these children did not belong to a classroom social group a=36) .  Given 



that only four children received secondq-secondàry rank, these children were placed 

in the Secondary group. In addition, there was an absence of the peripheral social 

rank within the present data. This anomaly ftom procedure may be explained by the 

fact that children had access to a class Iist of names ftom the peer nomination 

assessrnent (see below). 

Peer Nominations of Builving Roles. Focal children were given a class List 

and asked to nominate three classmates who best fÏt the following five behaviourd 

descriptions: '%ho picks on other children" (Bullies); "Who are picked on by other 

chïidren" ( Victims); Who help other kids when they are king picked on by someone" 

(Guardians); %ho iikes to stand around and watch but doesn't do anything" (Active 

Bystanders); and, "Who WU job in and help pick on the other kid" (Henchmen) (see 

Appendix D). Next, given that the peer nominations were unlimited, focal chikiren 

were provided with the opporhmity to nominate additional classmates that fit the five 

behavioural descriptions. Fo llo wing a procedure to idente children's social status 

(Coie, Dodge, & Coppotelli, 1982), the total number of nominations received Eom all 

focal children was calculated for each chiId in the clussroorn sample. These scores 

were standardized within each class, Children were classified as buiiïes, victims, 

guardians, active bystanders, and henchmen if they received a standardized score that 

placed them beyond the 85" percentile of the class distribution (B t .O) for each 

behavioural descript ion depicting each bullying ro le. 



Identification of Roles withïn a Bd@g E~isode. The researcher asked focal 

children about a specific bully/victim episode that they had witnessed. Using a 

m o a e d  interview protocol developed by Liwag and Stein (1995) children were 

asked to remember past emotions, thoughts, strategies, and motivations associated 

with their persod bdying experiences. Liwag and Stein (1995) suggested that 

emotion reinstatement could Iead to better memory of the incident. The researcher 

foilowed a modified structured interview format that has been used in previous 

studies conducted by Ross, Ross, Whon, and Smith (1999) (see Appendk E). Focal 

children were asked to think about the tirne when a nominated bully f?om their class 

picked on a nominated victim in their class (Le., a specifk bdy/victim relationship). 

Three children were unable to thhk of a time when the nominated b d y  was picking 

on the nominated victirn and therefore, they codd not provide a narrative. Next the 

focal children were asked about how they were feeling when they witnessed the 

buily/victim episode. The children were asked to provide a narrative concerning the 

specinc bdyïng incident. Furthemore, chiidren were asked specific questions 

pertaining to : a) the number of peers involved in the bullying incident (e-g., " Who was 

present during the bully/victirn episode? 'y, b) the presence of children behaving in 

the different roles in the bullying incident (e-g., children mentioned in the bzdying 

incident were classz~ed into each bullying roIe by the researcher), c )  the location 

and time of the bully/victim incident (e.g., " Where did this happen? men?) ,  d) the 

type of bdying (e.g., physicai, verbal or relational), e) the emotions expenenced by 



each participant depicted within the bdying incident (e-g., " Phut was the buliy 

feeling during the bulijdvictirn episode? 'y), f) their motivations and go& behind the 

builying episode (e-g., " What did the bu& WLZW to happen? Why? '7, g) actions that 

concluded the bullying incident (e-g.. "How did it end? '7, h) peer support of bullying 

behaviour (e-g. reasons for henchmen involvement), ï) relationships ktween the 

children involved in the buliying incident, and j) strategies they would use for 

intervening in the buliyïng incident (cg., "mut  can you do to help the victim? 'Y. A 

coding scheme developed by Madsen and Smith (1994) was modified for the present 

study and was used to d y z e  the children's builying narratives (see Appendix F). 

Intercoder reiiability completed for the entire sample of children's narratives revealed 

that concordance raoged between 83% and 100%. Furthemore, a disagreements 

were discussed until100% agreement was established. 

Table 3 

Surmnary of Measures Administered to the Focal Children RJ=153). 

Social Network Assesslttent 

Positive Peer Nomination 

"Are there some kids in your c k s  who play with or 
play together a lot?" 
'Name three classrnates who you like to pIay with or 
hang out with" 



Buliying Role Peer 
Nomrirafion 

Locafion and Time 
The number of chiftiren 
involved in the buliying 
incident 
Ach'ons th& concluded that 
buliving incident 
FeeCings of each parti'cipant 
inciuded in the bdiying 
incident 
Goals and motivations 
involved in the bullying 
incident 
Negative or Positive Aspects 
of the Bullyng incident 
Sttategies to intervene and 
help the victim 

Reiationships between the 
children involved in the 
bd&ing incident 

-- - -- 

Name three classrnater 
"Who picks on other ~hildren'~-Bullies 
'Who is picked on by other c1ddren7'-Victims 
"Who help chiIdren when they are king picked on 
by someone7'--Guardians 
"Who like to stand around and watch but doesn9t do 
anything when someone k picking on someone, that 
is, when bullying is happening9'-Active Bystanders 
'Who will joui in and help pick on the other kid"- 
Henchrnen 

"How were you feeling when (nominated 
bully) was picking on (nominated victim)? 
"Where did this hamen?" "When did it barmen‘?'' 
"Who was there? Did anybody do or say anything? 
Whaî did they do or say?" 

"How did it end? 

"How was feeling? (ask about each chdd 
invo lved in biillyhg incident)" 

"What did you (focal subject) want to happen? 
M y ?  What did (bully within the incident) 
want to happen? Why? Etc. 
"Did any good Uiings happen? Did any bad things 
happen?" 
'Tfyou were the victim, what could you do?" 
'Tf you were watching the bullying incident, what 
W O U J ~  YOU do?' 
"What could you do to help out (the victim in 
the buliying incident?" 
"How does - (1' chiid) feel about (2" 
child)-a fiend, acquaintance, or not a fiiend?" 
Ask about each child indicated in the bdy/victim 
incident, 



RESULTS 

Peer Involvement io Bullvinn Incidents 

As hypothesized, children were nominated to each of the five roles inherent 

in a bully/victim episode. Descriptive anaIyses of the peer nomination data indicated 

the 92% of the focal children identified bzallies, 97% identifïed victims, 93 % 

identified guardians, 97% identifïed active bystanders, and 92% identified 

henchmen. 

Classroorn Sample Ro le Classifications. Of part icular interest were the 

number of children of the classroom sample who were cIassïfied as bullies, vicfirns, 

guardians, active bystanders, and henchmen. B y utilizing the fo 110 wing select ion 

criterion of an O btained peer nomination Z score greater than 1 .O, one hundred and 

twenty-one children of the classroom sample were selected as fitthg at least one of 

the five Bullying Role groups. Given that the peer nominations to each BuZZying 

Role were not munially exclusive, some children received nominations for multiple 

roles (e.g., they were nominated as a buIly and as an active bystander). Therefore, 

the one hundred and twenty-one c2assroorn children were categorized as belonging to 

a single Bullying Rule group if their standardized score was above the class mean 

and higher on that peer nomination than any of the other peer nominations. Using 

this selection procedure, twenty-one classroom children were categorized as BulZies, 

twenty-nine were categorized as Vicfims, thirty-seven children were classified as 

Guardians, twenty chikiren were categorized as Active Bystanders, and fourteen 



males were identiiled as Henchmen. The remaining one hundred and forty-eight 

classroom children were identïfïed as having No RoZe because they received a Z score 

l e s  than 1.0 in each of the five Bullying Role peer nominations (see Table 4)- 

Table 4 

Nurnber of CMdren in the Classroom Sample Nominated to Mutually Exclusive 

Focal Sam-ple Ro le Classifications. In addition, the classification of  children 

Buliies 
Victrctrm 
Guardians 
Actnte Bvstanders 
Henchmen 

! No Role 
Total 

who were members of the focal sample as bullies, victims, gumdians, active 

bystanders, and henchmen was analyzed. By utilking the selection criterion 

2 
13 
30 
2 
O 

93 
140 

descn ïd  in the previous section, skîy-seven children who were members of the focal 

sample were selected as fitting at least one of the five Bullying Role groups. Once 

19 
16 
7 
18 
14 
55 
129 

again, given that the peer nominations to each Bullying Role were not mutually 

21 
29 
37 
20 
14 

148 
269 

exclusive, sorne c hildren received nominations for multiple d e s  (e.g . , they were 

nominated as a bully and as henchmen). Therefore, the sixty-seven focal children 

were cIassitred as belonging to a single Bullying Role group iftheir standardized 



score was greater than one and higher on that role peer nomination than any of the 

other role peer nominations. Using this selection procedure, ten focal children were 

categorized as Bullies, fourteen were categorized as Victims, twenty-five children 

were classifïed as Guordians, eight children were norninated as Active Bystanders, 

and ten males were categorized as Henchmen. The remaining eighty-six focal 

children were identsed as having No Role because they received a Z score less than 

1.0 in each of the five Bullying Role peer nominations (see Table 5).  

Table 5 

Number of CMdren in the Focal Sample Nominated to Mutually Exclusive Bullyhg 

Roles (N=153). 

Peer Nomination Results 

Bullying Role by Child chi-square analyses were performed to assess if the 

peer nomination data produced a pattern significantly different fkom a random 

Bul1ie.s 
Vicn'ms 
Guardians 
Active Bystanders 
Henchmen 
No Role 
Total 

1 
5 

22 
1 
O 
53 
82 

9 
9 
3 
7 
10 
33 
71 

10 
14 
25 
8 
10 
86 
153 



distribution of classroonz children between the bullying roles (e-g., Did a child receive 

more peer nominations than expected for each bullying role?). Results dernonstrated 

that focal children were abIe to identi@ certain classrnates as iïtting the behavioural 

characteristics of Bullies (X2 (269) = 43.08, p < -001), Victims (X2 (269) = 36.3, p < 

.OOl), Guardians ( X 2  (259) = 6.58, p < .023), Active Bysfanders (x' (269) = 8.3 1, p < 

.O17), and Henchrnen (X2  (269) = 32.37, p < -001). 

A series of Pearson product-moment correlations was computed in order to 

examine the interrelations between the peer nominations fur the classrnom sample for 

each bullying role. As mentioned in the Method section, the total number of 

nominations received for each bullying role fiornfocal child was calcdated for each 

classroorn child. These scores were standardized within each class. The correlations 

of the standardized peer nomination scores are presented in Table 6. Bully, Active 

Bystander, and Henchmen peer nominations were sigdicantly and posit ively 

corretated with each oiher. Furthemiore, the andysis of Guardian peer nominations 

revealed that they were signiscantly and negativeiy associated with BuZZy, Victim, 

Active Bystander, and Henchmen peer nominations. 

Addit i o d y ,  focal children were asked to provide positive peer nominations 

for each classrnate (e.g., "Who do you like to play with?"). The zero-order 

correlations between standardized Positive peer nomination scores and standardized 

BuZZying Role peer nomination scores were examined. Results indicated that 

Guardian peer nominations were signincantly and positive@ correlated with Positive 



peer noMïnations. In contrast, Victim peer nominations were sigdicantly and 

negatively correlated with Positive peer nominations. 

In addition, a series of Pearson product-moment correlations was computed to 

examine the interrelations between the standardized peer nomination scores for each 

bdying role for the focal sample and are presented in Table 6. The results exactly 

mirror the significant interrelations found for the cZassroom sample of which the focal 

sumple is a part. The Bully, Actnls Bystander, and Henchmen peer nominations were 

signïfïcantly and positively correlated with each other. Furthemore, the analysis of 

Cuardiun peer nominations reveded that they were signiiïcantly and negatively 

associated with Bu2ly9 Victim, Active Bystunder, and Henchmen peer nominations. 

There was one exception with the classroorn sumpe intercorrelations, VicCim peer 

nominations were signïfïcantly and positively correlated with Active Bystander peer 

nominations in the focal sample. 

Finally, the zero-order correlatio ns be tween standardized Positive peer 

nomination scores and standardized Bullying Role peer nomination scores were 

examined. Results indicated that Guardian peer nominations were sigmficantly and 

positively correlated with Positive peer nominations. In contrast, Victim peer 

nominations were sigdïcantly and negatively correlated with Positive peer 

nominations. 



Table 6 

Intercorrelations Between BuiIying Role Peer Nominations for the CZussroom SampZe 

(N=269) and Focal Sam~le  (N=153). 

Guardian 

Active 
Bysfander 

Henchmen 

Positive 

Ciassroom 
Focal 

Classrwm 
Focal 

Ciassroom 
Focal 

Classroom 
Focal 

Classroom 
Focal 

Classrwm 
Focal 

Note: Ail correlational tests of signincance are one-tailed. 



Social Network Assessrnent 

The second goal o f  the present study was to examine how children's social 

networks are related to buliying and peer victimization It was postulated that that 

bullies, guardians, henchrnen, and active bystanders would belong to at Ieast one 

social group, In contrast, victims would not be included in a social group. Secondly, 

it was hypothesized that their peers wodd regard bullies as havhg a salient ranking 

within their respective social groups whereas, henchmen and active bystanders would 

possess medium or low saliency within the same social groups. Finally, it was 

expected that guardians would belong to multiple social groups. In order tu examine 

these hypotheses, a senes of one-way analyses of variance was computed for each 

social group of the Bullying Role (e.g ., Bully, Victirn, Guardian. Active Bystunder, 

and Henchrnen) peer nominations. Ail post-hoc cornparisons were completed 

utilizing the Tukey HSD method (Hays, 1988). 

The social group means and standard deviations for each buliying role peer 

nomination are presented in Table 7. As expected, resdts indicated there were 

sigrifkant group Merences in Bully nominations received fiom their classmates, 

F(3,265) = 3.09, p < -028. Post-hoc analyses indicated that nuclear-nucleut- cMdren - 

received sigificantly more Buliy nominations compared to secondq  children, I, < 

.02. No dflerences in Bdly nominations received were found between the other 

groups of children. 



Table 7 

Mean Standard Peer Nomination Score for Each Builyk Role W269). 

Secondas, 

M - 

SD - 

Note: The higher the standard score, the greater the number of peer nominations 
received. The means in the same column sharing the different subscripts are 
signifïcantly different at the g < .O5 in the Tukey honestly significantly cornparison 



As expected, results indicated that there were signincant group differences m 

Victim peer nominations, 1(3,265) = 30.86, p < -0001. Isolates received significantly 

more Victim nominations compared to the other groups of children, c -000 1. 

Furthemore, secondary chiidren received s i ~ c a n t l y  more Victim peer nominations 

compared to nuclear-nuclear chiIdren, < -0 17. 

As postulated, results demonstrated that there were sigdïcant group 

ciifferences in Guardian nominations, F(3,265) = 13.49,p < .0001. Post-hoc analyses 

revealed that nuclear-nuclear children received signi-ficantly more Guardian peer 

nominations compared to nuclear-secondary (p < .002), secondary @ -C .004), and 

isolates (E < .O00 1)- Nuclear-secondary children received signïficantIy more 

Guardian peer nominations than isolates, p < .026. 

As predicted, significant group diffaences were found in Active Bystander 

peer nominations, F(3, 265) = 3.81, g < .O1 1. Post-hoc group cornparisons indicated 

that nuclear-secondary children received significantly more Active Bystander 

nominations compared to secondary. No si@cant differences were foirnd among 

the rest of the cbiidren. 

Finally, as hypothesized, results revealed a signiîïcant group mernbership 

difference regarding Henchmen peer nominations, F(3,265) = 3.85, p < .O 1 . It was 

found that nuclear-nuclear children received significantly more Henchmen peer 

nominations compared to secondary children, p < 0.007. No s i w c a n t  differences 

were found among the remaining groups. 



Same Group Membershi~ Amonest the Classroom Sample. In addition, 

separate t-test analyses were performed to examine the extent of sarne group 

membership among the children who were classified as Bullies with other classrnates. 

Bufies' group membership with Victims, Guardians, Active Bystanders and 

Henchmen (e.g., chiIdren who play an active role in bdying incidents) was cornpared 

to Bullies' group membership with children who did not play an active roIe in 

bdying. Specincally, were Bullies more iikely to be members of the same group with 

Active Bystanders and Henchmen than to belong to the same group as Victims, 

Guardians, and No Role cbildren (children who were not nominated by their peers as 

having an active role in bullying)? The proportion means and standard deviations are 

presented in TabIe 8. As predicted, resdts indicated that Henchmen were more likely 

to belong to the same social goup  as Bullies compared to children who did not play 

an active role in buiiying episodes, t (21) = 8.93,s <0.0001. Likewise, Active 

Bystanders were more likely to be members of the Builies7 social group compared to 

children who did not play an active role in builying incidents, 1 (21) = 5 . 9 9 , ~  < 

0.000 1. In contrast, no differences were found between Victims, Guardians, and 

children who did not play an active role in buiiying episodes and group membership 

with Bullies. 



Table 8 

Proportion of Same Group Membership Between Builies and Children in Other Roles 

Y- 
Mernbers of 
the S a m  
Socr'al 
Group 

Note: Values represent mean proportions. Means wàh the difEerent subscripts differ 

signifïcantly at p < .O00 1, 

Simdarly, separate t-test analyses were conducted to examine the extent of 

sarne group membership with Guardians and O ther classmates. Guardians' group 

membership with Builies, Victims, Active Bystanders, and Henchmen was compared 

to Guardians' group membership with No Role chilchen. The proportion means and 

standard deviations are presented in Table 9. Results indicated that Victims were 

sigdicantly less Ikely to be members of the Guardians' social group compared to NO 

Role children, 1 (37) = -2.75, < -009. In addition, other Guardians were more likely 



to be members of Guardians' socid groups (i-e., Guardians tend to hang out in groups 

with other Guardians) compared to children who do no t play an active role in bullying 

incidents), 1 (3 7) = 5 -66, p c -00 1. IE contrast, no dserences were found between, 

Bullies, Active Bystanders, Henchmen, and No Role children and group membership 

with Guardians. 

Table 9 

Proportion of Same gr ou^ Mernbershir, Between Guardkns and Children in Oîher 

YB- 

Members 
of the 
Same 
Social 
Croup 
M - 
SD - 

Note: Values represent mean proportions. Means with the different subscripts d s e r  

significantly at g < -0 1 . 



Children7s Descriptions and O~inions of Builyhg Incidents 

Recall the third objective of the present study was to investigate children's 

perceptions or episodic descriptions of specifiic bdlying episodes. The cMdren who 

were members of the focal sample (N=150) provided the bullying narratives. 

Descriptive analyses were employed to examine specifïc questions pertaining to: a) 

the nurnber of peers involved in the buliying incident, b) the presence of children 

behaving ia the dif5erent roIes in the builying incident, c) the Iocation and t h e  of the 

bdy/victim incident, d) the type of builying, e) the emotions experienced by each 

participant depicted within the bdying incident, f) their rno tivations and goals behind 

the buliying episode, g) actions that concluded the buliying incident, h) peer support 

of bullying behaviour, i) relationships between the children involved in the builying 

incident, and j) strategies they would use for intervening in the bullying incident. 

Peer Invo lvement in BuhNictirn Incidents. Descriptive anaiyses of the focal 

children's narratives dealing with specific bully/victirn relationships indicated that the 

total of number of chiidren in each builying incident raxiged eom 2 to 17 @l=5.7, 

SD=2.6). Forty-four percent of the children provided narratives that included at least - 

one guardian. Henchrnen were mentioned by thirty-nine percent of the children and 

active bystanders were included in thirty-one percent of the children's narratives. 

Findy.) seventy-eight percent of focal children7s bullying narratives occurred in 

locations in which other children were within the vicinity of the bullying incident. 



Location and Tirne of Bdying. Descriptive analyses of the children's bdying 

narratives revealed that thirty-three percent of the time builying occurred during class 

t h e .  Approximately twenty-four percent of the children described a bully/victirn 

episode that took place during moming or dernoon recess. Twenty-four percent of 

the children descnid bullying incidents that occurred during lunch Finaily? eighteen 

percent of the children related a bullying narrative that occurred before or after 

school- 

When asked about the Iocation of the buily/victim episode, approximately 

45% of the children indicated that the buiIying incident had occurred in the 

phyground and 21% reported that the builying incident took place in the homeroom 

ciass (see Table IO for the common locations of bullying). Limited supervision 

settings within the school environment (e.g., playgrounds, hailways, coatrooms, and 

change rooms) were cited by two-thirds of the children as the locale for bullying 

compared to supervised settings (e.g., the homeroom class, another class like French 

or Music). 



Table IO 

Cornrnon Locations for Builvine (N=ISO). 

Anofher Class-French, Music 12.0 

Change Room 5.3 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of children's responses 

Types of Builying Incidents. Each builying narrative was examined to 

determine the nature of the buliy/victim episode described by the focal children. 

Results indicated that the rnajority of children (45.3%) descn ïd  direct verbal buiIying 

incidents (e.g . , narne-calling, malicious teasing) . A buliy/victim episode that 

contained the combination of physical and verbal builying was reported by 24.7% of 

the children. These incidents began with the name-calhg behaviour and the builying 

escalated to include physical brutality against the victim. Twenty percent of the 

children reported on bullyhg incidents in which the buüy solely physicaiiy victimized 

the child. FinaUy, ten percent of the children descrikd relational bullying situations. 



Children' s Feelinas Associated with the BullyNictirn Evisode. 

Focal Children's Feelings- When asked to describe their personal feelings 

associated with the bullying incident, 26.7% of the children reported that mger (e-g., 

they were angry with the buily or victim, their anger was directed 2t the teacher) was 

their primary feeling associated wah the bdy/victim episode. Sixteen percent of the 

children reported that they did not expenence any feeling or were feeling neutrai. 

Whereas, 1 5.3% of the cbildren experienced feelings of sympathy/empathy toward the 

victim's plight (e-g., feeling sorry for the victim, wished the teacher had intervened). 

ChiIdren expressed disgust when descniing the bullies' treatment of the victim 

(12%). Some chiIdren reported that they shdtaneousIy felt anger and sadness 

(10%). They were disturbed or angered by the bullies' khaviour while at the same 

time they were feeling sadness when they thought of the victirn. FUially, 

approximately seven percent of the children indicated that sadness was the primary 

feeling associated with the bdying incident, 6% reported that they felt surprised, 

some children reported that they were f eqW (4.7%) and finally, and 2% of the 

chiidren claimed that they were happy when they thought about the buUy/victirn 

episode. 

Bullies' Feelings. Not surprisingly, when the researcher inquired about the 

buily's feelings, the majority of children reported that the bully was feeling happiness 

throughout the bullying incident (56%)- Other children indicated that the b d y  was 

feeling angpy (26.7%) or neutrat (12.7%) when involved in the buliying episode. 



Finaliy, some children (4.7%) mentioned that the b d y  was feeling one of fear (e-g., 

&aid of the consequences-receiving punishent 60m teachers), surprise (e-g., 

surprised that the Mctirn told the teacher), and disgust (e-g., disgusted with the 

victim's behaviour). 

Victims' Feelin~s. When chWren were asked about the victims' feelings, 

thirty-two percent of the children uidicated that the victim was angry with the bully's 

negative behavioural overtures, 25.3% reported that the victim was feeling sadness, 

and 22.7% indicated that the victim was experiencing both sadness and anger when 

they were being victimized by the bully. Finally, twenty percent of the children felt 

the victim was fearful throughout the buily/victim episode. 

Guardians' Feelines. When children were asked about the guardian's feelings, 

twenty-five percent of the participants reported the guardian was angry about the 

peer victimization, Approximately twenty-two percent of the children felt the 

guardian experienced emputhy for the victim, 14.7% of the children indicated that the 

guardian was s q r i s e d  by the bdy's negative treatment of the victim and 1 1.8% of 

the cMdren felt the guardian feIt fear when they were involved in the bullying 

episode. Furthemore, 10.3% of the children reported that the guardian experienced 

sadness and anger. FinaKy, the guardian's neutrality was mentioned by 8.8% of the 

children and 7.4% of the children reported that the guardian was experiencing feelings 

of disgust. 



Henchmen' and Active Bvstanders' Feehgs. When children were asked 

about how the henchmen were feeling throughout the builying incident, children 

indicated the henchmen were experiencing happiness (55.7%). Similat to the buily, 

29.5% of the children reported that the henchmen were feeling neutral and 14% 

rcported that henchmen were angry during the buily/victim incident. F W y ,  children 

indicated that the active bystanders mentioned in the bdying narratives were feeling 

happiness (68%) or neutrdiiy (32%). These results demonstrate the enjoyment and 

pIeasure henchmen and active bystanders receive while participathg in a buiiy/victim 

episode. 

Children's Goals in Bullvinp; Incidents 

Focal Children's Goals. When children were asked what they wanted to 

happen when they witnessed the buliying incident (goal), almost hrtlf O f the children 

interviewed (42.7%) expressed that they were disturbed by the buliying incident and 

they desired the bdying to end (e.g., the buily would wak away and Ieave the victim 

alone). The two principal motivations associated with the focaI children's primary 

goal were that they thought the bullying was unfair (33%) or that the biilly was mean 

and destructive (20%). 

The second goal indicated by the children interviewed (17.3%) wanted the 

buily to be punished for M e r  negative actions whereas other children indicated that 

îhey wanted the victim to physically or verbaily retaliate against the b d y  (10.7%). In 

contrast, 10% of the children replied that that they wanted nothing to happen or 



forget abour the buh'ying and continue with the play activiîy (see Tabie 1 1 for 

comrnon goals reported by the chiIdren). 

Table I I 

Focal Children's Goals in Builyïng Incidents OJ=150'). 

expelïed from school 
Vicfirn fo physicaily or verbal& retaïiate 

WShed to teacher had 
infervenect/Wanted io h e f ~  fhe vÎctÎm 

10.7 
agdlLSf the buiiy 
Nothing to happedContinue with the 
acfrcfrvify 

Victim not to do anythingr/Vicfi*m fo gef 
in trouble 

10.0 

No te: Numbers reflect percentages of children's responses. 

BulCy and victim to talk with euch other 
, and settle theri d~fferences 

Focal Chiidren's Motivations. Children were asked to explain the reasons or 

motivations for their goals in buUy/victim incidents [e.g., ' What did you want to 

happen? (Goals) Why did you want that to happen? (Motivations)']. One third of the 

participants (33.3%) reported on motivations characterized by justice and fairness to 

the victim (e.g., it's not or rkht to pick on other kids). Twenty percent of the 

5.3 



cmdren indicated that the personality of the b d y  (e.g., the b d y  is bad, the bully &es 

to pick on kids) as the primary motivation for buiiying incidents. Furthemore, 16.7% 

children expressed that tbey did not want to engage in bullying behaviour (see Table 

1 1 for common builying motivations). 

Table 12 

Focal Children's' Motivations in BuUyh~ Incidents CN=150). 

It 's exciting and fun/Wanfed to 1 6.7 

Jlrst'ce-it's not fair to buffy or pick on 
kr'dr 
Bully personafity ksues4ully iS bad; 
bulfy fikes to pick on kids 
Did not want to engage in bulfying 
behaviour 
Did not care about the buifying 
situation 

33 -3 

20.0 

16.7 

7.3 

continue with the acfivity 
Peer relations-fn'ends with fhe victim 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of children's responses. 

6.0 

Does nof like the bully/Can 't stand the 
buffying incident 
CrCncndActive Bystander did not want to 
get in trorable 

Builies' Goals in Bullyin~ Incidents. In response to the question "What do 

5.3 

4.7 

you think the b d y  wanted to happen?'' the rnajority offocal children (54.7%) 



reported the bulh wanted to hurt or bother the victirn as presented in Table 12. The 

primary motivations dictating the children7s thoughts associated with the buIlies' 

pr* goal: 1) the bullies' feeling of power and control(30.5%), 2) the bullies' 

anger or disiike for the victim (29.3%), and 3) bdies personality proble-bullies 

enjoy picking on other kids (22%). Chiidren7s perceptions of the Bullies7 common 

goals and associated motivations are listed in Appendix H. 

In addition, twenty-four percent of the children indicated that the buiIies7 

second goal centered on gained feeiings of power and coolness when victimiPng 

another child. Fourteen percent of the children felt the bully wanted the victim not to 

do anything and endure the buiiy7s abuse. Findy.) children (7.3%) expressed that the 

buily7s goal was to get the victim in trouble. 

TabIe 13 

Bullies' Goals in Bullying. Incidents IN=150). 

- -- -- 1 Bother the victimLHurt the victim 1 54.7 
To gain power and confrol over the 
vicfrcfrm/To feel cool 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of chiidren7s responses. 

retaliate 
Pïcfrcfrm to get in trouble 7.3 



Victims' Goals in Bullying Incidents. When children were asked about the 

victims' goals, 46% of the children responded that the victim wanted the bully to 

leave the victim alone and stop the bdying behaviours as presented in Table 13. 

Children stated that the associated motivations with the victims' primary goal include 

the bullies personality predisposition of enjoying the builying actMty (34.8%), the 

victims' dislike for the bully (26.1%), and the victims' aversion to conflict situations 

(23 -2%). 

Twenty percent of the children reported the victim wanted the bully to receive 

punishment fkom the teacher or principal. Approximately, eighteen percent of the 

children indicated the victim wanted to physicaily or verbally retaliate against the 

bully. F W y ,  chddren stated the victim possessed goals that centered on peer 

inclusion and peer reiationships (8.7%) and the victim wished the teacher had 

intervened to stop the buliying incident (6.5%). The Victims' goals and 

corresponding motivations reported by the children are presented in Appendix 1. 



Table 14 

Victims' Goals in Bullying. Incidents N=150). 

BuIlying to stopOhdiy to walk away 
Bully to receive a defentikn or to be 
exloelled from school 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of children's responses. 

46-0 
20.0 

Victim to physicdly or verbal@ retaIUIte 
a g a i .  the bully 
To be includetlVTo have fn'encis 
WSShed to teacher had Ïntervened 

Guardians' Goals in Bullying Incidents. ApproxUnately halfof the children 

(49.2%) reported that the guardian's primary goal was for the cessation of the 

bdying incident as presented in Table 14. Children stated that injustice of builying 

(40.6%) and not wanting to be in trouble (20%) as the two main reasons for 

motivating guardians' primary goal, 

In addition, children reported that guardians possessed altniistic goals by 

wanting to help the victim (15.4%) and communication deveIop between the bully and 

victim so they could solve their social confiict (10.8%). Children indicated the 

guardians wanted the buliy to receive a detention or be expeiled tiom school(10.8%). 

Children expressed that the guardians wanted the victim to defend himselfor herseif 

(7.7%) by verbally or physicaliy retaliating aga& the bully. Finally' a miuor 

18-7 

8.7 
6.7 



percentage of the chiidren (6.2%) stated that guardiam wanted nothhg to happen 

(see Appendk J for a complete listing of Guardians' goals and the associated 

motivations). 

Table 15 

Guardians' Goals in Buiiying; Incidents IN= 1 50). 

Bullying to stop/lBully to walk away 
Wanted to h e [ ~  the victim 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of children's responses. 

49.2 
15.4 

Bu[& and victim fo falk wifh each other 
and settie their dr;fferences 
Buliy tu receive a defention or be 
4xpeled front school 
ficfim to pliysically or verbal& retaliate 
againsf the buliy 
Nothing to happeMopet about the 
bullying incident - 

Henchmen' Goals in Buiiying Incidents, Children reported that henchmen' s 

10.8 

10.8 

7.7 

6.2 
i 

primary goal was to victimize and hurt the victim (48-4%) as presented in Table 15. 

Children indicated that the primary motivating factors for this goai were the 

henchmen were friends with the bdiy (33.3%), the henchmen were mad at the victim 

(23.3%) or the henchrnen found the peer victimization activity exciting and fiui. 



In addition, focal children indicated that Ï t  was important for the henchmen to 

join w-Ïth the bully enabling the child to feel more powerful(22.6%). Some children 

reported that henchmen wanted nothhg to happen and the victim to walk away fkom 

the bully (1 6.1 %). Finaily, the henchmen goal was to be included in the activity by 

the b d y  and enjo y the buliying incident ( 12.9%). A complete description of the focal 

children's reports of Henchmen goals and correspo nding motivations are lccated in 

Appendix K. 

Table 16 

Henchmen' Goals in Bul.IWig Incidents CN=l5O). 

Note: Nurnbers reflect percentages of children's responses. 

Bother the vicîindHUlf the vicfrh 
To gain power and control over the 
v i c t i d o  join the bu& 
Nothing to happen 
To have fun/To have friends 

Active Bvstanders' Goals h Bullying Incidents. When children were asked 

48-4 
22.6 

16-1 
12-9 

about the active bystander's goal, 52% of the chiidren reported that active bystanders 

wanted to have fun and join in with the bullying incident as presented in Table 16. 

The majonty of children (76.9%) indicated that the excitement and fun feehg and 



active bystaader receives by participating in builying as the main motïvating factor for 

their invo lvement in bully/victim episodes. 

In addition, thbty-two percent of children felt that victiminng the child was 

the active bystander's primary goal. Findy, skteen percent of the children indicated 

the active bystander wanted nothing to happen or to forget about the whole bullybg 

incident. Children's perceptions of Active Bystanders' goals and associated 

motivations are presented in Appendix L. 

Table 17 

Active Bvstanders' Goals in Buliying Incidents CN= 150)- 

1 To join the bully..me fm with the 1 52-0 1 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of  children's responses. 

Bother the v i c t idur t  the vicfrcfrm 
Nothhg to happen 

Strategies Children Emplov in BuUyNictim Episodes. 

Victims' Strategies. The focal children's episodic descriptions of bully/victirn 

situations were examined for the h d s  of prevalent behavioural strategies that were 

implemented by the victia Children reported that victims reacted in an aggessive 

32.0 
16.0 



m e r  by retaliating eÏther physically or verbaily in 32.7% of the bully/victim 

incidents. In approximately twenty-three percent of the bdying situations (23 -3 %), 

the victim endured the bufies' physical and verbal abuse because they were afkïd of 

the buily (e.g., the victim did nothing). In 19.3% ofthe episodes, the victim 

employed passive strategies (e-g., walked away or ignored the bully) when codkonted 

with bullying overtures of another ctiild. Almost meen percent of the victims 

(14.7%) asked the teacher or the prïucipd for heIp. A smaller proportion of the 

victims (5 -3 %) spoke with a parent or a Eend a b  ut the bullying incident. Finally, 

4.7% of the victims spoke with the b d y  and asked the bdly to discontinue the 

buliying behavio ur. 

Focal Children's Strategies. Focal children were asked what wodd they do if 

they were the victims in the bully/victim incident. A pIULfility of the children (29.4%) 

responded that they would employ passive strategies (e-g., ignore or wak  away fiom 

the bdy)  when conf?onted with children's builying behaviour. Furthemore, 

approxirnat ely twenty-eight percent of the chiIdren (27.3 %) wo uld request adult 

intervention by asking the teacher or the principal for assistance with the buiiying 

situation. Also, some chiidren (24.7%) indicated that they wodd try to resolve the 

bullying incident by taiking with the bullies and stating that the bullying behaviour is 

inappropriate. Ten percent of the chiidren reported they would employ aggressive 

strategies (e-g., physicaiiy or verbdy retaliate) to d&e the bullying incident. A 

small proportion of the children (5.3%) felt that they would endure the bullies' abuse 



because they feared the bufies' friture behaviour. Finâlly, children stated that they 

would t& with a fiend or a parent ifthey were victimized (3.3%). 

In addition, children were asked what strategies would they use ifthey 

witnessed the bully/victim incident. A plurality of the children (28.7%) reported that 

they would t ak  with the b d y  and tell the b d y  to stop the victimizing behaviour. 

Approximately twenty-seven percent of the children (26.7%) indicated that they 

would seek addt intervention to heIp tenninate the bullying situation Moreover, 

some children (25.4%) fe1t that they wouid not intervene and assist the victim (e-g., 

nothing-they regarded the bdying situation as none of business, they didn't want to 

be involved, they are a h i d  they wiU be bdlied in the fbture, or bullies d continue 

with their negative behaviour). Some children (1 0%) offered strategies that centered 

on the v i c t h 7  emotiond well-king (e.g., join with the victim or  talk with the victirn 

about the negative experience). Finaily, cMdren (9.3%) reported that they would try 

to stop the bdy/victim incident by physically restraining the bully or the victim. 

FinaIIy, children were asked what codd they do to help the victim in the 

bdying situation. A plufality of children (25.3%) reported that they would talk with 

bullies about their inappropriate behaviours (e.g., tell the bully to stop). Moreover, 

children (23.3%) indicated that they would befkiend the victim and ask ifthe victim 

was suffering. Twenty percent of the children responded that they wodd inquùe 

about adult assistance in the bullying situation (e.g., ask a teacher for help). Children 

(12.7%) expressed that the best strategy to assist a victim in a bullying situation was 



to join with the victim and confiont the bully as a dyad. Si,mhr1y7 children (9.3 %) 

reported that they would actively become involved and attempt to break up the fight. 

F M y ,  children (6%) expressed the opinion that they would not become involved 

because they were afraid they would be buiiied next or they feel they have no lasting 

impact on bullies' behaviour. 

ConcIudinp; Factors of Builflictirn Episodes. Focal children were asked why 

someone helped the victim in the bullying incident. The majority of children (57.3 %) 

indicated that no intervention (e-g., no one helped the victim) occurred to assist the 

victim in the bully/victim episode. When someone intemened in the bully/victim 

episode, a plurality of children (19.3%) reported that the intemention was the result 

of fiiendship relations (e-g., Eriends with the victim). Sixteen percent of  the children 

responded that someone intervened to help the victirn because they do not Like to 

watch a child k ing  victirnized. Other children (7.3%) felt that victirn intervention 

occurred because the guardianç were fiends of the bully and were m g  to prevent 

any negative sanctions toward the b d y .  

Chirdren were asked why no one helped out the victim. First of ail, 

approximately forty-three percent of  the children (42.7%) indicated that there was 

peer or adult intervention in the bdying incident. In the absence of intervention, the 

primary reason reported by children (17.3%) centered on the fact that children do not 

iike the victim or they had better peer relations with the bully. Fourteen percent of 

the children responded that they were afkaid that fùture buiiying behaviour would be 





sanctions to the bdy.  In contrast, children reported victims were validated or 

supported in 3 0.7% bully/victim incidents. The victirns' behaviour and self-worth was 

validated in the foiiowing ways: 1) guardian intervention in the bdying incident, 2) a 

fi-iend taked with victims about feelings, 3) the teacher reprimanded the buily, and 4) 

the victims' parents intervened and cded the school personnel. 

Peer Support of Bullving. Behaviour. Focal children' s bdying narratives 

were analyzed to examine the reason chiidren give for joining the bu& to victimize 

the child (e.g., reason for henc hmen invo lvement in bully/victim incidents). 

Approximately fïfty percent of the children reported that there was no henchmen 

activity in the buliying incidents (see Table 17 for the common reasons for peer 

support in bully/victim incidents). Fourteen percent of the children expressed the 

opinion that the prùnary r e m n  for henchmen involvement in builying and peer 

victimization was the experience of excitement and enjoyment they receive when they 

join in bully/victim episodes. Sunilarly, children (1 1 -3%) rnentioned that the 

tienchen were friends with the buily. Another reason for henchmen involvement, 

children (1 1 -3%) indicated that henchmen dislike the victim and the victirn deserved 

the negative bdying behaviour. Some children reported that peer pressure was the 

significant reason for children joining in with the buiiy (e-g., they were scared they 

would lose fiends). In addition, children indicated that henchmen' behaviour was 

dnven by power (e.g., they are more powerful when they join the buily). 



Table 18 

Motivatin~ Factors for Peer Support of BuUyhg Behaviour (N=I50). 

1 No henchmen activitv 48-4 
It's exci#ing and fwr 
Fn'ends with the buiiv 

Ne~ative and Positive Aspects of Builying Incidents. CMdren were asked if 

any positive or negative experïences occurred as the direct result of the bullying 

incident (e-g., Did any good thingdbad tbïngs happen as the result of the bdy/victim 

incident? ). The majority of the chiidren (64.7%) felt that nothhg positive was 

associated with the bullying episode. Moreover, 12.7% of the children indicated the 

fact that the bdlying incident was terminated was the oniy positive aspect of the 

episode. Some children (7.3%) reported that the bully/victim incident contributed to 

the cessation of fùture buiiying behavio urs directed to ward the victim. Six percent of 

the children expressed the opinion that the builying incident was handled 

appropriately by the teacher-the buUy was sanctioned for hifier negative behaviour. 

Finally, children (4.7%) claimed the victims gained new self-awareness and engaged 

in new behaviour (e-g., not to associated with the buily) and children (4.7%) reported 

tbat the teacher reprimanding the buiiy was a positive aspect of the bullying situation- 

14-0 
11.3 

Don 't Iike the victim 
Peer pressure-scared they WU Iose 
friends 
To gain power/To feeC cool 

11-3 
7.0 

7.0 



A pluraEty of the children (36.7%) expressed the opinion that no negative 

aspects were associated with the bullying incident- In contrast, thirty percent of the 

children claimed that the victims' suffering and pain was a negative aspect of the 

buiIy/victim incident. Approlamately thirteen percent (1 2.7%) of the children 

reported that the buily continues to victimize the child was a negative consequence of 

the bully/victim incident. Eight percent of the children indicated that a physicd fight 

between the buliy and the victim created unpieasant feelings. Some children (4.7%) 

claimed that victims engage in builying behaviour against others (e-g., the victim picks 

on kids now) as a direct result of  king constantly victimized. Some children (4.7%) 

reported that negativity kvas associated with the bully/victirn episode because the 

teacher reprimanded the victim. Finally, a few children (3.3%) were feeling negative 

about the b d y  receiving punishment fiom the principal because the children felt the 

victirn deserved the peer abuse. 

Relationshi~s Arnong Children Invo Ived in Bullving; Incidents- 

Focal children were asked about the quaIity of the reiationships among 

Bullies, Victirns, Guardia,  Active Bystanders, and Henchmen. Specif?caiiy, focal 

children were asked about each child indicated in the bdlying incident and how they 

felt about one another ( "How does - (norninated bu&) feel about the 

(norninated victim)? Would they consider them afi-iend, un acquuintance or not a 

fiend? '7. Descriptive results (see Table 18) indicated that the focal children 

possessed stronger fiiendship relations with Guardians (M = 1 -6 1, SD = 1 -04) and felt 



the 1east positive about their relationship with Bullies (NJ = 3 -85, SD = 1 -46) as  

presented in Table 18. Furtherrnore, focal children felt that Billlies did not have 

positive relationship feelings toward the Victims (M = 4.55, SD = .95). These 

antagonistic feehgs were muîually reciprocated by the Victims toward the Builies (M 

= 4.61, SD = -89). 

In addition, t-test d y s e s  demonstrated that children reported henchmen 

were more likely to have stronger fiendships relations with the bufies compared to 

other chiIdren & (1 50)=8.37, p < -00 1). Finally, t-test analyses indicated that children 

reported that guardians possessed stronger fiendslip relations with the victims 

compared to other children (150) =7.89, ~2 < .001). 



Table 19 

CIoseness of Relationships Arnong - Children Invo lved in Bullving - Incidents- 

Focal Chifd-BU[& 1.15 1.46 
Focal Child-V'ictim 2-2 1 f .53 
Focal Child-Guardian 3.39 1 .O4 
Focal Child-Active Bysfander 1.75 1 -26 
F d  Chiid-Henchmen 1 1-80 1.53 

B~ïfy-Mm 
Bullv- Guardian 

Note: Nurnbers reflect mean rating of closeness of relationship based on a five-point 

scale. m e r  numbers indicate greater closeness of the relationship (1 = not a fiiend, 

2 = between not a fiend and an acquaintance, 3 = acquaintance, 4 = between an 

acquaintance and a fiend, 5 = a &end). 

BU[&-Active Bystander 
Bu&-Henchmen 

Builying Ro le DEerences in Children's Narratives 

Recall the fourth objective of the present study was to examine and explain 

the similarities andor dEerences among bullies, victims, guardians, active bystanders, 

0.45 
1.72 

0.96 
1.61 

3 -00 
3-15 

1.30 
1.3 1 



and henchmen/accomplices in t heir perceptions or episodic descriptions of bdying 

incidents. Specincally, the present study examined each bullying role in relation to 

children7s feehgs about bullying? their motivations involved in bullying, their personal 

respo nsibility for initiating, rnaintaining, and ending bullying episo des, and the 

strategies ~Mdren use to prevent or end bullying episodes. Chi-Square analyses were 

employed to examine the merences among bullies, victims, guardians, active 

bystanders, and henchmen in their perceptions or epiçodic descriptions of bdying 

incidents. RecaU that of the one hundred and fiEly-three children hterviewed, sïxty- 

seven children were categorized to a specific BuZZying Role group: ten BuZlies, 

fourteen Victims, twenty-five Cuardians, eight Active Bystanders, and ten 

Kenchmen. Given that three children refbsed to provide an episodic description of a 

buliy/victim episode (one Victim, one Guardian and one No Role child), one hundred 

and f 3 y  narratives were analyzed. Adopting similar methodology implemented by 

Smith and Sutton (1 999) and guided by the high positive correlations between Bully, 

Henchmen, and Active B y stander peer nomination standard scores, children who 

were classified as bullies, henchmen, and active bystanders were placed into one 

group identsed as the Pro-bullying Group (N=28,2 fernales, 26 males). The four 

gmups of children: Pro-bullying, Victirns, Guardians, and No RoZe were compared to 

examine merences in children' s episodic descript ions of  bullying incidents. 

Specifically, group ciifferences in children's feelings about bullying, their motivations 

invoIved in bullying, their personal responsfiïlity for initiating, maùltaining, and 



ending bullying episodes and the strategies children use to prevent or end bdlying 

episodes were analyzed. The tables in tbis section include the number, fiequency of 

occurrence and the adjusted residual (e.g., standard scores of 1 -96 or greater 

represents a statistical sigdicant hding ). 

Location of Peer Involvement in Bdving Incidents. ChiIdren7 s narratives 

were examined if situational fzctors (e.g., location of the buliying incident, presence 

of homeroom teacher) influenced peer invo lvernent in bullying incidents. C hi-square 

analyses demonstrated that Henchmen were more likely to be involved in bullyiug 

when the homeroom teacher was not present, X2(57 -150) 4 3 . 3 2 ,  E < -021 (see 

Table 19). Finally, bullying incidents contsining Bullies, Victims, and Active 

Bystunders were more likely to occur in locations when the Homeroom teacher was 

present (54.5%) as presented in Table 1 9. 

Table 20 

Group Composition of Bullying. Incident and Presence of Homeroom Teacher 

1 Bu& und %th 9 30 39 

Builj, Wctim, and 
Henchmen 

% 
Adj, Residual 
N 
% 
Adi. Residuai 

23-1 
0.4 
3 

8.8 
-2.0 

76.9 
-0.4 
3 1 
91.2 
2.0 

100 

35 
1 O0 



Bu&, Vktiin, and 
Guardian 

Bdiy, Kctim, and A b e  
Bystander 

Bully, Wcfim, Guardian 
and Active Bystander 

Ail Active Roles-Bully, 
Victrctrm, Guardian, A&e 
Bvstunder and Elenchmen 

Children's Feelings about I3ully-h~. As expected? results indicated there 

were signîficant group differences in children's feelings about bully/victim episodes- 

A signincant proportion of the Ifictims reported that they felt sadness when asked to 

recd  a specific buily/victim episode compared to the other groups of children, xL (3, 

150) = 1 1.66, p < -009. In contrast, Gtrordians were more likely to expenence a 

dif5erent emotion instead of sadness as presented in Table 20. 

Table 21 

Differences in Bullyine Roles and Children's Feelings of Sadness Concemiun Specific 

BuUyNictim Incidents (N=l50). 



Vicficfims 

Guardiam 

No Role 

Furthemore, sigdicantly more Victirns responded that they were feeling 

N 
% 
Adj. Residud 
N 
% 

Total 

angry when asked to descnlbe a specific bdy/vic t h  situation compared to O ther 

Adj, Residual 
N 

children, X' (3, E=150) = 14.96, p < .O02 as presented in Table 21. 

6 
46.2 
2-9 
1 
4 

% 
Adj, Residuaï 
N 
% 

Table 22 

-1 -9 
16 

DEerences in Buiiying Roles and Children's Feelings of  Anner Concerning S ~ e c S c  

7 
53 -8 
-2.9 
24 
96 

19 
0-6 
26 
17.3 

Buil~Nictirn Incidents CN=150>. 

13 
8.7 

25 
16.7 

1 -9 
68 

N o  Role 

84 
81 
-0.6 
124 
82.7 

56 

150 
1 O0 

'& 10 18 28 
% 35.7 64.3 18.7 
Adj, Residual .O .O 
&? 1 I 2 13 
% 
Adj, Residuai 
&! 
% 
Adj. Residud 
N - 
% 
Adj. Residual 

84.6 
3 -8 
7 
28 
-.9 
26 
3 1 

-1.5 

15.4 
-3 -8 
18 
72 
-9 
58 
69 
1.5 

8-7 

25 
16.7 

84 
56 



In addition, significantly more Guardiaurzs errpressed feelings of ernpathy or 

symputhy for the victim compared to other groups of  children, 2 (3, -1 50) = 10.8, 

E < .O 13. In contrast, Pro-BuZZy-ng children and Victirns were less iikely to hdicate 

that they had feehgs of empafhy/~sympathy are summaTized in Table 22. 

Table 23 

DEerences in Builying RoIes and Children' s Feelings of Em~>athy/Sym~athy 

Concerning S~ecifïc BuUvNictim Incidents (N=150). 

Total 

Guardians 

IV 
% 

No Role 

150 
100 

54 
36 

N 1 27 28 
% 3 -6 96.4 18.7 
Adj. Residual -1.9 1.9 
il? O 13 13 
% O 100 8.7 
Adj. Raidual -1.6 1.6 
il? 8 17 25 
% 32 68 16.7 

96 
64 

Adj. RReirr'duaC 2.5 -2.5 

&! 14 70 84 
% 2 6.7 83.3 56 
Adj. Raidual 0.5 -0.5 
N 23 127 150 
% 15.3 84.7 100 

Finally, when children were asked about the feehgs of the victim depicted in 

the bullying incident, No RoZe children responded that sadness was the most comrnon 



feehg attriiuted to the victirns compared to other groups of children, X2 (9, &=150) 

= 21.6, E < -012 (see Table 23). In contrast? a sigdicant proportion of the Pro- 

BuIZying children reported that the victim's were feeling fear throughout the builying 

incident compared to other groups of children. Finally, Victims were udïkely to 

report that the victims within the bdying situation were feeling fear compared to 

other groups of children. 

Table 24 

DEerences in Bullving Roies and Victinis' Feelings During Speci-fiic BuUyNictim 

Incidents (N=150). 

Victims 

Guardians 

No Role 

Total 

N 3 8 12 
% 10.7 28.6 42.9 
Adj. Raidual -2.0 -0.4 3.4 
N 2 7 O 
% 15.4 53.8 O 
z-score -0.9 1.8 -1 -9 
N 5 7 4 
% 20 28 16 
z-score 

33 -3 16.7 
z-score 2-5 -0.3 - 1.2 



Motivations in Bul l - .g  Incidents. Results ùidicated that there were 

sigdicant differences among the groups of children regarding their personal 

motivations about bui.ly/victim epkodes, XZ (15, N=150) = 3 1.6, g < .O07 (see Table 

24). Victims (76.9%) reported tfiat the buZZies ' persona& (e-g., buUy enjo ys picking 

on kids, b d y  likes king  powerfùl) or the buiZy 's disZikJ%r the victinz as the primary 

reason for the occurrence of bully/victirn situations compared to other children. 

Finaily, approacbg statistical signÏfïcance, children who were in the Pro-bullying 

group (25%) reported neutrality in the fact that they did not care what was happening 

or they wanted to continue wirh the actniity and forget the bullying o c m e d  

cornpared to other children, 

Table 25 

Dserences in Builying Roles and Motivations involved in Bullyhg Incidents 

m=150). 

Did nof want to 
be in trouble 

Friends with 
Vïcfr*m 

- 

Did not wunt to 
f i g h a e  part of 

N 7 1 9 33 50 
! %  
Adj. Residual 
N 
% 
Adj. Residuai 
N 
% 
Adj, Residuai 
N - 
% 

25 
-1.0 

1 
3 -6 
-0.3 
2 

7.1 
0.3 
3 

10.7 

7.7 
0.5 
1 

7.7 
0.5 

O 
O 

-1.0 
1 

7.7 

36 
0.3 
1 
4 

-0.2 
2 
8 

0.5 
5 

20 

39-3 
1.7 
4 

4.8 
O, 1 
5 
6 
.O 
16 
19 

33.3 

7 
4.7 

9 
6 

25 
f 6.7 



Strategies Children Employ in Bully/Victim Situations. When children were 

asked, 'what wouidyou do ifyou were the vicrim within the buZZying episode? ' 

statistically signifïcant group differences were f o w  2 (1 5, N= 1 50) = 34.3 5, p 4 

-003 (see Table 25). As expected, Pro-buZZying children (46.7%) indicated that they 

would employ verbal or physical retaliation strategies to help them with the bdying 

situation compared to other children. Moreover, No Role children (33.3%) expressed 

the opinion that taking with the buily (e.g., t e h g  the b d y  to stop) is the best 

strategy to use in a bullying situation compared to other childrea Finally, Victints 

(69.2%) reported that passive strategies (e.g., ignore bdy ,  wallc away fkom the bully) 

as the primary strategy to use in a bully/victirn situation. 

Results uidicated that signifïcant group differences were found when children 

were asked about the strategies they would empby Xthey were a bystander or 

witness to the bully/victim incident, X2 (1 2, x=l5O) = 22.94, < -028 (see Table 26). 

Guardians reported that they wodd talk with the b d y  (e.g., tell the btdy to stop) 

cornpared to o ther children In contrast, Pro- bullying children (50%) indicated that 

happening 

Total 

-9 
18 

21.4 
-1.2 

8 
9.5 

-5 
2 
8 

-2.2 
6 
24 

38 
25.3 

21 
14 

group 
Bully &sues- 
Bully enjoystlie 

. buliying 
The W d i d  nof 
cure whut was 

Adj, Residuai 
&! 
% 

-0.9 
8 

28.6 
-4 
7 

25 

Adj- Residual 
il! 
% 
A&. Residual 
&T 
% 

-0.9 
10 

76-9 
4.5 

O 
O 

1.9 
28 

18.7 

-1 -5 
13 
8.7 

1.6 
25 

16.7 

-1-8 
84 
56 

150 
1 O0 



they wodd try and break up the fight by physically restraining the victim or the b d y  

as the primary strategy to use in builying situations. 

Table 26 

Dserences in Bullving - RoIes and Strategies Children Could Emplov EVictimized Bv 

Another Child Tr\J=150). 

they wiff be 
bufiied next 
Talk wifh the 
bulfpTei i  bulCy 
to stop 
Tdk with a 

friend, parent, or 
vicfim 
Verbal& or 
physically 
retaiiafe against 
the buiiv 
Teff the teacher 
or principui-ask 

for heip 
No thing-Ignore 
the bui&MaIk 
awav frorn buiiy 

Total 

% O ' O  4 8 -3 
Adj, Residuai -1.4 -.9 -.3 1-8 
N 3 O 6 28 
% 10.7 O 24 33.3 
Adj. Raiduai -1.9 -2-2 -0.1 2.8 

1V 1 O 1 3 
% 3 -6 O 4 3 -6 
Adj. R e ~ i d d  0.1 -0.7 0.2 -2 
N 7 O 1 7 
% 25 O 8.3 8 -3 
A& Raiduai 2.9 -1 -3 -0.8 -.8 

a! 
% 
Adj, Raiduaï 
N 
% 
Adj. Residud 
&? 
% 

12 
42.9 
2.0 
5 

17-9 
-1 -5 
28 

18.7 

4 
30.8 
0.3 
9 

69.2 
3 -3 
13 
8.7 

6 
24 

-0.4 
10 
40 
1.3 
25 

16.7 

19 
27.3 
-1.5 
20 

23 -8 
-1 -7 
84 
56 

41 
27.3 

44 
29.3 

150 
1 O0 



Table 27 

Differences in Bdying Roles and Strate~es Children Codd E r n ~ i o ~  if They 

wtnessed a BuilyNict ùn Incident RJ=I 50). 

Talk wrth the 
buiIpTeIi buiïy 

the bully or victim 

Join vicfrcfrm/Talk 
with victim 

Tell the teacher or 
principd-usk for 

the buffy/Walk 
away frorn bu@ 

N 
% 
Adj. Residual 
N 
% 
A&* Residd  
N 
% 
A&- Residuui 
N 
% 
Adj, Residuaf 
N 
% 

In addition, statisticaily significant group dserences were found in children's 

Adj. Residuai 
LI! 
% 

responses to the foilowing question, 'Whut could you do tu help the victim within the 

bulZy/victim incident?, X' (1 5, -150) = 37.67, p < -001 (see Table 27). As 

0.9 
28 
18.7 

expected, children within the Pro-buZZying group were more likely to suggest 

confkontational strategies (e.g., break up the fight physicaily or verbdy) compared to 

-0 -9 
13 

8 -7 

other children, whereas, Vicîims stated that informing the teacher of the bdying 

situation was the best strategy to employ to help the victim depicted in the bullying 

-1.2 
25 

16.7 

0.7 
84 
56 

150 
1 O0 



situation. Aiso, Vicîims were less Likely to suggest becoming allied with the victim or 

offer support to the victim as the best strategy ro help the victim within the 

bully/victim episode cornpared to other children, 

Table 28 

Differences in BuIlvina Roles and Strategies Children Wouid E r n ~ l o ~  to Assist 

Victims in BullyNictim Incidents Tr\T=15O). 

Talk with the 
buLi)"-Tell buily 
fo stop 
Teii the teacher 

Ask a friend for 
heip/1Pmte bu& 
and vr'cfm tuik , C P/tysicuilj? r-ain 
buiiy or vi'ctim 

Nothin-A fruid 
of being buiiied/llt 
won't do anything 
Join the 
vicficfim/Talk wi'th 
vicrim 

N 3 
% 10.7 
Adi Residuai -2.0 
il! 8 
% 28.6 
Adi. Residunl 1.3 
N O 1 2 2 5 
% O 7.7 8 2.4 3 -3 
Adj. Residual 
N 
% 
Adj. Residuui 
N 
% 
Adj. Residual 
N 
% 
Adj. R e ~ i d ~ a l  
N 
% 

-1.1 
7 

25 
3.2 
1 

3 -6 
-0.6 

9 
32.1 
-0.1 
28 

18.7 

0.9 
O 
O 

-1.2 
1 

7.7 
0.3 

O 
O 

-2.8 
13 
8.7 

1 -4 
O 
O 

-1 -8 
O 
O 

-1 -4 
13 
52 
1.8 
25 

16.7 

-0.7 
7 

8.3 
-0.5 

7 
8 -3 
1 -4 
32 

38.1 
0.6 
84 
56 

14 
9.3 

9 
6 

54 
36 

150 
1 O0 



Interventions in BullyNictim E~isodes. Results indicated that there were 

signifïcant group merences in children's narratives with the regards to victim 

intervention, X2 (3, -1 50) = 8.13, p <.O43 (see Table 28). As expected, significantly 

more Pro-bullying children (64.3%) reported that the victims received peer or adult 

intervention in the buIiy/victim incident compared to other children. 

Table 29 

Differences in Builying Roles and Victim Intervention IN=l5O). 

Total 

& 10 18 
% 35.7 64.3 
Adj, Residual -2.6 2.6 

N 10 3 
% 76.9 23.1 
Adj. Residuai 1.5 -1 -5 

Adj, Residual 1.3 -1 -3 
!Y 86 64 

Finally, when children were asked why did someone intervene to help the 

victim, results indicated that group differences existed and approached statistical 

significance, x2 (9, N=150) = 15.98,~ < .O67 (see Table 29). Significantly more Pro- 



bully ing children indicated that victim intervention occurred because the individuals 

were fiends with the bully and were less Likely to suggest that no one heIped the 

victim compared to other children. In contrast? No Role children were less ükely to 

suggest that fi-ieiendship relations with b d y  as a reason for guardîan participation 

withln the bdying situation. 

Table 30 

Dserences in Bullyhg Roles and Chrldren's Reasons for Victim Intervention 

Friends wifh 
Victirn 

Don ' f  like fo see 
the buiiying 

No one hei'ed 
the victirn 

Other-Fnënds 
wifh the bully 

Total 

N 
% 
Adj. Residual 
N 
% 
Adj. Residuui 
N 
% 
A& Residual 
N 
% 
Adj, Residual 
N 
% 

Peer Support of Bullyhe Behaviour. Results demonstrated that sijpificant 

group merences were found in children's perceptions of peer involvement in bullying 



episodes, X2 (3, bJ=150) = 7.62, p < -055 (see Table 30). Whenchildren were asked 

'did anyone join the bully ? ', not nirprisingly, significantly more Pro-bullying children 

(7 1 -4%) reported that the buily/victim situation was dyadic than other children (e.g., 

pro-bullying children felt that there was no henchmen or active bystander 

participation). 

TabIe 3 1 

DBerences in Bullving Roles and Henchmen Participation CN=150). 

N 20 
% 71-4 
Adj. Resïdual 2.5 

Victims N 4 
% 30.8 
Adj. Residuai -1.5 

Guardians x 11 
% 44 
Adj. Rmidud -0.7 

No Role A! 40 
% 47.6 
Adj. ResiduaC -0.7 
N 75 

Total % 50 



DISCUSSION 

The present study demonstrated that builying may be productively viewed as 

a group process. Children actively participate in buliying episodes in one of the 

following five roles: bullies, victims, guardians, active bystanders, and henchrnen. 

The findings of the peer nomination analyses indicated that the mjority of children 

conceptualize their social worlds as containing children who behave on a regular 

basis as active participants in the buliying process. These present findings 

dernomtrating that bulIying involves more than a dominant child persecuting a 

subservient child contribute to a recent body of research that has documented peers' 

widespread involvement in buliying and vict imization (Salmivalli, et ai., 1 996). 

Furthemore, the research findings reported h e i n  elabo rate and extend previous 

research on children's participant roles, peer group structure, and the social ecology 

of bullying. In addition, an examination of children's episodic descriptions of 

bully/victim incidents places the proêess of bullying in the larger peer context and 

represents an alternative method of and yzing bullying situations. Most specifically, 

it was shown that buily/victïm episodes could include five distinct participant roles: 

bullies, victirns, guurdians. active bysranders, and henchrnen. 

Peer Involvement in Bullving Incidents 

The first objective of the present study was to examine and describe buliying 

ep isodes from a groupriented perspective; hence, 1 investigated children's 



awareness of the diverse roles in buiIying epîsodes. Severai iines of reasoning and 

evidence suggest that group processes and group membership might k related to 

bullying as a group process. First, peer relationships are generdy perceived to be an 

important dimension of children's interpersonal and intrapersonal development 

(Parker, et al., 1995), and hence may k influentid in the dynamics of the bdying. 

More spec5caIiy7 given that peers are influentid in the development of aggression by 

eliciting and reinforcing aggressiveness, as weii as serving as targets of hostility and 

social models of aggression (Hall, 1973; Parke & Slaby, 1983; Rubin & Pepler, 1991, 

Schwartz & et al., 1993) it was expected that bullying might be related to peer group 

membership. 

Consistent with research on the relation between peers and aggression, the 

present findings demonstrate that most children in a classroom environment are 

cognizant of bdlying and of the particular roles that specitic children enact when 

confronted with a bullyfvictim incident, Moreover, children concurred on the 

particular individu& in their classes who fiequently occupied particular bullying 

roles. These findings are congruent with the recent research on the participant role 

approach to school bullying ( S a h i v a  et al., 1996; Sutton & Smith, 1999). 

Specifïcdly, the results fiom the present study illustrated that children participate in 

bullying by acting in one of five distinct roles. In the most elementary fom of 

bullying an episode can include the extensiveiy researched dyad bullies (children who 

initiate the peer abuse) and victims (children who are fiequently and systematicaliy 



tormented by other chiIdren). A bully/victim incident can however, also involve 

chilDren who act as guatdians (children who sympathize with and assist the victim), 

henchrnen (chiidren who become a e d  with the bully and actively participate in the 

peer abuse), and active bysranders (children who silently give approvd to the bully by 

watching the peer abusive situation). The present study confinned earlier fkdings 

that the majority of children are capable of conceptuaking bullying episodes as 

dynamic and containing multiple participant roles beyond the b d y  and victim. 

Remarkably, the peer nomination results dernonstrated the readiness of children to 

nomhate classmates to of the roles postulated to exist in the bullying process. 

Moreover, the general agreement among children as to which of their classmates 

occupy each of the third party roles means that individual children may adopt these 

roles with some reOoularityty Additionally, the present data are unique in demonstrating 

how these distinct bullying roles are associated with one another by placing the 

bdying process and bullying roles in the Iarger social context of peers. 

A cornpaison of the scoring methods utilized by other researchers who have 

investigated partic@ant roles in bullying episodes and the methods used in the present 

study highlights important dserences in the distribution of children nominated to each 

bdying role (Salmivaili, et al., 1996; Sutton & Smith, 1999). Other researchers who 

have implemented the participant roZe approach in the investigation of the bullying 

process have used a relatively lenient scoring method to idente  participants in the 

bullying process. Specifically, children were required to score highest on a single 
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participant role (e-g., bully) compared to alternate participant roles (e-g., reinforcer, 

assistant, defender, outsider) and their particuIar standard participant role score had 

to be greater tban the class mean score (Salmivalli, et al, 1996; Sutton & Smith, 

1999). Thus, these researchers classifïed children as occupying a distinct role in the 

bullying process iftheÏr standard participant role score was in the upper fiftieth 

percentile of the classroom distribution. This procedure did not necessariiy place 

chiidren in the eighty-fifth percentile of the class distribution as the criterion peer 

nomination Z score greater than 1 .O as guaranteed in the present study. Given that a 

more stringent criterion for each bullying role was utilized in the present study, it is 

not surprishg that the present findings indicated that there were substantially fewer 

chiidren nominated to each bdying role than in other similar research (as presented in 

Tables 3 1 and 32). To examine the effects of the differing criteria, a reexamination of 

the peer nomination data in the present study was completed ushg the more lenient 

inclusion critenon used in the previous participant role research The results fiom this 

methodological exercise increased the overd  number of children nominated to each 

bdying role (as shown in Table 33) as expected and closer to those reported in 

previous research. These hdings demonstrate that more children were included in al1 

the bullying roles with ciramatic increases occurrhg in the roles of guardians and 

active bysianders and hence, a substantial decrease in the percentage of children who 

play a non active role in the builying process. 



Craig and Pepler (1 995) provided observational evidence of bullying incidents 

and reported that 1 1 % of the time ciddren intervened to assist the victirns of buUyïng 

incidents (e-g., children who behaved as guardians). Therefore, using a stringent 

criterion for inclusion in builying roles is more consistent with observational estimates 

of peer victimization incidents (1 6.3 %) compaed to Sarnlmivaiii, Lagetspetz, et ai's 

more generous criterion for involvement in the bdying process (32.0%). 

Table 32 

Percentanes of CMdren in each Participant Role. 

1 No Role 1 12.7 1 8 -2 1 15.5 1 

BuIlies 
Rein forcers 
RssI'sfaanl~ 
De fenden 
Outsiders 
VIcfrcfrm 

11.7 
8 -2 
6.8 
19.5 
23 -7 
17.3 

5.7 
8.5 
10.8 
15.2 
32.0 
Z 9.6 

f 4.0 
5-7 
7.3 

27.5 
11.9 
18.1 . 



Table 33 

Percentages of Children NomiDated to each Bdving Role. 

Buiiies 
Crctims 
Guardians 

Table 34 

Percentages of Children Nominated to each Builyïng using; McKinnon7s Lnclusion 

Criterion and Salmivalli' s Inclusion Criterion. 

Aenchmen 
No Role 

7.8 
10.8 
13.8 

Moreover, the elimination of  the outsider r d e  fiom the present investigation 

also conûibuted to the decrease in the number of children who are categorized as 

6-5 
9.2 
16-3 , 

5 -2 
55.0 

VIctim 
Guardians 
Aciive 
Bystandem 
Henchmen 
No Role 

6-5 
56-2 

i 0.8 
13.8 

7.4 
5.2 

55.0 

9.2 
16.3 

5.3 
6.5 
56.2 

16.4 
28.6 

17.5 
9-7 
19.3 

17.6 
32.0 

12-4 
11.1 
18.9 



participating in the bullying process. Consequently, there were more children 

classified as having no active rule in the bullying process. In addition, in the present 

study, the active bystander represents a cIearer role in the bullyhg process than the 

category of outsider, which represents an ambiguous category with regard to active 

builyhg participation. For example, Salmivalli and her colleagues proposed that 

children nominated as outsiders (e,g ., isn 't really present, s t q s  ouiside the situation, 

pretends not tu notice what is going on, doesn 't do anything, doesn 't even know 

about the bulZying, doesn 't tuke sides with anyone, and goes away fiom the spot) 

were aiding and abetting the bdy;  hence, maintainhg the buüying process. However, 

1 argue that the behavioural items employed to operationally defhe the outsider role 

codd be used to ident@ chifdren who are choosing to avoid becoming activel~ 

involved with builying incidents; thereby, decreasing the positive feedback for the 

buUy. 

FinaiIy? a further cnt ique of the participant ro les (buli'y, reinforcer, assistartt, 

defender, outsider, and victim) proposed by Salmivalli, et al. (1 996) is warranted. 

First, the reinforcer catego ry includes behavioural descriptions that would, in the 

present classifkation, conflate henchmen S participation (e.g., incites the &ulZy by 

shouting, says to the buZly: Mow h i f i e r  y and active bystïznders ' involvernent 

(e.g ., cornes around to see the situation. is u m l y  present, even if no t doing 

mything, giggles, laughs) in the cbildren' s episodic descriptions of bdlying incidents 

in the present study. In the present classification systern henchmen ' and active 



bystanders ' roles are distinctly different in bullying episodes. Henchrnen are direct& 

involveci, either, verbally or physically, in assisting the bullies, whereas, active 

bystunders are indirectlv providing support for bullies by watching the incident or 

laughing at the verbal abuse directed toward the victim This behavioural distinction 

is not made with Salmivalli's participant roles. Second, as  mentioned earlier, the 

behavioural items that were comprised by the outsider scde are indeteminate as to 

the children's involvement in the builying process. ln fact, this category can include 

children who actively avoid and shun bullying incidents as weli as those who h o  w 

nothing about the bdying. Finaily, using SahivaIli et al.'s classification scheme, 

victims were identifïed i€30% or more of the classmates named someone as a victim 

Once again, this is a lenient standard to ident* children who are re~eatedb 

tormented by other classmates. 

Gender DifEerences in ChiIdren7s Peer Nominations of Buliyina Roles. One of 

the more interesthg hdings of the present study was that children's participation in 

the bullying process was considered a gender-specifïc actixity. The peer nomination 

resdts illustrate that the majorïty of children perceived bdying another child (e-g., 

bullies, active bystunders, and henchmen) predominantly as a male activity. In 

contrast, more females than males were nominated as guardians who support children 

who are tormented and persecuted by bullies- 

Strong gender findings are unexpected for two reasons: First, Asher and Hymel 

(1 98 1) found that children demonstrated a strong tendency to nominate opposite-sex 



peers for negative items and same-sex peers for positive items. Accordingly, &en 

that buliying is a negative behaviour, it was expected that the seventy males in the 

present investigation would show a bias in nominating the eighty-three fernales as 

bullies, active bystanders, or henchrnen and males as guardians. However, such a 

bias eEect was not evident. The present results are surprising given that Salmivalli, 

Lagerspea et al. (1 996), in their research of the participant roles in bullying, found 

that both males and fernaies were nominated as bullies, assistants, reinforcers, and 

outsiders in the builying process, albeit males obtained signifïcantly higher scores 

compared to femdes on ail the pro-buliying roles (e-g., bullies, assistants, and 

reixlforcers). The different and l e s  restrictive criterion for the particular participant 

roles than that used in the present study may account for the greater number of 

nominations of fernales to the participant roles of bullies, assistants @enchmen) or 

reinforcers (active bysfanders) in the earlier research. For example, when the more 

lenient criterion of Z score of greater than zero was used with the present data, more 

fernales were included to the classroorn sample and the focal sample as active 

bystanders (increased by 10, increased by 6, respectively) and henchmen (increased 

by 5 ,  increased by 3, respective1y)- Sutton and Smith (1 999) also found that more 

femdes were norninated to the pro-bullying roles than in the present study; however, 

this may be due to the fact that they used only same-sex nominations. This 

methodological dserence would dehitely increase the nmber of females nominated 

to each bullying role because fendes couid only nominate females to those roles. 



A second explaoation for the present fïnding that the majority of children 

viewed active bullyïng to be dominated by males derives f?om the previous research 

that males attach more importance to achieving control over their victims (Boldizar, 

et al., 1989). Given that bullying is typically viewed as a power move by a dominant 

child over a subservient child, it is not surprishg that the cbildren in the present study 

viewed their social worlds in t h  manner. Moreover, an examination of children's 

responses to "what k bullying? " the majority of males and f e d e s  in the present 

shidy defïued bullying as behaviours that involved direct forms of physical and verbal 

aggression (87% and 88%, respectively). Thus, it was not unexpected that 

sigdïcantly more males would be nomuiated by their classrnates as bullies, 

henchmen. and active bystanders in the bdying process. In addition, previous 

research has documented that males are nominated by their peers more fkequently to 

ail types of aggression (physical, verbal, relational) compared to females (O'Comell, 

et al., 1995). 

In addition, an altemate explanation for the present fmding b t  active bullying 

behaviour was dominated by males can be W e d  to previous research that has 

documented the acceptance of male aggression within the peer group (Huesmann, et 

aL, 1992). As stated previously, these researchers found that males were more mely 

to approve aggression than fernales. Likewise, Serbin and her coUeagues (1 993) 

found that aggressive males were highly invo lved in peer activities; in contrast, peers 

disliked aggressive fernaies. Similarly, in a recent research study it was found that 



"'tough" boys were nuclear within the classroom social network indicating that boys 

who engage in domineering and aggressive behaviours are perceived by their peers as 

prominent members of their social groups and possess many peer associations within 

the classroom (Rodkin, Farmer, Pearl, & Van Acker, 2000). Consequently, the 

children in the present study may also regard bullying behaviour to be more 

acceptable and even normative for males. 

Finallyt, it has been argued that the majority of  research studies on bullying and 

peer victimization have failed to include indirect or relational-oriented forms of 

aggression and typicaliy focus on overt aggression (Crick & Bigbee, 1 995; Crick & 

Grotpeter, 1995). To address this methodological limitation of past research on 

children's bdying, the demion  of bdying that was presented to cMdren in the 

current study included indirect relational f o m  of aggression (e.g., purposely left out 

of group activities) in addition to overt aggression (e.g., hit, kicked, threatened, called 

nasty names). Kowever, making explicit that buiiying can involve the relational 

aggressive behaviours did not greatly influence children' s episodic descriptions of  

bullying incidents. The rnajority of children in this research study provided bullying 

narratives that centered on verbal and physical forms of peer abuse (e-g., 45% of 

chiidren's narratives included direct verbal aggression, 20% involved physical peer 

abuse, and 25% of the bullying episodes contained both direct verbal and physical 

fonns of bullying). A s d  minority of children (10%) reported on bullyvictirn 

incidents that invo lved relational aggression (e.g., the bully asked classrnates to jo in 



the "1 hate Aileen club "). Despite the recent focus on f e d e  aggression by 

researchers, this gender shift has no t transferred to children' s mental representations 

of buIly/victim incidents; in fàct, children identifled mdes to be the primary negative 

figures in the buliying process. 

The present data aiso indicated that children nominated more females as 

guardiuns in bully/victim incidents compared to mdes. This research finding is 

consistent with the recent work on the various participant roles in the bullying process 

reported by Salmivalli and her coUeagues (1996) and Sutton and Smith (1999). These 

researchers reported that females were signifïcantly more likely to be nominated as 

defenders of the victims than d e s .  This gender effect is concordant with the large 

body of research linking sex role differentiation to gender diffierences in children's 

social representations of aggression (Hyde, 1984). Females are socialized to be 

primary caretakers of individuals and therefore, view acts of aggression (e-g., 

builying) to be negative and an Uegitirnate use of control over another individual. 

Hence, females are socialized believiag that it is their responsibiIïty to help other 

children. Conversely, the traditional roles of males in industry, business, and the 

military may have led to an instrumental social representation in which aggression is 

perceived in a more positive light as a means of exercising control over others. 

Moreover, Boldizar and his colleagues (1 989) demonstrated that males attach more 

importance to gaining control over the victim and attached less value to the negative 

consequences of aggression compared to fernales. Hence, males may be sociaiized to 



view acts of aggression as necessary to gain controt and status and hence, are less 

prone to intervene in bullying situations. These sex- role Mie& are taught to children 

very eariy in me. 

The present finding is also consistent with the recent investigation of peer 

support systems conducted by Cowie (2000). She found that there was a strong 

gender ùnbahce in which fernales outnumber the males as the children who 

participate in peer support systems. Moreover, in mixed-sex schools, males are 

reluctant to volunteer for the role of peer mediators in children's connict situations. 

However, Cowie (2000) also reported that at aU male schools there was an 

ovenvheiming response of males volunteering for the training and practice as peer 

mediators, suggesting that males are capable of using their caring abilities when the 

appropriate orgau.izationa.1 conditions exist (e.g., no females available to fdfU the 

ro le). 

Social Network Centrality and Children's Builying Behaviours 

The present study exarnined children's social networks and demonstrated that 

children's social af£ïliations within the classroom were related to their roles in bullying 

incidents. The results of the social network analyses indicated that children who share 

similar behavioural roles in the bdlying process keep Company with each other in the 

classroorn These present hdings  provide indirect evidence that particular groups of 

children are viewed by iheir classroom peers as exhibithg pro-bullying behaviours 



has contributed to a recent body of research tbat bas examined the relations between 

chiIdrenYs social networks and their behavioural characteristics. Furthermore, the 

research hdings reported herein indicated that there are distinct social groups 

established within the classroorn whose members share cornmon anti-bullying 

attitudes and behave as guardians. 

Social n e h ~ r k  centrality was operationalized by determinhg the degree of 

the children were mernbers of social groups and their respective social centraiity 

within that group (Cairns, et al., 1988). Four groups of children in this study were 

identified on the basis of their respective sociai standing or social network centraiïty 

within the classroom: (1) nuclem-nuclem (children were members of a prominent 

social group and their aEliations with other group members was high); (2) nuclear- 

sec0nd.y (children were members of a prominent social group but their social 

ranking within that group was Iow); (3) secondmy (children were members of a less 

visible group but their social ranking within that group was high); and (4) isolates 

(children who did not belong to a classroom social group). The research bdings 

indicated that children's bullying roles were related to their respective social standing 

within the ciassroom. Therefore, the present data are unique in that they established a 

link between children's involvement in the buliying process and the classroorn social 

hierarchy. Thus, it appears that bullies and their accomplices occupy positions the 

classroom social network that rnay be associated with interpersonal power. 



The second objective of this study was to investigate how social networks 

were related to bdiying and peer victimi7ation. Previously researchers have 

suggested that behaviourai similanties among social group members play a major role 

in children's socialization (Cairns & Cairns, 1994; Hartup, 1996). Furthemore, given 

the empincal evidence for the influence of social groups on chiidren's antisocial or 

prosocial behaviour (Cairns, et al., 1988; Patterson, Capaldi, & Bank, 199 l), it was 

hypothesized that children who were members of classroom groups were more likely 

to be bullies, guurdians, active bystanders, and henchrnen in bully/victim episodes 

than victims. 

As hypothesized, the results of the present study indicated îhat the nucleur- 

nuclear children (chîidren who retain a prominent sociat raniUng within a high salient 

classroom social group) received more B d y  peer nominations fiom their peers 

compared to secondary children (children who possess a prominent social ranking 

within a low salient ciassroom social group). Given that bullying has k e n  classified 

as a subspe of aggression, this finding is consistent with previous research that has 

documented that highly aggressive students were nuclear in their social network 

centrality (Cairns, et al., 1988). Furthemore, network centralxty is an indication of 

prominence wit hin the social structure of the classroom (Cairns & Cairns, 1 994) ; 

therefore, it is not surprishg that bullies would possess this prominent or powerful 

social classroom position. 



As postulated, isolates within the classroom social network received more 

Victirn peer nominations compared to their classmates. One explmation for this rnay 

lie in the fact that children who are isolated @om the peer group and hence, receive 

no peer social support, are more likely to be enticing targets for bullies and their 

associaîed tormenting behaviour. This is consistent with the similar hding of 

Salmivalii, Karhunen and Lagerspetz (1996b) that victims were the unpopular and 

rejected children within the classroom. Moreover, Farmer and Rodkin (1 996) found 

that isolares scored significantly higher on indices of shyness and withdrawn 

behaviour compared to children who had higher social network centrality. 

Accordingly, the results of the present study have provided support and extended the 

previous 6indings suggesting children who are socidy withdrawn and rejected or 

isolated fiom their peers are 'at risk' to be the vicrims in the bullying process 

(Olweus, 1993b; Parker & Asher, 1987; Rubm & Asendorf, 1993). 

Finally, the present data demonstrated that the nuclear-nuclear children 

received more Guardia. nominations fiom their classmates compared to children with 

lower social network centrality. Sirnilarly, Salmi.vaili, et al. (1 996) found that 

defenders of the victirn had the highest social status (e-g., popular among their 

classmates) compared to O ther participant ro les. These researchers hypo thesized that 

hi&-status children were mafiaid of king victimized thernselves, Consistent with 

Salmivalli's research, the data in the present study has provided empiricd evidence 

that children who were members of salient classroorn groups and possessed many 



social alliances with other cMdren enjoy a social ranking that enables them to 

intervene and assist the unpopular vicîirn. Given that nuclear-nuclear children have 

acquired a prominent position within the classroom social hierarchy. they are less 

likely to receive negative retribution fiom their peers or bullies ifthey choose to 

support the vicfim in a bdying episode. 

In addition, the results of the present study demonstrated that nuclear- 

secondlàry chiIdren (chlldren who were members of a prominent social group but 

maintained a low profile within their respective socid group) received more Guardian 

nominations fkom their p e r s  compared to isolafes. Tfiis r e d t  is not surprishg given 

that isolates have the fewest social alliances within the classroom and hence are more 

likely to be the vicfinls in builying incidents. 

Sarne Group Membership between Buiiies and Children in Other BuUyhg 

Roles. The present findings are also relevant to the hypothesis that social groups may 

provide peer support for antisocial behaviours (Cairns & Cairns, 1994). More 

specifically, Patterson and his colieagues (1991) theorized that deviant socid groups 

provide the training arena in antisocial behaviours for children already disposed to 

negative behaviour by early childhood experiences. Therefore, it was hypothesized 

that henchrnen and active bystanders were UeIy to have joint membership with 

bullizs in the same social group. Moreover, it was expected that bullies would 

receive a salient rankiig within their respective social groups whereas active 



bystanders and henchmen wouid have medium or low saliency within the same social 

groups* 

As predicted, children who share sunilar behvioural roles in the bdying 

process keep Company with each other in the classroom. Specificdy, henchrnen 

were more likely to belong to the same social group as bullies compared to children 

who did not play an active role in the buL1ying process. Likewise, ache  bystunders 

shared joint membership with bu1Zie.s in a classroom social group. These r e d t s  

demonstrated these classroom social groups possess a positive disposition toward 

buiiying and peer victimization. Consistent with previous hdings that suggest 

aggressive children were Eely to belong to a social group (Cairns et al., l988), the 

data in the present study suggest that classroom organkation precondiiions exkt to 

make it possible for bullies to receive positive reinforcement fiom their peers for 

their antagonistic behaviours. The shared group membership of bullies, henchmen, 

and active bystunders pro vide mutual support for their antisocial bullying behaviours 

and values, thereby increasing the probability that the bullying process in the 

classroom will cont hue. More important ly, dthough Cairns and his colIeagues 

(1 988) failed to demonstrate that 10- and 13-year old males7 aggression scores were 

primary factors for joint membership in a social group, the research hdings of the 

present study indicated that children with compatible bullying behaviour tended to be 

in the same consensus social groups. Thus, younger children rnay not use general 



agression as a basis for selective affiliations; however, they may affiliate because of 

role compatïbility in the bdying process- 

The present research hdings indicated that bulIies were prominent members 

of high ranking peer groups within the classroom social hierarchy. Moreover, as 

predicted. the results of the present study indicated that nudeor-secondury children 

(children who received a lower ranking within prominent classroom social group) 

received more Active Bystander peer nominations. This research fïnding can be 

explained in two ways- First, Parker and Gottman (1989) suggesied that peer group 

acceptance is an important social concern during middle childhood. Consequently, 

children may participate as active bystanders in the bullying process to gain approval 

or peer acceptance from bullies, children who are the higher-ranking nuclear 

members of their social groups. Active bystanders want to maintain their social 

status within the bullies ' social group and thus, they silently or indirectly approve the 

bullies ' peer abusive behaviour . 

Second, active bystanders may feel Like they are not contriiuting to the 

bullying process because they play a less obtrusive or more passive role compared to 

the bullies ' primary role involvement o r  the henchmen 's secondary active role 

participation. Hence, active bystanders have a decreased sense of individual 

responsbility for the negative piight o f  the victim. It is well established within the 

social psychologicai research that an individual's sense of responsibility for a negative 

action, such as bullying, may be considerably reduced when there are multiple 



individuals involved in the incident (Olweus, 1993a). As a consequence, this -ion 

of  responsïbiiity would lessen or eliminate any guilt feelings that active bystunders 

could develop based on their involvement in the persecution of the victim. Or it may 

be that active bystanders convince themselves that they are not even involved and 

hence the difhsion of responsibibty is unnecessary. 

The prediction concerning the henchmen 's medium or low saliency within the 

sarne social group as the high-ranking bullies was not supported. The present results 

indicated nudear-nuclear children received significantly more Henchmen peer 

nominations compared to secondary children (children who were less visible within 

the chsroom hierarchy). Several expIanations may account the present researc h 

finding. First, previous research has suggested that social hierarchies emerge in 

classrooms and schools as some peer groups have greater social prominence and 

influence than others ( M e r  & Alder, 1996; Cairns et al., 1988). For example, Ader 

and Ader (1 996) identifïed popular social groups that were composed of cool 

students and their foliowers. CMdren in popular social groups commanded attention 

fiom others and set the behavioural criterion for the rest of the class. Ttierefore, 

bztllying social groups in elementary school may have a s i d a r  positive effect on 

children's social aElïation. Given that in the present study it was found that 

members of srnalier less powerfùl groups within the classroom received fewer 

Henchmen peer nominations, some children may be choosing to be members of the 



prominent bullying social groups to enhance their own social af£Zations with other 

cIassmates. 

Second, as explained earlier, group mechanïsms may play an important role in 

the bullying process. Numerous studies have documented that children are more 

likely to behave in an aggressive fashion after watching someone who has behaved 

aggressivefy (Farke & Slaby, 1983)- Furthemore, the effect is stronger if the 

observer has a positive evaluation of the peer model. Hence, the henchmen in îhk 

study were more likely to engage in the peer victimization because of their strong 

anlliations with the dominant and salient classroorn bullies. Once again, prominent 

or powerful ranking is perceived by children at this age to be an enticing and 

attractive social statu- Hence, the henchmen could be irnitating the powerfd bullies 

who are respected members of their groups. 

Third, children's aB%ations with bullies may be considered to be a coping 

mechanism because specific peer coalitions within the classroom rnay serve as a 

protective m u r e  fiom fùture peer abuse. There is a stronger Iikelihood that the 

targets of bullying and victimization would not possess strong alliances with the 

initiators of the peer abuse-the bullies. For example, the data fkom the children's 

narratives indicated that one of the reasons children join the b d y  was fear of king 

the bullies ' next victim. Moreover, previous research has suggested that chiidren 

engage in bullying incidents and assist buZZies because they are afî-aid the bullies rnay 

turn against them (Rigby & Slee, 1 99 1). Accordingly, it is no t unexpected that 



cfüldren become aE%ted with bullies; and thereupon, guaranteeing their personai 

d e t y  and strengthening their social position within the classroon 

Finally, the finding that nuckar-nuclear cbildren received more Henchmen 

noroinations may have occurred because of the methodological design of the present 

study. M e n  children were asked questions concerning the classroom social 

network, they had access to iists of aIl members in the c k s .  Consequently, this 

visual aid rnay have enhanced their own memory r e c d  and thus, their social 

cognitive maps of the classroom were more inclusive rather than exclusive compared 

to ifchildren were left to their own mernory processes, As a consequence, children's 

social network centrality rnay have been slightly infIated by the fact that more 

children may have k e n  named as nuclear and fewer children would receive a 

secondury or peripheral ranking in the present study. 

Sarne Group bfembership between Guardians and Children in Other Bullyhg 

Roles. Although no specfic hypotheses were advanced conceniing the extent of jo int 

membership with guardians and other children in the bullying process, the present 

hdings are consistent with the proposition that social groups provide peer support 

for prosocial behaviours (Cairns & Cairns, 1994). The present findings indicated that 

guardinns were more iikely to &Zate with O ther guardians compared to no r d e  

children (e-g., children who do not play an active role in the bdying process). Given 

that more females were nominated as  guardians, one plausible explanation for the 

present result rnay be that fendes have joint membership with other females. 



However, there were ody five female s o c s  groups in which all members were 

nominated as guardians. The remaining guardians were members of mixed-sex 

social groups. 

A second, and more convinfing, explmation for this finding is that children 

who have similar behaviours (e-g., caring and empathy for the victims of bdying 

incidents) tend to affiliate with each other within the classroon Cowie (2000) 

suggested that d e s  demonstrated care for victims Xthe proper preconditions exist 

(e-g., no females present). Therefore, fiiture studies of buUying incidents for the 

presence of females are warranted. It is possible that males are choosing not to 

behave as guardians in buiiying situations because fendes are present in the buliying 

incident and they want to protect their "macho " image. 

Children's Descriptions and Opinions of Bullving; Incidents 

The third objective of the present study was to examine children7s perceptions 

or episodic descriptions of specific builying episodes (eg., an incident when the first 

nominated bully was picking on the first nominated victim). The present study 

confïrmed eariier research that has investigated cbildren's buiiying indicating that on 

an episodic Ievel third parties are typicdy involved in bdly/victim incidents. 

Specifïcaily, ody  one quarter of the bdying incidents were dyadic in nature (e-g . , 

only bzcIZies and victims). The remaùiing btdlying narratives included third parties- 

guardians, active bystanders. andior henchmen. Furthemore, contextual and 



relationship factors influence the presence of pardians and henchmen as third parties 

in bdy/victim incidents. Additionally? the present study represents a unique and 

important addition to the body of research on chiidren's bullying because the 

examination of children's episodic descriptions of bullying incidents provides a child's 

eye view cf the bullylng process. Furthermore, it highlights how the multiple bullying 

roles are associated with one another and places the bully/victim incident in the larger 

context of the peer group. 

Peer Involvement in Bullying: Episodic Analysis. The research hdings 

emergîng fkom the children's narratives provided M e r  evidence that bullying is a 

group phenornenon and can involve children who act as bullies, victirns, guardians, 

active bystunders, or henchrnen in buiiy/victim incidents. The children's descriptions 

of bdly/victim episodes included guardians (44%). active bystanders (3 1 %), and 

henchmen (39%). The fact that bullying episodes included these third parties 

contributed to the readiness demonstrated by the children when asked to nominate 

classrnates to these builying roles. In addition, chiIdren7s bdying situations occurred 

in locations in which O ther c hildren were within the vïcinity of the bullylvictim 

incident (e.g., classroom, class he-up). Hence, observational studies (Pepler & 

Craig, 1995)- peer nomination assessments (Salmivalli, et al., 1996; Sutton & Smith, 

1999) and in the present study, an examination of cbïldren's builying narratives 

contriibute to the validity and necessity of examinhg particular roles children assume 

when confkonted with builying in their environments. Furthermore, the results 



reported herein highlight the social nature of bdying and the examination of 

children's nanatives provides an alternate method of studying bully/vict ïm incidents. 

In contrast to the gender differences found with the peer nomination results, 

the research findings associated with the children's narratives of bullying incidents 

indicated that both males females participated as bullies, guardians, active 

bystanders, and henchrnen. Fîrst, twenty-eight percent of the children nominated a 

female as the dominant bully of the class. Second, when guardians were included as 

third parties in builying incidents, male guardians were mentioned by forty-five 

percent of the children. Third, females joined in and assisted with the victimization of 

another child (e-g., participated as henchrnen) in thirty percent of the children' s 

narratives. Finally, fifteen percent of the children provided narratives that included 

femaIes acting in the role of active bystanders. For that reason, the present findings 

austrate that it is essentid to anaiyze bullying on an episodic level for a 

comprehensive understanding of the dynamics involved in bdy/victim incidents. 

There are several explanations for the discrepancy between the peer 

nominations of bdying ro les and the episodic analysis of bullying incidents. First, as 

stated previously, the methodoIogy associated with the peer nomination data 

identified children who were in the upper eighty-fifth percentile of the class 

distri'butio n for that specïfic builhg ro le. Whereas, the children' s personal narratives 

were based on bullying incidents that included the first nominated child in the b d y  

role; thus, with the epWdic analysis there were more oppominities to relate bullying 



experiences that included fendes as the number one offender. Hence, these fernale 

bullies may have not k e n  identined in the upper eighty-fifth percentile in the class 

distn.%ution. Second, given that males are more Wrely to engage in physical forms of 

aggression compared to females (Bjorkqvist, et al., 1 992) and physical aggression is 

very conspicuous to all the children in the classroom, the children may have a greater 

likelihood to remember such incidents. For example, in the present study there was a 

bullying incident during recess in which the bully and the henchmen spat on and 

damaged the victim 's bke. Many children witnessed the physical abuse. In spite of 

the fact that the teacher discussed this incident with the cIass, the teacher did not 

catch the buily. This was very disturbing to many children in the class and thus, 

became a very salient memory of builying. Even children in O ther classes knew about 

this bullying incident. 

Emotions Associated with each Bullving Ro les. R e d  that focal children 

were asked to recali and describe an a c d  bully/victirn episode involving the 

nominated buily and the nomuiated victim The children's episodic accounts provided 

information relating to the feelings, motivations, and experiences associated with each 

builying role. Bullies, henchmen, and active bysfanders were ail descnbed as feeling 

p M y  happiness throughout the bdying incident. These findings may be 

explained by the research conducted by O'Connel1 and his coilewes (1999). These 

researchers suggested that children actively join in with bullying so they can sense the 

positive feelings associated with the buily's perceived sense of power and dominance. 



In contrast, and as might be expected, the victirns ' ernotional state differed 

drarnatically f?om the children who behaved in the pro-bullying roles. Frequently, 

children characterized the victims ' in the buiiying episodes as experiencing sadness 

and anger. This current fïnding, especiaily that regarding anger, is congruent with the 

research on provocative and chronic victims (Schwart~ et al., 1993; Salrnivalli, et al-, 

1996). For example, provocative victims wouid react with anger and retaliate against 

the bully; whereas chronic victims of peer abuse feel very helpless and therefore, are 

consurned with feelings of sadness and dejection as a result of the peer abuse. Finally, 

guardians share victims ' anger but do not directly experience sadness. Rather, these 

children empathize with the victims' plight. Gumdians do act against bullies and may 

be effective in attaining retrz'bution but other children do not perceive this as 

contributhg to their bappiness- For example, in one incident in which a victim was 

being physicdy and verbdy tormented, a mde guardian went and asked the teacher 

for help (despite the victim 's protests) and that ended the bdying incident. But the 

guardian related later during the inteniew that he was not really feeling satisfied 

about his supportive actions because he stated, "But 1 realZy wanted them to leave 

An& alone for good because 1 know thut sorneiirne they are going fo do it again. " 

Goals Associated with each Buliyine Role. Regarding the goals of the 

children participating in the buliying episode, focal children descnid that the bullies ' 

and henchmen' primary intentions or goals in the buliying incident were to borher or 

htat the victim. The present findings are consistent wÎth research that has suggested 



tbat bullies have a powerful desire to Set p a h  upon other chikiren (Olweus, 1993a). 

In addition, the bullies ' and henchmen 's primary goal to bother or h m  the victim, 

provides corroboration for research hdings that aggressive children have a more 

positive attitude toward gaining control over another child (Boldizar, et aL, 1989). 

Not surprisingiy, children described acîive bystanders ' primary goal in bdying 

episodes as one ofjoining the bully or having fun with the bully. &Again, active 

bystanders ' secondary status withm the bullies ' social group can explain thk fhding. 

Active bystanders rnay be exploring ways to c h b  the classroom social ladder and the 

activity of watching or laughing at the bullies ' victimization behaviours rnay be the 

active bystanders ' avenue for acceptance by the peer group. Furthemore, and as 

expected the children descnîbed victims ' and guardiam ' primary goal in bdying 

incidents for the cessation of the bdying to stop- 

Motivations Associated with Each Bdying; Role. Concernîng the motivations 

of the children hvolved in the bullying incidents, focal children descnid  bullies as 

having an extreme dislike o c  or anger nith, the victim and they wanted to 

demonstrate their desire for power and control by abusing the victim Whereas 

henchmen 's and active bysrarzders ' involvement in bdying situations centered on 

excitement or maintaining a positive relafionship with the buliy. These fmdings are 

similar to Madsen and Smith (1 994) who found that children reported that three 

primary reasons for why children b d y  other children were for pleasure/fun, to raise 

one's self esteem, and dislike for the victim. However, these researchers fded to 



investigate ifpeer relationships played a sigdïcant motivating fàctor in for the third 

pariy involvement (e.g., henchmen and active bystanders) in bullying incidents. In 

contrast to children occupying other roles, the majority of  children reported that 

guardians possessed motivations centered on justice and moral values (e-g,, it is not 

fàk for the bdy to pick on the victim), 

S trategies V'ictims E q l o y  in BullyNictim Incidents- Consistent with 

previous research, the data in the present study indicated that victims ' employed two 

main strategies when dealing with a bullying situation First, some victims reacted in 

an aggressive manner, either physicaily or verbally' (e.g., provocative victim) and as a 

consequence escalated the buiiying situation This aggressive retaliation may provide 

an opportunity for other children to join in the buliying situation. For example, 

henchmen were fiequently fiiends with the buZZy and therefore, they may perceive 

their involvement as a positive action because they were assisting a fkiend in an 

aggressive situation. Second, some victims endured the b d i e s  torment and abuse by 

doing nothing (e-g., chronic victirns); however, they did not remove themselves fkom 

the bullying situation Finaily7 a s m d  minority of victims used passive strategies in 

bullying situations (e-g., ignored or waiked away fiom the bdy). SalmivaUï and her 

colleagues (1996b) fuund that children reported that victims' who use strategies 

based on nonchalance (e.g., stays calm, doesn't take the bullying seriously) are 

perceived by classrnates to be effective endhg bullying situations. Therefore, by not 

responding to the buiiy takes away buliies' sense of power and controkifthe victirn 



is no longer there, bufies can not continue with their tormentmg behaviour-and 

places the power back on the victims' shoulders. BulZies will have to search for new 

victims. Finally, the resdts indicated a small proportion of the victims asked a teacher 

or the principal for help with the bullying incident. This finding is distresshg because 

victims in the present study did not perceive the teachers as potentiai allies when 

fiequently the soie factor that could stop the bullying situation was the presence of 

the homeroom teacher. 

Another disturbing fïnding emerged when focal children were asked about the 

stcategies they codd employ ifthey witnessed the bdying incident. ALthough some 

children reported they would try to behave iike guardinns and ask the bully to stop or 

seek adult intervention to help terminate the buliying situation; about one-quarter of 

the children expressed apathy and they regarded the builying incident as none of their 

business. For example, when asked about what you could do to help the victim, a 

fernale in grade five reported, "No one really cares. There 's nothingyou can do to 

help. There 's nothing you can do to stop it- There 's nothing you can do to prevent 

it. Except maybe get someone but I don 't know. Archie doesn 't reaZly care ifhe gets 

in trouble anymore. " Or another fernale in grade five said, "So 1 fhink that the recess 

room is a Zmt cause where kids just sit there staring at a wall, not getting in real 

trouble. Just losing their recess and then the next recess they go out and do it again 

and they don 't really care. You can yell at them tons and tons of times but they t e  

made themselves immune to yelling. So 1 think they shouldfind another way to give 



penalties. " The previous two examples highlight that children are Losing faith in the 

educational systern when dealing with the buliies- In the fbture ifwe teacb children 

about bullying as a group process, children rnay develop a sense of determination to 

exercise their own personal power on the playground and intemene when they witness 

bullying. Moreover, Peterson and Rigby (1 999) found that anti-bullying activities 

were more successfùl if they were directed and implemented by the students 

themselves compared to anti-bullying programs that were implemented by educators. 

Contextual Factors and the Henchmen Role- The results presented herein 

indicated that the presence of children in bdying incidents behaving as henchmen was 

detennined by contextual factors. SpecScally, henchmen were less likely to engage 

in tormenting another child when a regular and familiar teacher was in the immediate 

environment (e-g., homeroom teacher) compared to O ther school personnel. One 

possible explanation for this result is the regular homeroom teacher understands the 

dynamics of the classroorn and consequent ly, he/she is capable of discouraging 

children f?om engaging in abusive behaviour that may assist the buily in peer 

victimization An alternate explanation is that the homeroom teacher has the most 

external power over cbildren's academic success and this rnay deter children fiom 

engaging in builying behavio urs. 

Peer Supor t  in Bullyin~ Situations. The present hdings also highlight the 

importance of children's fi-iendships and subsequent bullyuig behaviours. For 

example, when focal children were asked about the relationships arnong the 



participants depict ed in the buiiying incident, the y indicated that bullies have strong 

positive relationships with henchmen. This provides an explanation for this third 

party hvolvernent in bullying incidents. In addition, bullies did not have positive 

relationships or feelings toward the victims. Indeed, antagonistic feelings were 

mutual for the victims and the bullies, Hence, the anknosity that characterizes the 

bdly/victim relationship may provide an explanation for the acnral occurrence of the 

bullying incident (e.g., children who do not Like each other have a greater Ocelihood 

of engaging in conflict with each other). Furtherrnore, foccl children indicated that 

guardians and vicrims were considered to be cornpanions These fzndings are 

congruent with the research on children's fkiendships (Furman & Buhrmester, 1 985; 

Bukowski & Hoza, 1 989). Spe~ifïcaily~ children's fnendships have been found to be 

important sources of reliable alliance shared between two children. In addit ion, 

Boulton and his coileagues (1999) have investigated ifchildren's friendships provide 

protection against bullyhg. These researchers found that cMdren who possessed 

mutual best fiendships received fewer victimkzation norninat ions. Hence, bdying 

incidents may involve children as third parties as henchmen or guardians because of 

the established positive alliances these cmdren have with the buIIies and victims, 

respectively. 

Tn addition, the present data indicated that children reported more ne~ativity 

surroundhg a bullying incident when henchmen were involved in the peer 



victimization. This is not surprishg because there are multiple cMdren abusing the 

Builvinn Role Differences: Pro-builving. Victims, Guardians. and No Role CWdren 

The fourth objective of the current research was to examine children's 

episodic descriptions of specific bdying situations and ifsignificant differences 

existed between participants who engage in the bullying process. Given the limited 

research evidence that has examined bdying as a group process and the different 

participant roles children enact d d g  bulIying episodes, the present study represents 

an unique and important contriiution to the substantial body of research that has 

examined c hildren' s aggressio n. Recall four gro ups of c hildren: pro- bullying (bufies, 

henchmen, and active bystanders), victims, guardians, and no role (children who 

were nûminated as not having a role in bullying incidents) were compared to 

examine dzerences in children's episodic descriptions of builying incidents. The 

research findings of the present study indicated that there were group daerences in 

children's feelings about b d y h g ,  their motivations involved in bullying, their personal 

strategies children emplo y in bully/victim situations and their perceptions of vict im 

intervention. 

Emotional State During BullvNictim Incidents. First, the present results 

indicated that victims were more likely to be feeling sadness and anger compared to 

other children. As explained in the previous section, this hding is consistent with the 



research on provocative and chronic victims (Schwartz, et al., 1993; SaimivalE, et ai., 

1996). In addition, pardians are more ke ly  to feel ernpathy//symathy about the 

victims' predicament compared to O ther children, there by prompting gumdians to 

intervene in some manner to abet and support the victims who are being physicaily, 

verbaliy andor psychologically abused by their classrnates. This finding empbasizes 

the importance of raising children's consciousness regarding their perso d 

contribution to the level of peer abuse that victims' endure and those years of peer 

abuse may lead to the victims' suicide. Then perhaps more children will empathize 

with victims of bullying and behave as guardians by seeking retniution on behalf of 

victims. 

Finaliy, the research fkdings indicated that no role children asserted that the 

victims in the bullying incidents were experiencing sadness. This result suggests that 

although the no roZe children understood the diiress experienced by the victims; the 

awareness is not suiZcient for intervention. It is chiidren's empathy for the victim 

that is necessary for actions for protecting the victims agauist the buUes7 malicious 

behavio urs. In addition, pro-bullying children expressed the opinion that victims 

were experiencing fear throughout the bdiying incident compared to other children 

indicating that pro-bullying children are cognizant of the po wer imbalance that exist s 

between buiiies and their victims. Olweus (1 993b) indicated that typical victims are 

anxious and insecure and display fear when attacked by other students. Sidarly, 



Boldizar and her coUeagues (1 989) found that aggressive cmdren want to ga i .  

control over other children and thus, may perceive victims as fightened and insecure. 

Motivations in Builying; Incidents. The data in the present study indicated that 

there were differences among the groups of children regarding their personal 

motivations concerning builying incidents. First, and not surprisingly, the pro- 

bullying children were apathetic and unconcemed about the occurrence of a b d y  

tormenting another child. These children did not care about what was happening and 

wanted to forget tbat the bdying incident occurred. Siee (1 993) suggested that 

bullies' have fewer non-aggressive solutions to aggressive ovemires of another child; 

hence, the pro-bullying c hildren in the present study may have a W e d  reperto ire of 

socially approved responses to bullying incidents and resolved that the bulies had no 

alternatives but persecution of the victims. Second, victims regard bulies' personal 

disposition (e.g., bully enjoys king powerfùl, bully disaes other children) to be the 

primary driwig force in bullying situations. As stated previously, this finding is 

consistent with the previous research that has examhed the reasons why children 

bully other chiidren (Madsen & Smith, 1994)- 

Strategies Children Employ in Bi1UyNicti.m Situations. As expected, the 

hdings indicated that pro-bullying children suggested that verbai or physical 

retaliation was the best strategy to use ifother children tormented them. Once again, 

this fïnding is consistent with research involving aggressive children (Pepler & Rubin, 

1 99 1). Similarly, pro-bullying children suggested that they would use aggressive 



aategies (e-g., physicdy restrain the b d y  or  victim) ifthey witnessed a bully/victim 

episode. Likewise7 pro-bullying children wodd use conftontational strategies when 

asked about specific interventions they would use in specsc bullying incidents. In 

contrast the no role cmdren and guardians believed that an assertive strategy like 

telling the b d y  to stop was the best solution when dealing with bullying situations. 

These findings are concordant with the research presented by Slee (1 993). He 

suggested that 'normal' children chose non-aggressive solutions when co&onted 

with bullying. 

Fïnally, victims h t a i n e d  that passive strategies (e.g., ignore or wak away) 

were the optùnal actions to enact when dealing with abusive children. However, 

victims ' strategy choice changed when they were asked about intervention in a 

buUying episode (e-g., 'what couid you do to help the victim?'). The present data 

also indicated that victims would inforrn a teacher about the bdying incident. Hence, 

victims changed fiom reacting in a passive fashion to actively intervening on behaif of 

the victim, Moreover, victirns were Iess likely to suggest that alliance with the victims 

as a possible strate= for assisting children who were targets of bullying. It is 

plausible that victims are unaware of the impact of fiiendships in thwarting peer 

victirnization. This is not surprïsing given the social network data indicated victims 

are isolated within the classroom. Hence, victims have not had the personal 

experience of mely k ing heIped out by other children or even king members of 

classroom group. 



Interventions in Bully/Victim Incidents. One of the a 1 a . g  findings of the 

present study was that pro-buZZying children provided bullying narratives in which the 

victim was portrayed as receiving teacher assistance, This possible biased reporting 

can be explained a number of ways. First, pro-bullying children minimize the 

negative consequences associated with builying because they perceive victims as 

receiving a lot of assistance fiom peers and teachers, Thus, they can rationalize their 

O wn behaviour and continue with their abusive behaviour. Moreover, pro-buZlying 

ciiildren were more likely to provide buliying situations that were dyadic with the 

exclusion of children acting as a t k d  party in the bdy/victirn incidents. Second, 

there are many occurrences of buliying within the school environment, it is possible 

that pro-buZZying children selected specifïc buily/vïctim incidents when there was 

active victim intervention. Finally, research on bullying that bas consistently 

docurnented that chikiren's self-reports are biased and tend to underestimate the 

extent of buiiying within the ciassroom (Sutton & Smith, 1999). 

Ethicd Issues arisin9: fiom the Use of Peer Nomination Data 

There has been considerable debate concerning the ethical issues involved in 

sociometric testing, particularly in the case of negative sociometric measwes, which 

ask children to indicate peers whom they do not iike or with whom they do not like to 

play. There is a concem that asking children to name peers whom they do not like 

would implicitly sanction the saying of negative things about their classmates. The 



ethical issue for the present study arises when questions were asked about bullying 

roles. Specificaliy, chüdren were asked to identify children who pick on other 

children, who are picked on by other children, and when they see a child being 

picked on, wiIljoin in and help pick on that child. Observationai sti?dies that have 

emplo yed sociometric testing have demonstrated however that sociometric testing did 

not appear to adversely influence children's peer interactions (Coie & Kupersmidt, 

1983; Hayvem & Hyrnel, 1984). In additioq the participating schools in this hidy 

benented £iom the data coilected because each school received a detailed report of the 

prevalence and the dynamics of bullying and peer victimization within the school. 

Also, to date, there are no reports of increased builying within schools where bulZying 

and peer victimizaiion have k e n  the focus of a researc h study (Pepler, et al., 1 993 ; 

Sharp & Smith, 1991). 

Several safeguards were put in place to protect the weii-king of the 

participants in this study. As stated in the method section, at the begïnning of each 

session there was a discussion of the importance of confidentiality and children were 

asked not to t ak  about the task during or after the administration Children were 

debriefed at the end of each interview rerninding them about the importance of 

confdentiality. Furthemore, negative nominations are usually claçsroom- 

administered but in the present study the negative nominations associated with 

bullying were coUected during a semi-stnictured individual interview with the 

researcher thereby decreasing the possibility that children wodd rnake negative 



comments to a peer during or after the child-researcher interview. Finally, the 

researcher inte~ewing the children had some clinical training dealing with children 

and their social problems and thus, was able to provide the children with support and 

guidance Xproblems arose during the interview. If children indicated that they are 

experiencing problems with bullying, the principal investigator wodd try to arrange, 

in coordination with the school principal an opportunity for the children to speak 

with a member of the school staff. Also, the principal investigator was availabie for 

consultation foilowing the data collection process. 

Further safeguards involved the assigning of coded numbers to each 

participant invo lved in the study. Each questionnaire, audio-tape, and interview 

transcript was ciassified according to the assigned research numbers not personal 

identification Finaiiy, the questionnaire data and audio-tapes used to record the data 

associated with the semi-structured interview between the participant and the 

researcher was secureIy stored at the University. Only the principal student 

investigator and her supervisors had access to the data coiiected in this study. 

Limitations and Future Directions for Research on Children's Bullying 

Recd  that the majority of children's episodic descriptions of bullying 

incidents did not include relational bullying despite the fact that the interviewer 

included relational aggressive behaviours in the defhition of bullying utiiized in the 

present study. Therefore, children may not always be using the categories the way 



the experimenters define them Furthemore, Swain (1998) found 93% of children in 

grade three and 92% of children in grade six agreed that bdying contahed an indirect 

form of relational aggression (e.g., d w q s  Ieaving sorneone out of a gome, and not 

Iening them play). Hence, as  stated previously, even though children have 

knowledge about relational aggressive behaviour, this was not a predominant form of 

builying reported by children in the present snidy. This observation leads to the 

conclusion that the expehenters must always check the vaiidity of the intended 

de finition. 

This pro blem raises a concem in the research studies on bullying because there 

is not a universally accepted operational definition of bullying (Swain, 1 998). Nor 

does there appear to be consensus among children themselves. S wain ( 1 998) 

suggested that younger children (e-g., third grade in contrast to those in the sixth 

gracie) have an overly extensive conception of bullying (e.g ., any hamiful or nasty 

behaviour) which is not necessarily associated with repetition or a po wer imbalance 

between the b d y  and the victirn. Accordingly, a precautionary measure was taken in 

the present study; that is, when chiIdren were asked to provide personal narratives 

descnbing the bullying incident between the nominated buliy and the nominated 

victim, and there was a question about the validity of the bullying incident, the 

researcher asked the child if the bully picked on the victim fiequently to ensure that 

repeiition and power Imbalance characterized the bullying interpersonal interaction. 



Salmivalli and her colleagues (2998) reported that participant roles are 

relatively stable fkom one year to the next, However, an examination of the bullying 

incidents in the present snidy demonstrated that children's bdying roles are 

influenced by the situational coatext (e-g., relationships between the children, location 

of bdying incident). For example, a female who \vas nominated by her classrnates as 

a guardian reported that she participated as a henchman in the bullying episode. 

When asked why she joined in with the bully? This female henchman replied, 

"because she did not want to be the b d y  's next victim. " Therefore, she assumed 

that the henchmen role would serve as a protective measure thereby reducing the 

possibilÏty t hat she would become the bully's next target of verbal abuse. This 

example emphasizes the point that the same child may take a different, even opposing, 

roIes depending on the context of the bullying situation. Accordingly, an extensive 

examination of the situational factors associated with the third party roles of bullying 

incidents deserves greater attention in hture studies. 

Although the hypotheses tested in this study regarding the association 

between children's social networks and buliying roles were theoreticdy driven, it is 

important to note that the direction of causality could not be determined- For 

example, it was s h o w  t h t  bullies, henchmen, and active bystanders were members 

of the same social group. However, it was not clear that their common behaviours in 

bdying episodes was the causal link that drew them to f o m  social groups. 

Therefore, in the fùture, researchers should est ident* the classroom social groups 



and then examine ifcornmon bullyiug attitudes and behaviours are consoiidating 

attributes for the b a i s  of group formation perhaps by examining behaviour change 

when children move in and out of groups (Kinderrnann, 1993; Neckerman, 1996). 

Finail, given the low number of males nominated to the bullying role of 

guardim, future intervention programs should target males and nuclear mernbers of 

nuclear groups and teach them to becorne more involved as guardians. Dan Olweus 

( 1  993a) suggested that one way to achieve this would be to implement class meetings 

and class d e s  centered bdying as a group phenornena into the school c u r r i c u l ~ ~ ~ l  

These class meetings can focus on teaching children, and educators, about the thkd 

party roles involved in bullying incidents and how they c m  start taking social 

remonsibilitv for the suEering of the victim. In addition, positive reinforcement 

schedules can be established in the classroom where henchmen and active bystanders 

receive more pleasure and peer acceptance by not joining buZZies rather than the 

established perceived sense of power they now enjoy fi-om their participation in the 

buüying process. 

Conclusions 

The present study contriiuted to the literature extant by dernonstrating that 

bdying is a group phenomenon ùivolving children in dserent roles. Beyond the 

commonly researched dyad, bullies and victims, the present data highlighted there are 

other children who participate in the builying process: guardians (e.g., who assist 



and console the targets of bullying), henchmen (e-g., who actively assist the bullies) 

and active bystanders (e.g., who provide positive indirect support of bullying 

behaviour). Therefore, given that many children are somehow involved in the 

bullying process, anti-bullyhg programs should be directed not only toward the 

bullies and their victims, but &O towards the whole classroom peer group. 

Two aspects of children's peer relations were examined in relation to their 

bullying ro les: popularity and social network positions. W1th respect to po pula~ity, 

the present data replicates previous research that has suggested children who assist 

and help out the victims of peer abuse (e-g., guardians) receive more positive 

nominations from classmates compared to O ther children (Salmivalli, et al., 1 996). 

This resdt supports the research that asserts that prosocial children enjoy popularity 

among their peers (Coie et al., 1 990). Unique to the present study, the social network 

analysis demonstrated that chiidren's social positions within the ciassroom were 

associated with participant roles in bullying incidents. 

The results of the present study may have implications for the development of 

social interventions for children who are victims in the bullying process. First, the 

results suggest that victims are isolated within the classroom, This highlights the 

importance of promoting positive social alliances between al1 members of the 

classroom. Peer inclusion techniques c m  be implemented within the school 

cdculum. For example, rotating group class projects and class distri'bution are ways 

in which vicfims have the ;iffiliative opportunities aU members of their classroom. 



This is important given there is greater &elihood that children will intemene and help 

a target of bullying if they view victims in a emphatic manner. Collaboration on 

school projects is may be one way that children can develop positive feelings for one 

another. In addition, hdings fiom the present research provide a link between the 

classroom hierarchy and bullying behaviour. It is possible that changes be made to 

the existing clasxoom social structure and the manner in which classroom groups are 

estabhhed. If the schooi curriculum could use rotating groups so chiIdren are 

interacting with all the children in the classroom may lessen the probabilïty that 

powerful bullying groups could be established. However, further research is 

warranted to determine if such cl2ssroom procedures are warranted and feasible. 

In addition, the research fïndings of this study indicated that children's 

fiiendships played an important role in the bullying process. The current results 

support the fiiendship protection hypothesis that proposes children who are 

befi5ended by other children will be pro tected fkom peer victimization @oulton, et al., 

1999). These present results indicating that guardians had emphatic relations with 

victims ernphasize the importance of fiiendship quality between victims and other 

children and peer intervention in the builying process. 

Moreover, the present results reported herein revealed that strong m a t i o n s  

existed between bullies, henchmen, and active bystunders. In addition, active 

bystanders have a secondary role or iimïted power within their classroorn peer 

groups. Therefore, henchmen and active bystanders may be targeted and trained as 



peer helpers within the ciassroorn and playground- Typicdy, the training of peer 

supporters involves teaching skilis of active iistening, empathy, problem solving, and 

supportiveness. Naylor and Cowie (1999) reported tint bystanders can be actively 

involved as peer helpers, with appropriate training and education, and asskt children 

who are victims in buüying incidents. 

Previous researc h has highlighted the importance of implementing weekly 

class meetings centered on social problezns (e.g., builying) within the classroom 

(Olweus, 1993a). Teachers could emphasize the social nature of bdlying and the 

individual responsibility children have toward eliminating peer abuse within their 

classroom; making children accountable for the experiences within tfieir own social 

environment. Furthemore, class meetings may provide victims with a active vo ice 

thereby increasing victims ' sense of individual power and confidence. The victims ' 

newfound confidence may decrease the likelihood that they would be targets of füture 

bdlying incidents (Schwartz., Dodge, et al., 1993). 

Ln summary, given the results of this study and the concIusions derived fiom 

them, it has k e n  shown that it is imperative to focus on builying as a group process 

when assessing the negative consequences of peer victimization. Moreover, the 

results presented herein highlight that anti-bullying intervention programs need to 

address the contextual factors (e.g., social network centrality) and the role they play 

in abetting the power imbalance inherent in bullying episodes. In addition, the 

relevanêe of the hdings suggest that social-cognitive models of aggression are 



incornpiete and need to be expanded to encompass the other roles and the 

fùndamental cognitive mediators that are hvo lved in anti-social bebaviour (e-g ., 

henchmen and active bystanders). Tt is important to know the many faces of the 

protagonist in bdying situations however, there is a necessiv to apply this mode1 of 

aggression to understand pro-builying ro les. Also, to address the pro blerns associated 

with bullying and the development of appropriate intervention strategies, researchers 

must focus on not ody the behavioural characteristics of bullies but on the socid 

rnechanisms in the classroom that support such bdying behaviour. Finally, the 

present study highlight the social nature of bullying and the examination of children's 

narratives provided an alternative method of studying bully/victirn incident S. 
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Appendix A 

Demographic S urvey 



FAMILY BACKGROUND  ORM MAT ION 

Child's Name 

B irthdate (month) (day) (year) AW Boy-Girl- 

Has your child always lived s ith you? If  no& explain 

Child' s Mother's name: 

Age Occupation 

Mo ther's education completed: 

Mother's country o f  birth: 

Elementary School 

High School 

College 

University 

Graduate School 

Other 

Mother's original 

Child's Father's name: 

A S  Occupation 

Father' s education completed: Elementary School 

High School 

College 

University 

Graduate School 

Other 



Father's country of birth 

Father's original ethnic origin: 

Marital S tatus (check one) Married 

Divorced 

Separated 

Common Law 

S ing le 

Other 

List all the people living within your household and their relationship to you: 

Relation 

An Executive Summary of the study's results will be mailed to you. This summary will 

contain general fmdings resulting f?om this study and will not include any personal 

information about the children who have participated in the study. A copy of  the 

Executive Su- will also be given to your child's principal and guidance counselor 

and will be available to the participants upon their request. 

Mailing Address: 



Appendix B 

Instructions Concerning Interview Questions and Confidentiality 



Hi, my name is and 1 am currently a student a the University of 

Waterloo. As part of my school work 1 have decided to do a research study on children's 

peer relationships. S pecifically, I am interested in children' s relations hips within your 

ciass- Therefore, today I am going to ask you about children in your class. It is 

important to me to kno w and understand how the children your class are int eracting . 1 

am going to ask you to help me by füling out some forms and answering some questions 

that ask about you, kids you know, and how well you get along together at school. 

Remember, this is not a test. You will not be graded. There are no nght or wrong 

ansvers to any of the questions. It is your opinion that is important 1 feel that cbrldren 

are the experts and can teach adults, Sie myself, something new. 1 came here today to 

gain some information fiom the experts. Before I begin 1 would like to rernind you that 

the information you teIl me is confidentid. Do you remernber what coddentiality 

means? That's nght! When we say answers are 'confïdential', it means that it is a secret 

and no one else will know about it. Your answers today will be a secret. No one else 

will know about them Your answers are just between you and me. They are private and 

you shouId keep them private. Please try not to talk to your fiends about what we have 

discussed today. Keep your answers a secret. Everyone has dEerent ideas. Not ail kids 

think and feel the sarne way about things as you do. So do not worry about what anyone 

else thinks. Just teU me what p u  thulk. Okay? Do you understand? Are there any 

questions? 

Okay who is the boss-you or me? That's right you are the boss. So if any of the 

questions make you feel uncornfortable, just let me know and we can move on to the next 

activity. Okay? This is really important because I want you to have fùn with me today- 

so let me know Xyou do not want to answer a question. Also, if you want to retum to 

class, just let me h o  w-because you are the boss. Okay? Are there any questions? 
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Hi, my name is and 1 am currently a student a the University of 

Waterloo. As part of my school work 1 have decidcd to do a rcsearch study on childrcn's 

peer rehtionships- Specilicaily, 1 am interested in children's relationships within your 

class. Thcrcfore, today I am going to ask you about childrcn in your class. Tt is 

important to me to know and understand how the children your class are interacting. I 

am going to ask you to hclp me by f i l h g  out some forms and anstvcring some questions 

that ask about yob  kids you know, and how well you get dong together at schooL 

Rcmembeq this is not a test, You wiIl not be graded- Thcrc are no right or wrong 

answers to m y  of the questions. It  is your opinion that is important. 1 feel that c hildren 

are the experts and can tcach adultsz likc rnyself. something ncw. I came here today to 

gain some ùiformation Eom the experts. Before 1 begin I would Like to remid  you Ùiat 

the information yo l~  tell me is confidential, Do you rcmembcr what confidcntiality 

means? That's right! When we say answers are 'confidential', it means that it is a secret 

and no one else will know about it, Yom answcrs today will bc a secret. No one clsc 

WU know about them. Your answers are just between you and me- They are private and 

you should kccp them private. Plcase try not to tak  to p u r  fiends about what we have 

discussed today. Keep your answers a secret. Everyone has different ideas. Not al1 kids 

think and fcel the same way about things as you do. So do not wony about what anyonc 

else thinks. Just teU me what you think- Okay? Do you understand? Are there any 

questions? 

Okay who is the boss-you or me? That's right you are the boss. So if any of the 

questions make you Gel uncornfortablc, just let mc know and WC c m  movc on to the ncxT 

activity. Okay? This is really important because i want you to have fùn with me today- 

so let me know if you do not want to answer a question. Ako, if you want to rcturn to 

class, just let me know-bccausc you are the boss. Okay? Arc thcrc any questions? 



Now 1 am going to ask you a Few questions 

(Have class list prcscnt) 

Are îhere kids who play 

Group 

Group 

Group 

Group 

Group 

with or hang around 

about the children 
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in your c Iass, Okay? 

Who are they? 

One: 

Two: 

Three: 

Four: 

Five: 

Are there kids outside of your class who play with or hang out with this particular group? 

Group 

Group 

Group 

Group 

Group 

One: 

Two : 

Thrce : 

Four: 

Five: 

(If only same-sex groups were named) Are there any groups of boys and girls? 

Group One: 

Group Two: 

Group Thrcc: 

Group Four: 

(If the child does not mention him-or herself) What about yourself? Do you have a group 

you hang around wÏth in your class? 

Group One: 

Group Two: 

Group Three: 



(If no) Do you have a group you hang around with in school? 

Group One: 

Group Two: 

Group Thrce: 

Are there children in your class who do not belong to a social group? Who? 

(if yes) Why do you think does not belong to a social group? 
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Now 1 would like you to circle the names of  three kids in your class who YOU LIKE TO 

PLAY WTW. Are there anyrnore kids who you Iïke to play with? 

Now 1 am going to ask you some questions about buuying. 

"What do you think bulIying means?" 

Following the children's responses, the researcher will read the following defmition of 

bu11 ying: 

"We say that a student is king bullied or picked on when another student, or a p u p  of 

students, Say nasty and unpleasant things to him or her. It is aIso buliying when a student 

is hit, kicked, threatened, locked inside a room, sent nasty notes, when no one ever talks 

to them, and things Iike that. It is also bullying when a student is teased repeatedly in a 

nasty way or is purposely IeR out of group activit ies. These things may happen O ften and 

it is hard for the student to defend himseKor herself. BUT, it is NOT BULLYING OR 

PICKING ON SOMEONE when two children of about the same strength have the odd 

fight or quarrel." 

Now 1 would like to ask you Mme questions about bullying in your class. Specifically, i 

want you to circle the names of three kids who BULLY OR PICK ON other kids. Are 

there any more kids who pick on other kids? 

Now I would like you to circle the names of  three kids who ARE BULLLED OR 

PlCKED ON by other kids. Are there any more kids who are picked on by other kids? 

Now 1 wodd like you to circle the names of three kîds who HELP OTHER KLDS when 

thcy arc being picked on by someonc. Arc therc any more kids who hdp othcr kids whcn 

thcy arc k i n g  picked on somconc? 



Now I wodd like to circle the m e s  of three kids whom LIKE TO STAND MOUND 

AND WATCH BUT DONT DO ANYTHING when someone is picking on another kid, 

that is when bullying is happening. Are there any more kids who like to stand around and 

watch? 

Now let us say that someone is king picked on by other kids, 1 would iike you to circle 

the narnes of three kids who will JOIN IN AND HELP PICK ON the other kid. Are there 

any more kids who will join in and help pick on the other kid? 

The researcher will ask the child about the BULLY-VICTIM relationships that they have 

indicated. 

Now 1 would Like to know about ÿour experienccs with bullyhg. C m  you tell me about a 

time when (first bully's name indicated) was picking on 

(frrst victirn's name indicated) ? Did you see when was picking on 

? 

What you were feeling when was picking o n  ? 

(* * provide the child with a list of ernotions: happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise, 

disgust or  neutral) 

Now tell me exactiy what happened. 1 want to know &l of the things that you remember. 

When did the bullying take place? Where did it happen? 



How did the bullying situation start? Who started it? 

D id (victirn's name) do anything to start it? 

What happened once the bullying starteci? 

And then? 

And then? 

1s there anything else? 

How did it end? 

Repeat the Est of names the child indicated in his/her narrative, You said was 

there? 

Who eise was involved in the bullying situation? When were they there? (Some or all 

the tirne) 

And what did do? What do you remember about what they did or said what? 



Was anybody else there? 

What did you want to happen? M y ?  

Did you get some of what you wanted? 

What did (each participant named in the bullying episode) want to happen? 

Why ? 

How do you think (name each child that was mentioned in the 

bullying episode) feIt during the buliying episode? (Show child the list of emotions) 

Did any good things corne because of the bullying incident? 

Did any bad things corne because o f  the bullying incident? 

What would p u  do if you were (victim' s name)? 

What would you do if you were one of the kids watching? 

-. . . -.. 

What would you do to help (victim's name)? What else wouId you do? 



Did mybody eIse pick on  (victim's name)? 

Did anyone else help or join in with (bully's narne)? And what did 

do or say? 

Why do you think they helped (buHy's narne)? 

Did any kid try to help 

do or say? 

And what did 

Why do you think they helped or did no t help (vict in's name)? 

- -- 

Now let me see if 1 understand the situation. Retell the chiId7s story. 

Ask about the relationships between the participants involved in the bullying incidents. 

Were they fnends, acquaintances, or not fiiends? 

Ask about the role each child played in the buliying incident. Were they the BULLY. 

VICTIM, ACTWE BYSTANDEIQIWTNESS, GUARDIAN, or ENCHMEN 

(accomplice of the bu11y)- (Provide the child with a Iist of the five bullying roles.) 
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Now, 1 want thank p u  for your participation and your cooperation. You have been very 

helpful. 1 would like to remind you that everything you have told me today is 

confidential and will not be told to anyone else. Your answers are private information. 1 

will not discuss your answers w-ith your teachers, your principd, your classmates, or yo LU 

parents. Nso, you will help me if you remember that your answers are a secret. Please 

do not discuss your m e r s  with other classmates. 

Remember, this was not a test, As far as I am concerned every question you answered 

\vas correct Thank you very much for al1 your help. Are there any questions? Do you 

have any concem about the bullying that occurs within your classroom? 1s there anyway 

1 c m  help? 

SUBJECT IDENTEKATION NUMBER: 

SEX: MALE FEMALE 

GRADE: 

DATE: 
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SADNESS 

ANGER 

FEAR 

SURPRISE 

DISGUST 

NEUTRAL 



BULLY 

VICTIM 

ACTIVE BYSTANDERIWITNESS 

BULLY'S HELPER 

VICTIM'S HELPER 



FRIEND 

ACQUAINTANCE 

NOT A FRlEND 



Appendk D 

Peer Nomination Scales for Identfiing Roles in a Bullying Episode 



Circle the names of three kids in your class who BULLY OR PICK ON 
other kids. 

Ellen 

Stephen 

Tornas 

Paul 

David 

Melissa 

Lisa 

Fred 

Daniella 

John 

Darren 

Mas. 

Arthur 

Jenn i fer 

Calvin 

Shaun 

Cath y 

EI izabeth 

James 

Dana 

Angie 

Sarah 

MeIanie 

Jessi 
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Circle the names of three kids in your class who ARE BULLIED OR 
PICKED ON by other kids. 

Ellen 

Stephen 

Tomas 

Paul 

David 

Melissa 

Lisa 

Fr& 

Daniel la 

John 

Darren 

Masv 

Arthur 

Jenni fer 

Calvin 

Shaun 

Cathy 

Elizabeth 

James 

Dana 

Ange 

Sarah 

Melanie 

Jessi 



Circle the names of three kïds in your class who HELP OTHER KIDS 
when they are being picked on by someone. 

El len 

Stephen 

Tomas 

Paul 

David 

blelissa 

Lisa 

Fred 

Daniella 

John 

Darren 

Mary 

Arthur 

Jennifer 

Calvin 

Shaun 

Cath y 

Elizabeth 

James 

Dana 

Angie 

Sarah 

MeIanie 

Jessi 



Circle the names of three kids in your class who LIKE TO STAND 
AROUND AND WATCH 'WBEN ANOTHER KID IS BEING PICKED 
ON BUT DON'T DO ANYTHTNG, that is, when bullying is happening. 

Ellen 

Stephen 

Tomas 

Paul 

David 

Melissa 

Lisa 

Fred 

DanielIa 

John 

Darren 

Jenn i fer 

Calvin 

Shaun 

Cathy 

Elizabeth 

James 

Dana 

Angie 

Sarah 

Melanie 

Jessi 
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Now let's Say that someone is being picked on by other kids, please 
circle the names of three kids in your class who will JOIN IN AND 
HELP PICK ON THE OTHEX KID. 

Ellen 

Stephen 

Tomas 

Paul 

David 

Melissa 

Lisa 

Fred 

Daniel la 

John 

Darren 

MW 
Arthur 

Jenn i fer 

Calvin 

Shaun 

Caîh y 

Elizabeth 

James 

Dana 

Angie 

Sarah 

Melanie 

Jessi 



Appendk E 

interview ProtocoI for Children' s Narratives on Bullying 

(Ross, Ross, Wilson & Smith, 1999) 
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The researcher d l  ask the child about the B WLY-VTCTIM relationships that they have 

indicated. 

Now I would like to know about your experiences with bullying. Can you teil me about a 

t h e  when (fist bully's name indicated) was picking on 

(fïrst victim's name indicated) ? 

Did you see when was picking on ? 

What you were feeling when was picking on ? 

(*"provide the child with a list of ernotions: happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise, or 

disgust) 

Now tell me exactly what happened. 1 want to know a of the things that you remember. 

When did the bullying take place? Where did it happen? 

HUw did the bullying situation start? Who started it? 

D id (victirn's name) do anything to start it? 

What happened once the bullying started? 

And then? 

And then? 

1s there anything else? 

How did it end? 

Repeat the list of names the child indicated in hislher narrative. Ycu said was 

there? 

Who else was involved in the bullying situation? When were they there? (Some or ail 

the tirne) And what did do? What do you remember about what they did or 

said what? 



Was anybody else there? 

What did you want to happen? Why? 

Did you get some of what you wanted? 

What did (each participant narned in the bullying episode) want to happen? 

Why ? 

How do you think (name each child that was mentioned in the 

bullying episode) felt durinp the bullying episode? (Show child the List of emotions) 

Did any good things come because of the buUying incident? 

Did any bad things come because of the bullying incident? 

What would you do if you were (victim's name)? 

What would you do if you were one of the kids watching? 

What wouid you do to help (victim's narne)? What else would you do? 

Did anybody else pick on (vict irn' s name)? 

Did anyone else help or join in with (bully's name)? And what did 

do or say? 

Why do you think they helped (bully' s name)? 

Did any kid try to help (victirn's name)? And what did 

do or say? 

Why do you think they helped or did not help (victim's name)? 

Now Iet me see if1 understand the situation- Retell the child's story. 

Ask about the relat ionships between the participants mentioned in the bullying incident. 



Ask about the role each child played in the bullying incident. Were they the BULLY, 

VIC'ZM, ACTIVE BYSTANDER (WITNESS - observed the bullying incident but they 

did not inteniene), GUARDIAN, or HENCHMEN (accomplices of the bully). Provide 

the child with a List of the roles. 



HAPPINESS 

SADNESS 

ANGER 

FEAR 

SURPRISE 

DISGUST 

NEUTRAL 



BULLY 

ACCOMPLICE 1 HENCHMEN 

VICTIM 

GUARDIAN 

ACTIVE BYSTANDER 
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Appendix F 

Coding Scheme for Bullying Narratives 

(Madsen & Smith, 1994) 



CODING VARIABLES FOR BULLYING INCIDENTS 

SUBJECT NUMBER: e-g., A0 18 

GENDER: 

RACE: 

GRADE: 

AGE: 

SCHOOL: 

l=Mde 2=Female 

1 =Caucasian 

2=Asian 

3=Black 

4=East/West Indian 

5=Other 

1= Four 2=Five 3=Sk 

e-g., 1 1.4 

1 =Alpine 2=Suddaby 3=TriIlium 

RTJMBER OF PEERS IN EACH SPECIFfC BULLYING ROLE: 

CHILD: BULLY: Howmany? 

VICTIM: 

GUARDIAN: 

ACTIVE BYSTANDER: 

KENCHMEN: 

RESEARCHER: BULLY: Howmany? 

VICTIM: 

GUARDI AN: 

ACTIVE BYSTANDER: 

HENCHMEN: 

QTHER PEOPLE STANDING/SITTING AFtOUND: 1-Yes 2=No 

NUMBER OF PEERS: Total number of kids invo lved in the buliying incident 

LOCATION: l=Homeroom class 

2=HalIway or line up 

3=Scool yard or Playground 

4=Another room 

5=Other class: French, Music, Supply teacher, etc. 



FEELINGS: 

6=Other location 

TIME OF DAY: l =Recess 

2=Lunch 

3=Class time 

4=Moming before first bell 

5=After schoo Vleaving the school 

6=Other 

1 =Happiness 8=SympathyEmapathy 

2=Sadness 9=Happy/Anger 

3-Anger 1 O=Sad/Anger 

4=Fear 1 1 =Anger/Happy 

5=Surprke 1 Z=Sad/Fear 

6=Disgust 13=0ther Combination 

7=Neutrd I4=Not involved in bullying incident 

Code for the Focal Child, Bully, Victim, Guardiau, Active Bystander, Henchmen 

IiYITIATING EVENTS: l=BuUy initiated 

2=Vict im init iated 

3=Other uiit iated 

DiD THE VICTIM DO ANYTHING TO START THE BULLYING? 

l=No 2=Yes 

ACTIONS THAT CONCLUDED THE EPISODE? 

1 =Bell rang +Active B ystander initiated 

2=Teacher/Adult intervened 6=Guardian hi. iated 

3=Bully initiated 7=Henchmen initiated 

4=Victim initiated 8=No reason 9=Other 

SOME HELPED THE VICTIM: 1=No 2=Yes 

WHY? l=Friends with victim 

î,=Friends with bully 

3=DonYt like to see it; Don't Iike to see the victim get hurt; 

It's not right to pick on kids 
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4=Bully was getting away with hurting the victirn 

5=Not applicable 

6=Wanted to continue with the game, activity 

WHY NOT? 

1 =Scared they would be bullied next 

2=Afraid other kids won't tike them 

3=They don't know what to do 

4=Think nothing will happen ifthey do intervene 

5=They don't Lie to tattle on people; Did not want to get the victim or bully in trouble 

6=1tYs none of their business; they don? care 

7=They don't like the victim; It was the victim's fault 

8=Maid they will get in trouble if they become involved in the bullyhg incident 

9=Friends with the bully 

1 O=Did not hem the bullying or see the builying; Nobody around to help 

1 1 =Other reason 

12=Not applicable 

l3=I don't kriow 

DID ANYBODY JOIN THE BULLY? I=No 2=Yes 

M Y  DID THEY JOIN IN THE BULLYING? 

l=Scared they would be bullied next 

2=Peer pressure; scared they will lose fiends; to make &ends; it's cool 

3=Exciting and fun; thought it was h y  

4=Friends with the bully 

S=DonYt like or care for the victim 

6=Victim deserved it; made at the victim 

i=Personality; they are like that; they like to fight 

t=They are more powerful together; power issues 

9=Nobobdy joined in 

1 0=0 ther reason 

1 l=They didn't start it so they will not get in trouble; it was okay to join in 



WAS THERE LAUGHINGKHEERING SUPPORT FOR THE BULLYING? 

l=No 2=Yes 

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE PARTICIPANTS: 

1 =Friends S=Friend/Acquaintance 3-Acquauitances 

4=Acquaintances/Not a fi-ïend 5=Not Friends 

FOCAL CHILD AND BULLY 

FOCAL CHILD AND VICTIM 

FOCAL CHILD AND GUARDIAN 

FOCAL CHILD AND ACTIVE BYSTANDER 

FOCAL CHILD AND HENCHMEN 

BULLY AND VICTIM 

BULLY AND GUARDIAN 

BULLY AND ACTIVE BYSTANDER 

BULLY AND HENCHMEN 

VICTIM AND BULLY 

VICTCM AND GUARDIAN 

VICTIM AND ACTIVE BYSTANDER 

VICTIM AND HENCHMEN 

SPECIFIC GOALS: FOCAL CHILD, BULLY, VICTM, GUARDIAN, ACTIVE 

BYSTANDER, HENCHMEN 

O=LYot involved 

1 =Ignore the bully 

2=Victim to physicalïy retaliate; someone to physically retaliate against bully; hurt the 

bully 

3=Victim to verbalïy retaliate; tell the teacher 

4=Bully to get in trouble: detention 

5=Bully to get in trouble: expelled, go away forever 



6=Bother the victim; hurt the victim; make victim mad/sad; likes teasing the victim; bully 

to continue picking on victim 

7-Victim to get in trouble 

8=Victim not to do anything; victim to wak away; victim to go away 

I=Bully and vict irn to get in trouble; detention' reprimand fkom teacher/principai 

10=Bully to walk away; leave the victim alone; bullying to stop; bully to be quiet 

1 l=Nothing to happen; forget that the bullying happened 

12=Bully issues: get attention; to gain power; to feel cool 

13=Wanted to heIp the victim 

14=Not sure; 1 don't know 

I5=Bully and victim to t a k  to each other; to say sony to each other; to be eiends 

16=To have fün; to have fkiends 

I7=Teacher to intervene; wish the teacher had heard the bullying 

Z 8=Join the bully; to be included; wanted the fight to continue 

WHY DtD YOU WANT THAT TO HAPPEN? FOCAL CHILD, BULLY, 

VICTiM, GUARDIAN, ACTIVE BYSTANDER, HENCHMEN 

O=Not involved 

1 =Bully issues; bully is bad; bully has a problem; bully likes to pick on kids; bully was 

doing something bad; bully was hurting the kid 

2=Justice; it's not fair to pick on kids; feel sorry for the victim; it's not right to pick on 

kids 

3=Buiiy did not want to get in trouble 

4=Buliy7s power and control; so he/she could feel stronger; bully is happy when victim is 

mad; bully could have control of the activity 

5=Does not iike the bully; can't stand the bullying 

6=Did not want to fight or have a conflict; victim did not like the bullying; not good role 

models for younger children 

7=Victim provoked the bully 

8-The kid did not care about what was happening 

9=BuUy to have remorse for bis actions 



lO=Friends with the buily; wanted to be fiends with the bully 

1 l=It7s cool; to look 'good' or 'cool'; to make fkiends 

12=It's fuo and exciting; it7s a joke; thought it was ninny; mes  fights 

13=Friends with the victirn 

14=I don? know 

15=Mad at the victim; does not like the victim; victim to get in troubIe 

16=Wanted to be included; to be part of the group; victim to be included 

lï=Wanted to play the game; to continue with the activity 

li(=Victim did not want to get in trouble; active bystander did not want to get in trouble 

Dm ANY BAD THINGS HAPPEN? l=No 2=Yes 

WEAT BAD TFLINGS? 

O=No bad things happened 

1 =Bully is still picking on victirn; bully is getting away with it 

2=Victirn was in trouble 

3=Victim was hurt; victim was king picked on 

4=The victim should have been in troubte with the bully 

5=Bully got in trouble 

6=Victim became mad at the bully and henchmen 

7=Victim is picking on people now 

8=There was a fight; verbal fight; don't like bullying 

9-BuUy and victim were in trouble 

DID ANY GOOD THINGS HAPPEN? l=No 

W A T  GOQD THINGS? 

O=No good things 

l=The bullying stopped; the bully went away; victirn walked away 

2=The bully has not picked on the victim lately 

3=Victim had fun doing something else; hanging out with different people 

4=BuUy and victim were mad at each other 

5=Victim realized that the bully was not a nice person; victim realized who were hidher 

6=It was fair; no one was suspended 



7=Buily leanzed a lesson; bully was in trouble 

8=Bully and victim are fiiends again 

9=Learned new information about the people 

TYPES OF BULLYING: 

I di rec t  verbal 2=direct physical 3=relat ional 4=direct phy sical and verbal 

DID BULLY RECEIVE SUPPORT FOLLOWNG THE INCIDENT? 

l=No 2=Yes 
DID VICTIM RECEIVE SUPPORT FOLLOWING TEE INCIDENT? 

STRATEGIES: 

IF YOU WERE WCTIM? 

1 =Physically fight back 

2=Verbally fight back; engage in negative confiict; yell back; threaten to fight 

3=Talk with the victùn 

4=Ask a fiiend for help 

5=Ask a teacher for help; tell the teacher 

6-Teil a parent 

7-Ignore the bully 

8=Walk away 

9=Nothing; afiaid the bully might pick on them; it won't do anything 

1 I=Tell the principal 

I2=Talk with the bully; teil hun to stop 

WHAT BAPPENED; WHAT DU) THE VICTIM DO? 

Same coding categories as above 

WHAT IF YOU WERE WATCHING THE BULLYING? 

l=Break up the fight by physically restraining the bully 

2=Break up the fight by physically restraining the victirn 

3=TaLk with the bully; Tell himlher to stop 

4=T& with the victim 

5=Jo in with the victim; help the victim out; help victirn to fight back 



6=Ask a fiend for help 

7=Tell the teacher 

8=Tell a parent 

9=Nothing; it is noue of my business; don? want to get involved 

10=Nothing because it won't do anything; don't h o w  what to do; afiaid they will be 

buliied next 

1 l=Tell the principal 

12=Jo in the bully 

I 3=Have the bully and the victim to talk to each other and d e  up 

WHAT COULD YOU DO TO HELP T a  VICTFM? 

Same coding categories as  above 

PERSONAL RBLE IN BULLY ING INCIDENT? 

1 =Bully 2=Vict im 3=Guardian 4=Active B ystander 5=Henchmen 

6=Not invo lved; part ially invo lved; heard about it 

WAS THE BULLYING INCIDENT TOLD BY MORE THAN ONE CHILD? 

1 =No 2=Yes 

DID THE PARENTS HAND IN A BACKGROUND SHEET? 

I =No 2=Yes 

CHILDREN'S DEFmTITION OF BULLYING? 

I =Direct physical 2=Direct verbal 3=Indirect relational 

4=Direct physical and verbal 

5=Making fÙn of kids; hurting kids; doing stuff to rnake them mad or cry; jealousy 

6=Ml of the above 

WAS 'TEASiNGMAKING FUN OF PEOPLE' INCLUDED LIY THE 

DEFINITION? 

I =No 2=Yes 

WAS 'POWER' INCLUDED IN THE DEFINITION? (Toughest; big kids picking 

on little kids; bugging kids for no reason; harassing kids; threatening kids) 

WAS 'COOL' INCLUDED IN THE DEFINITION? (Want to be popular, impress 

someone/others, to show off) 
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Children's Social Network Protocol 

(Cairns, Cairns, Neckerman, Gest, & Gariepy, 1988) 



Now 1 am goîng to ask you a few questions about the children in your class. Okay? 

Are there kids who play with or hang around together a lot? Who are they? 

Group 

Group 

Group 

Group 

Group 

One: 

Two: 

Three: 

Four: 

Five: 

Are there kids outside of your class who play with or hang out with this particular group? 

Group 

Group 

Group 

Group 

Group 

One: 

Two: 

Three: 

Four: 

F ive: 

(If o d y  same-sex groups were named) Are there any groups of boys and girls? 

Group 

Group 

Group 

Group 

One: 

Three : 

Four: 

(If the child does not mention hirn-or 

you hang around with in your class? 

Group 

Group 

Group 

herself) What about yourself! Do you have a group 

Two : 

Three: 

(If no) Do you have a group you hang around with in school? 

Group One: 



Group Two: 

Group Three: 

Are there children in your class who do not belong to a social group? Who? 

(If yes) Why do you think does not beIong to a social group? 



Appendix H 

Bullies' Motivations During Bullying Incidents 



Bullies7 Motivations. When children were asked about the buiiies' motivations in 

buIIying episodes, 30.7% of the children expressed the opinion that the bully does not 

like the vict im or was mad at the victim. Twenty-eight percent of the children reported 

bullies desire for power and control over the victim (e-g., he/she could feel stronger) as 

the primary bullying motivation- Bullies' personality characteristics (e-g-, bully likes to 

pick on kids) were indicated by 16% of the chikiren and 12% of the chiIdren claimed that 

bullies like to participate in buIlying incidents because it is exciting and fùn. Some 

children (9.3%) expressed that bullies engage in bullying behavior because they want to 

establish fnendships or to be included by the peer group. Finally, four percent of the 

children felt that although the bully victimized another child, the bully did not want to 

receive punishment f?om the teacher. 
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Victims' Motivations During BuIPying Incidents 



Victims' Motivations- When children were asked about the reasonhg motivating 

the victims' goals iovo lved bullying incidents, thirty-two percent of the children reported 

that victirns felt bullies' personality characteristics as the victims' primary motivation. 

Chiidren (3 I -3 %) indicated that victims detest the bully and bullying incidents. 

Approximately seventeen percent of the children ( 16.7%) expressed that victims did not 

want to engage in the bullying incident and does not enjoy confiict situations. Some 

children claimed that victims did not care about the bully/victim episode and wanted to 

continue with the peer group activity (8.7%). Children reported that peer inclusion (e-g., 

wanted to be part of the group) as the primary motivation for victims in bullying 

incidents. Finally, children indicated that victims wanted the bully to exhibit remorse for 

the bullying behavior (4.7%). 
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Guardians' Goals and Associated Motivations During Bullying Incidents 



Guardians' Motivations. When children were asked about guardians' motivations 

in bully/victim episodes, the majority of children (38.5%) reported that guardians 

possessed motivations centered on justice and moral values. Some children (24.6%) 

indicated persona1 fiendships (e-g., tiiends with the victirn or the bully) as the prhary 

motivation for guardians in bullying incidents. Twenty percent of the children expressed 

the opinion that guardians' motivations centered on contïnuing with the peer group 

activity and avoiding punishrnent fYom the teacher. Finally, 1 6.9% of the children 

reported that guardians felt that the bully possessed negative personalit y c haracterist ics. 

Children's reports of the Guardians' goals and associated motivations are located in 

Tables 35, 36'37, 38, 39, and 40. 

Table 35 

Guardians' First Goal in B u l l y h ~  Incidents and Associated Motivations (N=l50). 

Associated Motivations 

Justice-it's not fair to pick on kids 
Wanted to continue with activity/Did 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of chîldren's responses. 

40.6 

not want to get in trouble 
Friends with the victim or buliy 
Buily issues-Buliy enjoys buliying 

25.0 
18.8 
15.6 



Table 36 

Guardians7 Second Goal in Buliving; Incidents and Associated Motivations CN=150). 

1 Wanted tu iielp the victim 1 2 5.4 1 
Associa ted Motivations 

1 Justice-It's not fair to oick on kids 40.0 
- 

1 Friends with victim or bulh 1 40.0 1 

Table 37 

Guardians' Third Goal in Bullving; Incidents and Associated Motivations m=150). 

1 Buiiy issues-Bully enjoys buQing 

-- 1 Bully and M m  talk wiîh each ofher 1 - 1 

15.6 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of children7s responses. 

Associa ted Motivations 

and s a l e  their differences 

Wanted to continue with activity/Did 1 1 

10.8 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of children's responses. 

oot want to get in trouble 
Buliy issues-Bully enjoys buiiying 
Friends with the victim or bully 
JusticeIt 's  not fair to pick on kids 

28.6 
28.6 
28.6 
14.3 



Table 38 

Guardians' Fourth Goal in Bullving; Incidents and Associated Motivations CN=150). 

1 Associa ted Motivations 1 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of  children's responses. 

Justice-it's not fair to pick on kids 
Buliy issues-Bully enjoys bullying 
Friends with the victim or bulb 

Table 39 

Guardians' Fifth Goal in Bullying Incidents and Associated Motivations (N=1501. 

57.1 
28.6 
14.3 

1 

Associated Motivations 

1 Wanted to continue with activity/Did 1 

1 Justice-It's not fair to pick on kids 1 20.0 

not want to get in trouble 
Friends with the victim or bully 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of children's responses. 

40.0 
40.0 



Table 40 

Guardians7 Sixth Goal in Bullving; - Incidents and Associated Motivations (N=150). 

1 Nothing to h a p p e f l o ~ e t  about the 

I 

Associated Motivations 

Justice-.It's not fair to ~ i c k  on kids 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of children7s responses. 

50.0 
Wanted to continue with activitymid 
not want to get in trouble 
Frîends with the victim or buliy 

25.0 
25.0 
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Henc.imen' s Go ais and Associated Motivations During Buil y ing Incidents 



Henchrnen Motivations. Approlllmately twenty-six percent of the children 

(25.8%) reported that henc hmen' motivations invo lved in bully/vict irn incidents centered 

on their fiiendship with the bully. Children (22.6%) expressed that henchmen' 

involvement in peer victimization was the result of the excitement and fun henchmen 

receive when they engage in builyhg behavior. Victim factors (e-g., detests the victim, 

angry with victirn) were reported by children (1 9.4%) as a primary motivation for 

henchmen' involvement in bullykg incidents. Peer relations (e-g., to make Eends, it's 

cool) was rnentioned by 17.7% of  the children. Finally, the experience cf power and 

control attached to peer victimization attracted henchmen to engage in bullying behavior 

was reported by 14.5% of the children. Henchmen goals and correspondhg motivations 

reported by the children are Iocated in Tables 41,42,43, and 44. 

Table 4 1 

Henchrnen Fust Goal in Bullving; Incidents and Associated Motivations m=1501- 

Bother the vidim/Rurt the victim 48.4 

Associated Motivations 

- .  - - 1 It's cooVTo make friends 13.3 

Friends with the buliy 
Mad at victim/Does not like victim 
It's exciting and fun 
Bully's power and control 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of children' s responses. 

33.3 
23.3 
16.7 
13 -3 



TabIe 42 

Henchmen Second Goal in Bullying Incidents and Associated Motivations Tr\3=150). 

I 

Associated Motivations 

To gain powerflo join with bully 22.6 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of children's responses. 

Lt's cooüTo make friends 
Mad at victim/Does not Iike victim 
It's exciting and fun 
It's cooYTo make friends 

Table 43 

Henchmen Third Goal in Bullying Incidents and Associated Motivations N=150). 

35.7 
21-4 
21.4 
21.4 

1 Associated Motivations 1 1 

Nofhing fo happen 16.1 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of children's responses. 

Bully's power and control 
It's exciting and fun 
Friends with the buliy 
It's cooVTo make friends 
Mad at victim/Does not like victim 

40.0 
20.0 
20.0 
10-0 
10.0 



Table 44 

Henchmen Fourth Goal in BulIving: Incidents and Associated Motivations IN=150), 

I 

Associated Motivations I 

Note: Numbers re flect percentages of c hildren's responses. 

It's exciting and fun 
Buüy's power and control 
It's cool/To make friends 
Mad at victim/Does not like victim 
Friends with the buliv 

50-0 
12-5 
12.5 
12.5 
12-5 
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Active Bystanders' Goals and Associated Motivations 



Active Bystanders' Motivations. Over half of the children (52%) indicated that 

active bystanders engage in bullying behaviors because they find the bully k g  situation 

fiin to watch. Twenty-four percent of the children reported that active bystanders detest 

or were angry with the victim (24%). Fïnally, twenty-four percent of the children 

expressed that active bystanders' primary motivation for involvement in bullylvictîm 

incidents was centered on their established ftiendships with the bully. Children's 

perceptions of Active Bystanders goals and associated motivations are presented in 

Tables 45'46, and 47. 

Table 45 

Active Bystanders' First Goal in Bullying. Incidents and bsociated Motivations 
m=150). 

To join fhe buIlyLWme fun with the 
bu/@ 53.0 

I 

Associated Motivations 1 

-- 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of children's responses. 

Tt's exciting and fun 
Friends with bully/8ulIy7s power and 
control 
Mad at victim/Does not tike victim 

76.9 

15.4 
7.7 



Table 46 

Active Bystanders' Second Goal in Bullying Incidents and Associated Motivations 
(N=l5O). 

Bother the victiMHurt the victim 32.0 

Associated Motivations 

Note: Numbers reflect percentages of children's responses. 

Mad at victim/Does not like victim 
It's exciting and fun 
Friends with bulS/Bully's power and 
control 

Table 47 

37.5 
37.5 

25.0 

Act ive Bystanders' Third Goal in Bully ing Incidents and Associated Motivations 
W=150). 

Associated Motivations 

Note: Nurnbers reflect percentages of children's responses. 

I 
Mad at victim/Does not like victim 
Friends with buliy/Bully's power and 
control 

50.0 

50.0 




